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[...] Come, my friends,
’Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
Push off, and sitting well in order smite
The sounding furrows; for my purpose holds
To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths
Of all the western stars, until I die.
It may be that the gulfs will wash us down:
It may be we shall touch the Happy Isles,
And see the great Achilles, whom we knew.
Tho’ much is taken, much abides; and though
We are not now that strength which in old days
Moved earth and heaven; that which we are, we are;
One equal temper of heroic hearts,
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

– Tennyson, Ulysses
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Resumen

En la década de 1980, cuando se combinaron las computadoras con la red de telecomunicaciones
conmutada para dar lugar a la red informática, sucedió algo inesperado. Los primeros usuarios de
esas computadoras interconectadas interpretaron esta novedosa y costosa tecnología, que se había
desarrollado inicialmente con motivos militares y de seguridad, como una forma de conectar a los
humanos entre sí [27, 29]. Los usuarios pioneros siguieron el ejemplo con entusiasmo. En palabras del
pionero del Internet Howard Rheingold:

Mis observaciones directas del comportamiento en línea en todo el mundo durante los
últimos diez años me han llevado a concluir que siempre que las tecnologías de comunica-
ción mediadas por computadora estén disponibles para las personas en cualquier lugar,
inevitablemente construyen comunidades virtuales en él, así como los microorganismos
inevitablemente crean colonias ([29]).

Esta fascinación colectiva por la interacción humana mediada por computadora desencadenó una
verdadera explosión de socialización en línea, que sigue ejerciendo una influencia considerable en
el mundo que habitamos, para bien o para mal. En esta tesis, nuestro objetivo es contribuir a la
investigación de una característica específica de este fenómeno: la gestión de las comunidades en línea
(online community management).

Online communities se definen como “cualquier espacio mediado por computadoras donde las
personas se reúnen con otros para conversar, intercambiar información u otros recursos, aprender,
jugar o simplemente estar con los demás” [19]. Son comúnmente utilizados en los negocios [25, 32], la
política y la toma de decisiones públicas [7, 28, 29], el intercambio de experiencias [29, 31, 39], y en
la educación [26].

Modelamos las comunidades en línea como redes sociales de interacción escrita. Es útil imaginar
a una comunidad como un foro en línea, o una plataforma de blogs: los miembros discuten entre
ellos agregando respuestas a temas del foro o publicaciones de blogs. Los miembros mismos están
representados como nodos en la red; las interacciones se representan como aristas. Este enfoque
está bien establecido y se ha aplicado de manera fructífera en muchas comunidades en línea, desde
Wikipedia hasta Twitter, desde foros para desarrolladores de software hasta servicios de intercambio
de noticias y más allá ([5, 10, 14, 20, 21, 38, 39]).

Partiendo de este enfoque, esta tesis se centra en la gestión de las comunidades en línea: el online
community management. La mayoría de ellas emplea administradores (online community managers).
Estos son “miembros especiales”, que interactúan con otros miembros en la plataforma de la comunidad
para influir en las dinámicas sociales en la misma de una manera que corresponda con el objetivo de la
organización que dirige la comunidad misma. Nuestro objetivo es comprender mejor la interacción de
las dinámicas sociales ascendentes y las actividades administrativas descendentes de la vida en línea; y
para diseñar heurísticas con el fin de ayudar a los administradores de la comunidad a guiar su trabajo,
y a sus empleadores para evaluarlo.

La tesis consta de cuatro capítulos con intereses independientes.
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2 RESUMEN

Capítulo 1. Gestión de comunidades en línea como diseño de mecanis-
mos

El Capítulo 1 enmarca la gestión de las comunidades en línea como diseño de mecanismos [11]. Las
empresas, los gobiernos y otras organizaciones se enmarcan como proveedores de comunidades en línea
(online community providers), mantienen la infraestructura técnica y proporcionan mano de obra
para convocar comunidades en línea y mantenerlas funcionando con la expectativa de que ayudarán a
promover sus objetivos. Las personas se unen a estas comunidades por diferentes razones, pero rara vez
están motivadas por un deseo altruista de ayudar a los proveedores a alcanzar sus (de los proveedores)
objetivos. Esto plantea preguntas que cualquier proveedor de comunidad exitoso debe abordar: ¿hay
cursos de acción disponibles (de ahora en adelante llamados policies) para influir en el comportamiento
de los miembros de la comunidad para que ella cumpla con los objetivos del proveedor? ¿Y cómo elegir
entre ellos?

Estas preguntas se pueden ver bajo el lente del diseño del mecanismo. De hecho, son similares
a los preguntados por Eric Maskin [24] para abrir su Nobel lecture. Para alcanzar sus objetivos,
los mechanism designers deben inducir cierto comportamiento de agentes cuyos objetivos pueden
estar desalineados con los suyos. Lo que es más, tienen que hacerlo bajo información incompleta
o imperfecta. Los subastadores, por ejemplo, no conocen el precio real que los participantes en la
subasta están dispuestos a pagar por el activo que se subasta; ni los proveedores de un bien público
conocen su verdadero valor para el público. Los proveedores comunitarios en línea también enfrentan
restricciones de información. Es posible que algunos miembros de la comunidad, si se los deja en sus
propios dispositivos, se comporten de la manera más propicia para los objetivos del proveedor. Otros,
por otro lado, pueden necesitar de aliento y supervisión (costosos) para hacerlo. Los proveedores no
tienen una forma sencilla de distinguir a los buenos vecinos de los alborotadores, y no pueden bloquear
fácilmente el acceso a la comunidad a los primeros sin bloquear también a los segundos.

Sin embargo, ellos pueden hacer lo que hacen los subastadores y otros mechanism designers:
manipular el contexto dentro del cual los agentes hacen su elección. Al adoptar esta perspectiva,
la solución al problema del proveedor no es en sí misma un resultado, sino una especificación de,
en palabras de Leonid Hurwicz, cómo el resultado “debería depender de la información de la gente”
[11]. Por ejemplo, una política de expulsar a los miembros de la comunidad en línea si se entregan a
la incitación al odio puede inducir a los miembros que podrían estar dispuestos a hacerlo a que se
autocensuren. En otro ejemplo, una política de participación constante en la conversación con los
miembros puede inducir a los miembros que disfrutan del diálogo en línea a ser más activos de lo que
lo harían, ya que saben que alguien siempre estará dispuesto a entablar un diálogo con ellos. Esas
acciones también implicarán costos. Si se adoptan, algunos miembros terminarán siendo alentados a
participar, a pesar de que habrían estado activos incluso sin ánimo; otros serán vigilados, a pesar que
su comportamiento no requiera vigilancia.

La ventaja de este enfoque es que nos proporciona una forma sistemática de comparar policies.
Adoptamos esta postura para el resto de la tesis. Los community providers son tratados comomechanism
designers; miembros de la comunidad en línea como agentes; las policies son el equivalente de los
mecanismos. Los siguientes capítulos, sin embargo, tienen una diferencia con la forma en que se
especifican la mayoría de los problemas de diseño de mecanismos: no modelamos explícitamente el
comportamiento de los miembros de las comunidades como el equilibrio de un juego bayesiano. Esto
se debe a que, en esta etapa de la investigación, no podemos abordar de manera significativa la
heterogeneidad en las preferencias de los miembros. En cambio, los usuarios son tratados como una
black box. En los capítulos 2 y 4 su comportamiento de equilibrio es simulado, en lugar de derivado
analíticamente;1 en el capítulo 3 se observa empíricamente, en forma reducida. Esto no altera la

1Este enfoque tiene algunos precedentes en la literatura sobre comunidades en línea [16]



RESUMEN 3

situación del community provider como diseñador de mecanismos; las diferentes policies producen
diferentes resultados, y el proveedor aún debe elegir entre ellas.

El Capítulo 1 continúa desarrollando el paralelismo entre la gestión de las comunidades en línea y
el diseño de mecanismos. Con base en la literatura sobre la primera, proponemos que los proveedores
de la comunidad persigan cinco objetivos: actividad, inclusión, diversidad, lealtad y armonía. A
continuación, discutimos cómo crear un índice compuesto que los tenga en cuenta todos, como una
forma de comparar inequívocamente políticas alternativas.

El argumento de este capítulo está respaldado por los resultados de una encuesta entre los
administradores de comunidades en línea (N = 83). El propósito de la encuesta es conocer el nivel de
esfuerzo que ellos asignan a cada elemento en una lista de ocho policies, que a su vez se basa en la
literatura académica existente. Las ocho policies sugeridas por la literatura resultaron ser ampliamente
practicadas entre los encuestados, y la mayoría de ellos respondieron que participaban en cada una a
menudo, o al menos ocasionalmente. Sin embargo, comunidades de diferentes tamaños y en diferentes
etapas de madurez parecen priorizar diferentes combinaciones de policies. Las comunidades más grandes
y maduras se enfocan más en la mediación de conflictos y ajustes de software para mejorar la experiencia
de sus usuarios; las más pequeñas y más jóvenes parecen estar más preocupadas por impulsar la
actividad al invitar a nuevos usuarios, dar la bienvenida a los que se unen, interactuar con los que
ya están activos y apoyar a los voluntarios. En términos de los objetivos definidos anteriormente,
las comunidades más jóvenes y pequeñas parecen valorar más la inclusión, mientras que las más
antiguas y las más grandes valoran más la armonía. Las comunidades parecen valorar la actividad
independientemente del tamaño y la edad. Los test de hipótesis no paramétricos indican que esta
diferencia es significativa y respalda una hipótesis del ciclo de vida sobre las comunidades en línea,
como sugieren algunos autores [12, 23].

Capítulo 2. Gestión de comunidades en línea como diseño de redes
sociales: una prueba estadística para la presencia de actividades de
gestión en comunidades en línea

El Capítulo 2 comienza observando que las redes en crecimiento donde los enlaces son asignados
por un mecanismo de enlace preferencial (preferential attachment) se sabe que convergen a las redes
que manifiestan una distribución de grado (in-degree) en forma de ley potencial [2, 3, 9]. Nuestra
hipótesis principal es que, en presencia de actividades de gestión comunitaria, las comunidades en
línea se caracterizan por ser distribuciones en grado que se desvían del modo de ley potencial; dicha
desviación constituye el marco de una gestión comunitaria exitosa. Nuestra hipótesis secundaria es
que dicha desviación ocurre de manera predecible, una vez que se toman en cuenta las prácticas de
gestión comunitaria. De ser cierto, estas hipótesis nos darían una prueba simple de la efectividad de
las prácticas de community management : estudiar la distribución de grado de la red de interacción
de la comunidad es más simple que estudiar la red misma.

Investigamos el problema utilizando (1) datos empíricos sobre tres pequeñas comunidades en línea
y (2) un modelo informático que simula una actividad de gestión comunitaria ampliamente utilizada
llamada onboarding. A lo largo del capítulo, empleamos una prueba de bondad de ajuste (goodness of
fit) de la hipótesis nula del cual se genera una distribución en grado por un modelo de ley potencial [6].

Los resultados empíricos son consistentes con nuestra hipótesis principal. Nuestra prueba no
rechaza la hipótesis nula con respecto a la comunidad que no practica el onboarding, mientras que
la rechaza fuertemente con respecto a las dos que sí lo hacen. La diferencia observada entre las dos
comunidades con políticas de onboarding y la que no la tiene puede ser causada no por la política en
sí, sino por alguna otra variable no observada. Para explorar más el tema, generamos y comparamos
una gran cantidad de simulaciones por computadora de redes de interacción en comunidades en línea
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que son idénticas, excepto por la presencia y las características de onboarding, y para la realización de
las variables aleatorias. Las políticas de onboarding se caracterizan por dos parámetros. Onboarding
effectiveness es la probabilidad de que el miembro recién llegado al que apunte el administrador de la
comunidad responda interactuando con algún otro miembro; community responsiveness representa la
probabilidad de que dicho miembro, por su parte, se relacione nuevamente con el recién llegado.

Los resultados de esta segunda comparación también cumplen con nuestra hipótesis principal. Al
aplicar la incorporación a nuestra comunidad simulada, con cualquier combinación de parámetros, da
como resultado distribuciones de grados que son notablemente más distantes al comportamiento de ley
potencial puro de las que encontramos en nuestro grupo de control. Sin embargo, la la goodness of fit
de las leyes potenciales a los datos es generalmente modesta para redes del tamaño que consideramos
aquí (2,000 vértices): incluso en ausencia de onboarding, con un proceso de conexión preferencial puro
que genera los datos, las leyes potenciales se ajustan bien solo alrededor del 40% de las redes generadas.
Por otro lado, el porcentaje de redes generadas para cuyas distribuciónes de grados una ley potencial
es una buena aproximación es cercano a cero. Por lo tanto, cuando observamos comunidades en línea
cuyas redes de interacción no tienen una forma de ley potencial, no podemos sacar ninguna conclusión
cierta. Por el contrario, cuando una ley potencial es una buena aproximación a la distribución de
grados de la red de interacción de una comunidad en línea, tenemos una indicación de que no se está
promulgando ninguna política de onboarding.

Sorprendentemente, no encontramos una relación monótona entre el parámetro de onboarding
effectiveness y la goodness of fit de la distribución en grado de la comunidad a un modelo de ley
potencial. Esto hace que la goodness of fit en sí misma sea una herramienta mediocre para medir cuán
buenos son los community managers en su trabajo. El parámetro de community responsiveness no
parece tener un impacto significativo en el comportamiento del modelo.

En conclusión, el modelo de simulación de este capítulo incorpora dos fuerzas. El primero es el
preferential attachment ; el segundo es el mismo onboarding. El primero pretende representar el efecto
rich get richer que se observa en muchas redes sociales del mundo real; el segundo pretende representar
la acción de onboarding de los moderadores y los administradores de la comunidad. Se sabe que el
efecto del primero conduce a la aparición de una distribución en grados que se aproxima a un modelo
de ley potencial. El efecto de este último es más sutil, porque a su vez está compuesto por dos efectos.
El primero consiste en la acción directa del moderador, que siempre se dirige al recién llegado; el
segundo en las acciones que podrían emprenderse como resultado de una política de incorporación
bien ejecutada.

La acción directa de los moderadores crea aristas que apuntan a los nodos no seleccionados por
preferential attachment. Lo que los miembros de la comunidad en línea hacen como resultado de la
actividad del moderador no es tan claro. En nuestro modelo de simulación, la incorporación exitosa da
como resultado aristas adicionales, algunos de los cuales apuntan a nodos seleccionados por preferential
attachment, otros a nodos seleccionados de otra manera.

El onboarding en sí siempre se dirige a los recién llegados a las comunidades en línea. Se refiere
a los participantes débilmente conectados en la comunidad: los moderadores no tienen necesidad de
involucrarse con participantes muy activos y fuertemente conectados, quienes claramente no necesitan
ayuda para mantener una conversación. Al hacerlo, los moderadores esperan ayudar a que los recién
llegados tímidos se conviertan en miembros activos de la comunidad. Una vez que este proceso está
en marcha, los moderadores no tienen ninguna razón para seguir involucrándose con las mismas
personas. En términos de nuestro modelo, esto significa que los recién llegados, después de haber
sido incluidos, van a recibir nuevos aristas solo por medio de preferential attachment. Por lo tanto, es
razonable esperar que las distribuciones de grados generadas por nuestro modelo muestren una fat tail,
con la frecuencia de vértices altamente conectados siguiendo una aproximación razonable de una ley
potencial. Lo mismo ocurre en niveles bajos de k, pero es más difícil de detectar debido a la presencia
de aristas que se crean por mecanismos diferentes del preferential attachment. Esto es de hecho lo que
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observamos. El resultado final del onboarding, entonces, es una distribución en grados que apróxima
una ley potencial en valores altos de k, pero no para valores bajos (cerca de 1) de k.

En resumen, las políticas de onboarding conducen a un goodness of fit peor de los modelos de ley
potencial a las distribuciones en grado de las redes de interacción de las comunidades en línea. Este
efecto se muestra en los tres parámetros clave que describen los modelos de ley de potencia. Cuando
se incorpora el onboarding :

1. Los p-valores de la ley potencial best fit son mas bajos.

2. Los valores de k que minimizan la distancia de Kolmogorov-Smirnov entre los modelos de ley
potencial que mejor se ajustan y los datos observados son mayores.

3. Los parámetros de escala son mayores: el onboarding hace que la asignación de las aristas
incoming sea más igual

Nuestra especificación del modelo explica una aparente paradoja: la desviación de las distribuciones
de grados de las redes observadas del comportamiento de ley potencial es mayor cuando el onboarding
es ineficaz que cuando es eficaz.

Capítulo 3. Efectos del community management en la actividad del
usuario en las comunidades en línea

Aunque la práctica de emplear administradores de comunidades en línea es omnipresente, existe muy
poca evidencia de que su trabajo haga una diferencia mensurable en el comportamiento de los usuarios.
Los especialistas en psicología y administración de empresas han explorado los incentivos que gobiernan
el comportamiento individual en línea [1, 8, 40]. Parte de esta exploración adopta una perspectiva
de red [10, 33, 39]; El trabajo de Ronald Burt sobre brechas estructurales [4] es probablemente el más
conocido de estos esfuerzos. En una perspectiva similar, en el Capítulo 3 buscamos evidencia empírica de
que la interacción pasada con los administradores de la comunidad afecte el comportamiento del usuario.

Alentar la participación es una preocupación central para los community providers. La literatura
indica que la participación está relacionada con resultados positivos, como la lealtad y la satisfacción de
los miembros [15, 17, 23, 35, 37]. Se ha dedicado un esfuerzo considerable a investigar los determinantes
de la participación, incluida la motivación, los rasgos de personalidad, la dinámica de grupo y la
tecnología utilizada [22, 23]. La mayoría de las comunidades en línea emplean a los administradores
de la comunidad, cuya tarea es fomentar la participación y resolver los conflictos. Esta práctica es
tan antigua como las propias comunidades en línea: ambas son anteriores a Internet [29]. A medida
que el acceso a Internet se convirtió en un fenómeno de masas, el online community management
también se ha generalizado [19]. Varios autores señalan la gestión comunitaria como una actividad
crítica [15, 18, 37], explícitamente vinculada a la participación alentadora; nuestros propios hallazgos
empíricos lo confirman (capitulo 1).

Este capítulo intenta cuantificar empíricamente el efecto de la acción de los community managers
sobre la actividad de los usuarios. 2 Tal acción consiste simplemente en comentar el contenido escrito
por el usuario, especialmente si ningún otro usuario lo ha comentado. Esto es interpretado por
muchos usuarios como un refuerzo positivo, una señal de que lo que tienen que decir es relevante y

2Desplegar community managers para interactuar con los usuarios no es, de ninguna manera, la única forma de
alentar la participación. Se cree que elementos como el diseño atractivo, insignias y (en los juegos u otros entornos
gamificados) tablas de clasificación, una vez instaladas, estimulan la participación. Aunque algunos autores incluyen
estas actividades como parte de la administración de la comunidad [15, 19], ellas requieren principalmente el esfuerzo de
una vez por todas por los desarrolladores de software, y no los tratamos aquí.
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apreciado. Suponemos que los administradores de la comunidad interactúan con los usuarios porque
deliberadamente intentan aumentar la participación. Al hacerlo, están promulgando la gestión de la
comunidad en línea policies, seleccionada por el proveedor de la comunidad, de manera consistente
con la perspectiva de diseño de mecanismos presentada en el Capítulo 1. 3

Comenzamos con un conjunto de datos que describe cuatro años de actividad en una pequeña
comunidad en línea; para cada período de tiempo, inducimos la red de interacción que describe a
la comunidad en ese momento. A continuación, definimos una variable (Bernoulli) dependiente que
representa la participación de los usuarios individuales en la vida de la comunidad en cada período de
un día, y la modelamos en función de tres grupos de variables. El primer grupo incluye las variables
que describen la red de ego, como in-degree y out-degree. El segundo grupo incluye las que describen la
red en su totalidad, como las medidas de centralidad. El tercer grupo incluye variables que no son de
red, como la cantidad de tiempo transcurrido desde que el usuario ingresó a la comunidad. Este grupo
también incluye la cantidad de mensajes recibidos de los administradores de comunidades en línea. A
continuación, procedemos a estimar el efecto marginal de recibir mensajes de los administradores de
comunidades en línea sobre la variable dependiente.

Suponemos que la probabilidad individual de estar activo en el tiempo t depende del historial
de actividad de ese individuo (es decir, la variable dependiente rezagada); los valores pasados y
presentes tomados por las predictoras; y su propensión individual (no observable) a ser activa ci.
Este último puede correlacionarse con actividades pasadas y predictoras. Esto introduce problemas
de endogeneidad; El modelo de efectos aleatorios correlacionado de Chamberlain proporciona una
estrategia de modelado natural para dar cuenta de ellos [36]. Esta estrategia consiste en estimar un
modelo probit en la variable dependiente en t, enriqueciendo el conjunto de covariables con el valor
promedio tomado por cada predictora en todos los períodos para cada individuo, y con las condiciones
iniciales de ese individuo. Todavía tenemos que asumir la exogeneidad en el componente específico del
tiempo e individual del término de error.

Descubrimos que:

1. La cantidad de comentarios que recibe un usuario de los community managers tiene una influencia
muy significativa en su probabilidad de estar activo.

2. Recibir comentarios de los community managers tiene un efecto significativamente mayor en su
probabilidad de ser activo que recibir comentarios de usuarios que no son community managers.

3. El aumento en la probabilidad del usuario de estar activo luego de recibir un comentario adicional
por parte de un community manager es de aproximadamente 30-50%. Sin embargo, los medios
son, en este caso, influenciados desproporcionadamente por un pequeño número de observaciones
con una alta probabilidad de ser activo.

A diferencia de la prueba descrita en el Capítulo 1, esta es una medida empírica válida de la
efectividad y competencia de los administradores de comunidades en línea. Desafortunadamente,
también es más sofisticada y costosa de ejecutar, y requiere datos longitudinales en lugar de una simple
“foto instantánea” de la red de interacción de la comunidad.

En un apéndice de este capítulo, llevamos a cabo verificaciones de solidez con los datos de una
segunda comunidad en línea, así como con periodos de tiempo de una semana. No encontramos
diferencias sustanciales con los resultados descritos anteriormente.

3La interfaz de administración de Discourse, el software de forum open source más popular al momento de escribir,
informa a los administradores del sitio la cantidad de temas sin respuesta. Las flechas codificadas por colores empujan al
administrador del sitio para mantener este número lo más bajo posible. https://discourse.org

https://discourse.org
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Capítulo 4. Asignación de capacidad en la gestión de comunidades en
línea: un enfoque agent-based

En el Capítulo 4 abordamos el tema de la dinámica de exclusión en las comunidades en línea. Algunas
comunidades en línea tienen dificultades para integrar a los nuevos miembros, aunque los miembros
actuales toleran a los nuevos miembros, no existe una mala voluntad aparente. Basándose en los trabajos
anteriores de Kibum Kim, Woo Seong Jo y Beom Kim [16], elaboramos un modelo agent-based [34] de
una comunidad en línea. Como hemos argumentado en los capítulos anteriores, las motivaciones para
que las personas participen en comunidades en línea son extremadamente diversas [15], al igual que sus
modos e intensidad de participación. Esto hace que sea difícil derivar su comportamiento en tanto que
equilibrio de un juego. El agent-based modeling nos permite utilizar la simulación como un trampolín
hacia un modelo más completo, y centrarnos en comprender cómo el community provider elige sus
policies, condicionadamente al comportamiento por los miembros de la comunidad que se quiere
simular. Además, este enfoque permite una comparación directa con los resultados de Kim, Jo y Kim.

El modelo propuesto por esos autores y extendido aquí resulta en homofilia en la dimensión del
tiempo de unirse a la comunidad en línea. Los economistas han estudiado de cerca la homofilia en las
redes sociales, ya que proporciona una explicación atractiva no solo para las formas de difusión, sino
también para las diferencias persistentes en el comportamiento y el rendimiento, por ejemplo, en el
empleo o en los ingresos [13]. Muchos modelos de formación de redes homófilas están impulsados por
elecciones de formación de enlaces que son aleatorias, pero sesgadas hacia individuos que son similares
al ego según algunos criterios. Esto se hace eco del famoso modelo de segregación de Thomas Schelling
en cities [30], donde una homofilia moderada puede engendrar una segregación completa.

Este capítulo sigue en esta tradición. La interacción se caracteriza por una preferencia de los
miembros de interactuar con otros miembros que ya son sus amigos; la intensidad de esta preferencia
está regulada por un parámetro del modelo, el cual llamamos “fuerza de intimidad” (intimacy strength).
Los objetivos del community provider se definen en los términos del Capítulo 1. A lo largo del capítulo,
medimos los efectos de las variaciones de los parámetros del modelo relevantes en las variables objetivo
ejecutando Welch tests sobre la hipótesis nula de que el valor promedio de la variable objetivo después
variado es el mismo que sin variar.

En primer lugar, mostramos que, en ausencia de actividades de community management, valores
elevados del parámetro de fuerza de la intimidad producen una dinámica excluyente. Los nuevos
miembros de la comunidad en línea les resulta difícil ganar un punto de apoyo en la comunidad,
que está dominada por los primeros usuarios. Esto hace eco, en un contexto en línea, del famoso
modelo de segregación de Thomas Schelling [30]. Este resultado, bien sea en [16], lleva a cabo nuestra
re-especificación del modelo, con varias suposiciones moderadas o modificadas.

A continuación, presentamos al modelo un agente especial, el community manager, encargado
de llevar a cabo las policies. El modelo simula dos de ellas, llamadas onboarding (ya discutida en el
Capítulo 1) y engagement. Proponemos una forma de clasificar los resultados del modelo en función
de los valores tomados por cinco variables objetivo, que representan cuatro características de las
comunidades en línea: la inclusión, la diversidad, la actividad y la lealtad.

Mostramos que nuestras policies muy simples pueden contrarrestar estas dinámicas de exclusión
y, al mismo tiempo, mejorar las comunidades en línea en otras dimensiones. Esto tiene un precio: el
textitcommunity manager tiene que estar activo. De nuestras dos políticas simuladas, el engagement es
más efectivo para mejorar las comunidades en todas las dimensiones, pero también requiere un mayor
esfuerzo. Esto nos deja con preguntas sobre la eficiencia de las actividades de gestión comunitaria.

Para abordarlas, introducimos una restricción de capacidad (capacity constraint) para el administra-
dor de la comunidad. Pues, comparamos el efecto en las variables objetivo de dos criterios mutuamente
excluyentes para que el administrador de la comunidad asigne dicha capacidad: una es priorizar la
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interacción con los miembros más recientes, la otra es priorizar a los más activos. Los resultados de
esta comparación dependen de los valores tomados por el parámetro de fuerza de la intimidad y de si
la probabilidad a priori de comprometerse en un momento dado es idéntica para todos los miembros o
puede variar entre ellos. Sin embargo, en todos los casos siempre encontramos que, dentro de los límites
de nuestro modelo, priorizar a los miembros más nuevos siempre domina la priorización de los más
activos. Las políticas exitosas de inclusión conducen a un menor número de miembros que abandonan
la comunidad; como ahora permanecen activos, estos miembros pueden continuar aportando contenido
e interacción a la comunidad. Su presencia continua aumenta la inclusión, diversidad, actividad y
lealtad de la comunidad en el sentido en que lo se define en este capítulo.

Los online community managers profesionales pueden pensar que este resultado es contrario a
la intuición. En las comunidades en línea, los miembros altamente activos son muy visibles, pero su
activismo puede reflejar su personalidad en lugar de su capacidad de respuesta a lo que otros miembros
y administradores de la comunidad hacen. Desde el punto de vista de los gerentes de la comunidad,
priorizarlos solo tiene sentido si su probabilidad marginal de estar activo con respecto al esfuerzo de
gestión es mayor que la de otros miembros. Este no es el caso en nuestro modelo: las “superestrellas”
son en promedio más activas que otros miembros, no más receptivas al esfuerzo de los community
managers. Entonces, la única forma de aumentar la actividad en el modelo es persuadir a los miembros
para que no abandonen la comunidad; en otras palabras, adoptar una política de inclusión.

Como es típico de los modelos agent-based, nuestros resultados se remontan a las suposiciones que
sustentan el comportamiento del modelo. Sin embargo, el enfoque para modelar la gestión comunitaria
en línea que se analiza en este documento proporciona una forma sistemática de comparar políticas
alternativas para crecer y mantener comunidades en línea. Comienza por enmarcar la administración
de comunidades en línea como el diseño de mecanismos (como proponemos en el capítulo 1). Para
superar las dificultades asociadas con la creación de una forma de juego y derivar su equilibrio, se
recurre a observar el comportamiento de los miembros de las comunidades en línea del mundo real
(como lo hacemos en el capítulo 3), y al usar los resultados de esta observación para construir un
modelo de simulación. A pesar de sus límites obvios, este enfoque puede aplicarse a la planificación
de escenarios en el diseño y gestión de procesos participativos, por ejemplo, en consultas públicas,
ejercicios de diseño a gran escala y foresight. Dentro de los límites del modelo, se pueden experimentar
políticas alternativas para gestionar una comunidad en línea, sin riesgo para las comunidades reales
(que son bienes frágiles y valiosos).

Concluimos el Capítulo 4 presentando algunos ejemplos de cómo el modelo discutido aquí se puede
utilizar para elegir entre diferentes políticas, dados valores de parámetros y una forma específica
para la función objetivo del proveedor de la comunidad. No hacen ningún reclamo de generalidad,
naturalmente. Pero sí sugieren que los community providers pueden adaptarlos a sus propios objetivos
y limitaciones específicos. Por ejemplo, un gobierno local, que brinde una comunidad en línea a los
ciudadanos que participen es un ejercicio de presupuesto participativo, puede otorgar un gran valor
a la inclusión de la comunidad, construir su función objetivo en consecuencia y utilizar esta técnica
de modelado para decidir qué política adoptar. Otro proveedor puede elegir un alto peso para el
esfuerzo de gestión para reflejar su preferencia por políticas de bajo costo, y así sucesivamente. Una
vez calibrado para la situación en cuestión, este modelo puede convertirse en una herramienta utíl
para la toma de decisiones racionales y responsables sobre la gestión de las comunidades en línea.
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Introduction

In the 1980s, as computers combined with switched telecommunications network to give rise to
networked computing, something unexpected happened. Early users of those networked computers
interpreted this novel and expensive technology, that had been initially developed with military and
security reasons in mind, as a way to connect humans to each other [20, 22]. Later adopters followed
suit with enthusiasm. In the words of the Internet pioneer Howard Rheingold:

My direct observations of online behaviour around the world over the past ten years have
led me to conclude that whenever computer-mediated communication technologies become
available to people anywhere, they inevitably build virtual communities with it, just as
microorganisms inevitably create colonies ( [22]).

This collective fascination for computer-mediated human interaction triggered a veritable explosion of
sociality online, that continues to exert considerable influence on the world we inhabit, for good or bad.
In this thesis, we aim to contribute to the investigation of one specific feature of this phenomenon:
the management of online communities.

Online communities are defined as “any computer-mediated space where people come together
with others to converse, exchange information or other resources, learn, play, or just be with each
other” [15]. They are widely used in business [18, 25], politics and public decision making [7, 21, 22],
expertise sharing [22, 24, 29], and education [19].

We model online communities as social networks of written interaction. It is useful to imagine one
as an online forum, or a blogging platform: members discuss with each other by adding responses to
forum threads or blog posts. Members themselves are represented as nodes in the network; interactions
are represented as edges. This approach is well established, and it has been fruitfully applied to many
online communities, from Wikipedia to Twitter, from forums for software developers to news-sharing
services and beyond ( [5, 11, 13, 16, 17, 28, 29].

Moving from this approach, this thesis focuses on the management of online communities. Most
employ online community managers. These are “special members”, that interact with other members
on the community’s platform to influence the social dynamics therein in a way that is consistent
with the goal of the organisation which runs the community itself. We aim to better understand the
interplay of bottom-up social dynamics and top-down management activities in online life; and to
devise heuristics to help community managers guide their work, and their employers to assess it.

The thesis consists of three chapters with independent interests. Chapter 1 frames online community
management as mechanism design [12]. Members of online communities interact with each other in
pursuit of their own goals of socialization, knowledge or mutual support. Online community providers
have preferences on the outcomes of this interaction, and they put in place measures to incentivize
their members to interact in ways that lead to the outcomes they prefer. Community management
policies, then, are mechanisms. We support this chapter’s argument with the results of a survey among
online community managers: it turns out that there is a broad convergence among them, and that the
nature of policies enacted depends on the size and the maturity of the community in question.
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Chapter 2 starts by observing that growing networks where links are allocated by a preferential
attachment mechanism are known to converge to networks displaying a power law degree distribution [2,
3, 10]. Our main hypothesis is that, in the presence of community management activities, online
communities are characterised by in-degree distributions that deviate from the power law form; such
deviation constitutes the signature of successful community management. Our secondary hypothesis
is that said deviation happens in a predictable way, once community management practices are
accounted for. If true, these hypotheses would give us a simple test for the effectiveness of community
management practices: studying the in-degree distribution of the community’s interaction network is
simpler than studying the network itself.

We investigate the issue using (1) empirical data on three small online communities and (2) a
computer model that simulates a widely used community management activity called onboarding.
Throughout the chapter, we employ a goodness-of-fit test of the null hypothesis that an in-degree
distribution is generated by a power law model [6].

Empirical results are consistent with our main hypothesis. Our test does not reject the null
hypothesis with respect to the community that does not practice onboarding, while it does strongly
reject it with respect to the two that do. The difference observed between the two communities
with onboarding policies and the one without might be caused not by the policy itself, but by some
other unobserved variable. To explore the issue further, we generate and compare a large number of
computer simulations of interaction networks in online communities that are identical except for the
presence and effectiveness of onboarding policies, and for the realization of stochastic agent behaviour.

The results of this second comparison, too, are in accordance with our main hypothesis. Applying
onboarding to our simulated community, in whatever form, results in degree distributions that are
markedly more distant from pure power-law behaviour than we find in our control group. However, we
do not find a monotonic relationship between the onboarding’s effectiveness parameter and goodness-of-
fit of the community’s in-degree distribution to a power law model. Hence, when we observe real-world
online communities whose interaction networks do not have a full power-law form, we cannot conclude
that it is successfully onboarding its members as they join. At best, we could confirm that their
community managers are at work. This limits the real-world usefulness of our test.

Though the practice of employing online community managers is pervasive, there is remarkably
little evidence that their work makes a measurable difference in user behaviour. Scholars in psychology
and business management have explored incentives governing individual behaviour online [1, 9, 30].
Part of this exploration adopts a network perspective [11, 26, 29]; Ronald Burt’s work on structural
holes [4] is probably the best known of these efforts. In a similar perspective, in Chapter 2 we look for
empirical evidence that past interaction with community managers affects user behaviour.

We devise a test, based on panel data econometrics, to ascertain whether interaction with community
managers makes community members more likely to be active; and implement it on a small online
community. We find that, indeed, interaction with online community managers has a positive and
strongly significant effect on user activity. We then estimate its marginal effect, and find it is relatively
large, but rapidly decreasing in the number of interactions per period.

We also find that past interaction with other members makes a community member more likely to
be active. The effect on activity of interaction with community managers, however, is much larger than
that of interaction with other members, and the difference is strongly significant. This is somehow
expected, given that community managers are professionals of online interaction. Unlike the test
described in Chapter 1, this is a valid empirical measure of the effectiveness and competence of online
community managers; unfortunately, it is also more sophisticated and expensive to run, and it requires
longitudinal data instead of a simple “snapshot” of the community’s interaction network.

In Chapter 3 we address the issue of exclusionary dynamics in online communities. Some online
communities find it difficult to integrate new members, even though incumbent members bear
newcomers no apparent ill will. Building on previous work by Kibum Kim, Woo Seong Jo and Beom
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Kim [14], we build an agent-based model [27] of an online community. Interaction is characterized
by a preference of members for interacting with other members that are already their friends; the
intensity of this preference is regulated by a parameter of the model, that we call “intimacy strength”.

First, we show that, in the absence of community management activity, high values of the
intimacy strength parameter produce an exclusionary dynamics. Newcomers to the online community
find it difficult to gain a foothold in the community, which is dominated by early adopters. This
echoes, in an online context, Thomas Schelling’s famous segregation model [23]. This result, already
in [14], carries through to our respecification of the model, with several assumptions relaxed or
modified.

We next introduce to the model a special agent, the community manager, tasked with carrying out
policies. The model simulates two policies, called onboarding (already discussed in Chapter 1 [8]) and
engagement. We propose a way to rank the model’s outcomes based on the values taken by five target
variables, representing characteristics of online communities such as inclusivity, diversity, activity, and
loyalty.

We show that our very simple policies can counteract these exclusionary dynamics, and at the
same time improve the online communities in other dimensions. This comes at a price: the community
manager has to become active. Of our two simulated policies, onboarding is the more effective at
improving communities on all dimensions, but it is also requires the higher effort. This leaves us with
questions about efficiency of community management activities.

To address them, we introduce a capacity constraint to the community manager. We compare the
effect on the target variables of two mutually exclusive criteria for the community manager to allocate
that capacity: one is to prioritize interaction with newer members, the other is to prioritize more
active ones. We find that allocating capacity to the former Pareto dominates allocating it to the latter.
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Chapter 1

Online community management as
mechanism design

1.1 Introduction

Over the last few decades, online communities have gone from fringe phenomenon to basic feature
of modern life. Computer networks have been consistently interpreted as a tool for humans to come
together; historians of computing have pointed out how “social” functionalities as email [23], computer
games [23, 26], and erotic messaging [26] emerged as a result of users tinkering with systems intended
for other purposes. Online communities are now among the most popular destination sites on the
Internet [15], and are widely used in business [21, 28], politics and public decision making [6, 24, 26],
expertise sharing [26, 27, 31], and education [22]. They have proven effective at large tasks like
writing the largest encyclopedia in human history (Wikipedia), providing an always-on free helpline
for software engineering problems (StackOverflow), or building, and continuously updating, a detailed
map of planet Earth (OpenStreetMap) [27].

These successes justify viewing online communities as economic resources of large and growing
importance for modern societies. Firms, governments, and other organizations turn into online
community providers, maintaining technical infrastructure and providing manpower to convene online
communities and keep them going in the expectation that they will help further these organizations’
goals. A new professional figure, the online community manager, has emerged to execute the actions
providers deem appropriate1.

People join online communities for different reasons, but they are rarely motivated by an altruistic
desire to help community providers reach their own goals. This raises questions any successful
community provider must address: are there available courses of actions (henceforth called policies) to
influence member behavior so that the community serves the provider’s goals? And how to choose
among them?

These questions can be viewed under the lens of mechanism design2. To reach their goals,
mechanism designers must induce some behavior from agents whose goals might be misaligned with
their own. What’s more, they have to do so under incomplete or imperfect information. Auctioneers,
for example, do not know the true price participants in the auction are willing to pay for the asset
being auctioned; nor do providers of a public good know its true value to the public. Something similar
happens to online community providers. People join online communities for many different reasons,

1In most online communities the community manager is a separate figure from the providing organization. This
could configure a principal-agent situation. We do not treat this here, simply assuming throughout this work that the
two functions of provision and management are carried out by the same agent.

2Indeed, they are similar to those asked by Eric Maskin [19] to open his Nobel lecture.

19
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which are almost always not known by the provider with any degree of precision. The true value to an
individual member of being part of the community, and even its determinants, remain unknown.

Mechanism designers can not compel agents to reveal their preferences. The best they can do
is create a system of incentives that will induce them to do so. This comes at a price; for example,
a second-price auction game has an equilibrium where bidders reveal their true preferences for the
asset being auctioned. However, the auctioneer has to forego some of the surplus from the transaction.
Online community providers, too, face information constraints. It is possible that some members of
the community, if left to their own devices, would be behaving in just the way that is most conducive
to the provider’s goals. Others, on the other hand, might need a lot of (costly) encouragement and
supervision to do so. Yet, the providers have no simple way to tell the good neighbors from the
troublemakers, and they cannot easily block access to the community to the ones without blocking it
to the others as well.

They can, however, do what auctioneers and other mechanism designers do: manipulate the
context within which agents make their choice. When adopting this perspective, the solution to
the provider’s problem is not itself an outcome, but a specification of, in Leonid Hurwicz’s words,
how the outcome “should depend on people’s information” [10]. For example, a policy of banning
members from the online community if they indulge in hate speech might induce members who might
be inclined to do so to, instead, self-censor. In another example, a policy of consistently engaging
in conversation with members might induce members who enjoy online dialogue to be more active
than they otherwise would, since they know that someone will always be willing to engage in dialogue
with them. Those actions, too, will typically entail costs. If they are adopted, some members will
end up being encouraged to participate, even though they would have been active even without
encouragement; others will be policed, even when their behavior requires no policing.

Having myself worked with or for online community providing organizations for many years, I am
convinced that mechanism design provides a conceptual framework to understand online community
provision and management. With it, alternative policies can be compared in a systematic way. This is
the stance we take in the rest of this thesis. Providers are treated as mechanisms designers; online
community members as agents; policies are the equivalent of mechanisms. The next chapters, however,
bear a difference with the way most mechanism design problems are specified: we do not explicitly
model user behavior as the equilibrium of a Bayesian game. This is because, at this stage of the
research, we cannot meaningfully deal with the heterogeneity in user preferences. Instead, users are
treated as a black box. In chapters 1 and 3 their equilibrium behavior is simulated, rather than
derived analytically;3 in chapter 2 it is observed empirically, in reduced form. This does not alter the
predicament of the community provider as mechanism designer; different policies produce different
outcomes, and the provider still needs to choose among them.

This is not a widespread approach. In economics, the behavior of members of online communities
(like friendship formation or homophily) is modeled as the equilibrium of a game played by their
members [2, 7]; but in general no intervention from any regulating authority is posited. Themanagement
of online communities, as opposed to the behavior of their members, are treated more frequently
by scholars of business studies [12, 21, 28], design [15] and social sciences [25, 32], with no recourse
to the mechanism design framework. Taking the road less traveled, I hope, will bear fruit in the
form of facilitating closer collaboration between these disciplines as we proceed in exploring online
communities.

In the remaining of this paper, we lay the foundations for studying online community management
in a mechanism design framework. Based on the literature on the management of online communities,
section 1.2 proposes that the providers’ goal is to maximize a weighted sum of certain characteristics
of their communities. Section 1.3 starts by identifying a number of policies recommended by authors.

3This approach has some precedents in the literature on online communities [13]
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Next, we present the results of a survey where professional online community managers were asked
how much time they spend on each of these policies. We find that all of the policies are deployed
“often” or “occasionally” by a majority of respondents. Furthermore, we find that the mix of policies
chosen by more mature, larger communities is significantly different from that chosen by younger,
smaller ones.

1.2 Outcomes and goals

Like mechanism designers, community providers start with some goals. In economics, most literature
on mechanism design assumes the goal of maximizing revenue (for example in the case of auctioning of
assets, when the auctioneer is a profit-maximizing entity), net social surplus maximization (for example
in the case of public good choices) or a combination of the two [19]. Community providers, too, have
goals which depend on the nature of providing organizations. Some communities are profit-maximizing
firms. For example, Gearslutz4 is a community for audiophiles and music gear enthusiasts. Producers
of audio gear pay Gearslutz for access to its members. Other communities see themselves as providers
of public goods: Wikipedia is one of the most famous examples.

A review of the literature shows that online communities are characterized mainly along the
following dimensions.

1. Activity, sometimes also called participation. Research has found that activity is connected to
positive outcomes like member loyalty and satisfaction [11, 12, 14, 18, 29, 30]. A considerable
effort has been devoted in researching the determinants of participation, including motivation,
personality traits, group dynamics and technology used [17, 18]. The number of contributions to
the community is a common proxy for its value. Especially in its early days, it can be critical for
an online community to be perceived as a buzzing, thriving virtual place where people enjoy rich
and frequent social interactions [15]. Activity can be directly linked to revenue maximization,
since in the online world members can be monetized only when they are active 5. Communities
interested in providing public goods are equally keen on boosting activity, as members can
contribute to producing the good only when active6.

2. Inclusivity. Many online communities display a tendency for members to gang together in small
circles of intimate friends. When this is the case, it can be hard for newcomers to gain a foothold.
This limits the growth potential of the community [13]. Communities with more members are
more able to deploy manpower to pursue their goals.7

3. Diversity. An online community where only a few people are making the bulk of the contributions
might fall prey to groupthink and lose some of its information processing abilities [9]. Diversity
is probably more closely associated with communities that seem themselves as public good
providers than with revenue-maximizing ones.

4. Loyalty. The feeling of belonging to an online community is a powerful tool to enhance the rate
of contribution in its members. It also makes the community more resilient, less likely to be

4https://www.gearslutz.com/
5For example, in the case of Facebook, Claussen and collaborators write: “Managing [Facebook] has the goal of

maximizing its monetization opportunities. As revenues for platform owners are often generated through advertising or
transaction-based charges, managing active user engagement (which in turn increases advertising effectiveness) is often
at the core of platform management.” [4]

6See [5] for an example in education.
7Market analysts in the telecommunications and technology sectors routinely use Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

as an indicator to assess the market value of companies. ARPU is treated as a parameter, the value of which holds
roughly constant for any company in the short run. By implication, companies may try to increase their evaluation by
increasing the number of their users [3, 20].

https://www.gearslutz.com/
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abandoned if the activity level goes down for a short period [13]. Loyalty is closely associated to
activity, and as such likely to be a goal for both public goods-providing and revenue-maximizing
communities.

5. Harmony. Flame wars can annoy users, and lead them to reduce their activity or leave the
community altogether [12, 15]. 8

In most cases we can assume the preferences of the online community provider increase monotonically
in all these dimensions, though of course in practice there can be trade-offs between dimensions. For
example, in the midst of a violent controversy community managers might wish, in the interest of
harmony, to dampen the pace of the discussion (which would reduce activity) or even ban their most
aggressive members (which would reduce loyalty, and in most cases diversity). In general, the literature
on online communities treats marginal costs of activity as moderate, and encourages community
providers to build as active, inclusive, diverse, loyal and harmonious a community as possible, with
as little effort as possible. Therefore, we can think of the values taken by the target variables as the
arguments of the community provider’s objective function. The value of a policy p can be expressed as

Vp = ATp (1.1)

Where A is a vector of weights (depending to the nature of the community and its purpose: commercial
vs. benevolent, topical vs. social etc.) and Tp is the vector of values that the target variables proposed
above take when enacting that policy. The community provider’s problem is to choose the policy p
that maximizes Vp − Cp, where Cp denotes the costs associated to p.

1.3 Available policies: a survey

1.3.1 Questionnaire

We now turn to the space of mechanisms available to the community provider to induce her desired
outcome. We take an empirical perspective, proceeding as follows.

1. From the literature on online community management, we compile a list of recommended policies
(interpreted as mechanisms).

2. For each recommended policy, we ask professional online community managers to answer the
following question: “how often do you take this course of action?” Possible answers are “never”,
“rarely”, “occasionally” and “often”.9

These questions were asked by means of an online questionnaire,10 circulated for three weeks in
March 2018. I promoted it through social media, particularly E-mint,11 a long-running mailing list
(hosted by Yahoo) where professional online community managers “talk shop”, and CMX Hub,12 a
Facebook public group.

The policies listed in the questionnaire, and the relative references, are the following:

• Invite users to join [11, 15, 30].
8On the other hand, moral outrage is associated to higher levels of engagement [1], so that communities exclusively

concerned with activity levels might favor activity over harmony.
9Using reported time invested as a measure of preference encourages respondents to rank the alternatives, preventing

them saying they are all important – which would not be very informative. Leider and collaborators take a similar
approach to elicit social networks [16].

10The questionnaire is available at http://bit.ly/ocm-practices
11https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/e-mint/info
12https://www.facebook.com/groups/cmxhub/

http://bit.ly/ocm-practices
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/e-mint/info
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cmxhub/
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• Welcome new users when they sign up [8, 12, 15].

• Engage with users, to encourage them to be more active and make them feel welcome [12, 15,
17, 29, 30].

• Mediate conflict [12, 15].

• Tweak and optimize the user experience [12, 15].

• Encourage interaction between members [8, 15, 29].

• Organize real-world meetings [12].

• Acknowledge members for their contribution [15, 17].

• Support volunteers [12, 15, 29, 30].

Respondents also could add other policies they considered important.
The survey provides a “catalogue” of mechanisms commonly used by online community providers.

Provided we can find, or simulate, equilibrium behavior of members of online communities depending
on which mechanism is enacted, we can compute each mechanism’s outcome. At this point, the choice
of which one(s) to enact results from checking outcomes against the community provider’s goals.

1.3.2 Results

83 questionnaires were completed. While we make no claim to randomness of sampling and statistical
representativity, respondents reported experience in online communities of various sizes and stages of
maturity (table 1.1).

Table 1.1: Respondents by size and maturity of the online community they work with.

Years of activity
Number of users < 1 yrs 1-5 yrs > 5 yrs Total
< 100 2 2 1 5
101 - 1,000 4 10 7 21
1,001 - 10,000 1 8 10 19
10,001 - 100,000 0 5 5 8
> 100, 000 1 3 26 30
Total 8 28 47 83

All eight policies suggested by the literature proved popular among respondents, with most
respondents answering they engage in each one often, or at least occasionally (table 1.2). However,
communities of different sizes and at different stages of maturity seem to prioritize different mixes of
policies. Larger and more mature communities focus more on mediating conflict and software tweaks
to enhance user experience; smaller, younger ones seem more preoccupied with boosting activity by
inviting new users in, welcoming those who join, engaging with ones that are already active, and
supporting volunteers (tables 1.5 to 1.10).
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Table 1.2: Frequency of investing community management time in certain policies for all respondents
(N = 83)

Policy Never Rarely Occasionally Often
Invite users 7 8 35 35
Welcome new users 27 7 9 39
Engage with users 2 3 36 42
Mediate conflict 3 25 22 33
Tweak user experience 2 4 26 50
Encourage interaction 3 3 33 44
Organize meetings 8 20 43 12
Acknowledge members 2 5 35 41
Support volunteers 26 8 13 35

The most frequent response is emphasized in bold.
The sum by row may not add to N when some respondent skipped the relevant question in the questionnaire.

57 respondents chose to indicate a management activity that was not included in the questionnaire,
but that they spend substantial time on. Of these, 19 mentioned “moderation”. In the profession’s
jargon, this denotes a regulatory activity meant to defuse conflict, but that does not have the attributes
of “mediating”. For example, it might simply be banning offending members from the website, or
unpublishing offending content. All of these respondents reported managing online communities with
over five years of maturity and over 100,000 members. Most of the remaining 38 report various form of
engagement with users, content curation (for example creating newsletters to promote the best content),
or technical work (for example troubleshooting the software code underpinning the community).

Some authors have proposed that online communities go through a life cycle. Iriberri and
collaborators identify five stages (inception, creation, growth, maturity and death), and propose that
different arrays of policies apply to different stages in the cycle [11, 18]. Kraut and collaborators
suggest that starting a new online community requires different policies from maintaining one [15]. In
table 1.3 we directly compare the smallest, least mature communities in the sample with the largest,
most mature ones. While some policies carry through (“engage with users”, “acknowledge members”),
others are de-emphasized as the community grows in size and maturity (“welcome new users”, “support
volunteers”). Others still become more prominent (“mediate conflict”, “tweak user experience”). In the
language of section 1.2, younger, smaller communities seems to value inclusivity more, whereas older
and larger ones value harmony more. Communities seem to value activity independently of size and age.

Table 1.3: % frequency of investing community management time in certain policies, for “small and
young” (N = 18) vs. “large and mature” (N = 26).

small and young large and mature
Policy N R Oc Of N R Oc Of
Invite users 0 0 22 78 12 0 77 12
Welcome new users 6 12 12 70 85 0 0 15
Engage with users 0 6 33 61 8 4 73 15
Mediate conflict 11 50 28 11 0 0 8 92
Tweak user experience 6 6 35 53 0 0 8 92
Encourage interaction 0 4 29 67 8 0 77 15
Organize meetings 17 11 50 22 8 15 77 0
Acknowledge members 6 6 22 67 4 4 73 19
Support volunteers 18 23 12 47 73 0 0 27

“Small and young” online communities are defined as those with 1,000 accounts or fewer, and which started under
five years before the respondents took the questionnaire.
“Large and mature online communities are defined as those with over 100,000 accounts, and which started over five
years before the respondents took the questionnaire.
The most frequent response is emphasized in bold.
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Table 1.4: Mann-Whitney tests that maturity and size of online communities do not influence the
time they allocate to policies.

Policy p-values
young vs. mature small vs. large

Invite users 0.2067 0.0000
Welcome new users 0.0007 0.0000
Engage with users 0.0027 0.0174
Mediate conflict 0.0000 0.0000
Tweak user experience 0.6397 0.0006
Encourage interaction 0.0020 0.0004
Organize meetings 0.5350 0.0509
Acknowledge members 0.0420 0.0111
Support volunteers 0.0982 0.0013

The null hypothesis is H0 = P (mature == 0) = P (mature == 1) for the second column, and
H0 = P (large == 0) = P (large == 1) for the third column, where P denotes the distribution of
the time allocated by community managers to that policy.
“Small” online communities are defined as those with 1,000 accounts or fewer.
“Young” online communities are defined as those which started over five years before the respondents
took the questionnaire.
The significance rejection level is set at 1%. Bold indicates that the null hypothesis is rejected.

We check these remarks by means of statistical tests. First, we divide the respondents into “young”
(established less than five years before taking the questionnaire) and “mature” (established over five
years before taking the questionnaire), and again into “small” (1,000 accounts or fewer) and “large”
(over 100,000 accounts) communities. Next, for each policy P , we run tests that the distribution
of responses from young communities is indistinguishable from that of mature ones; and that the
distribution of responses of small communities is indistinguishable from that of large ones. Formally:

• Hypothesis 1. H0 : P (young) = P (mature)

• Hypothesis 2. H0 : P (small) = P (large)

Since the responses (from “never” to “often”) can be ranked, it is appropriate to use a Mann-Whitney
test. Test results are shown in table 1.4. Choosing a significance level of 1%, hypothesis 1 is rejected
for four of the nine policies; hypothesis 2 is rejected for six. We conclude that our survey data provide
some support for the existence of a life cycle in online community management. Size is a better
predictor of policy mix than age, though of course the two are positively correlated.

Additional results can be found in the Appendix. Tables 1.5 to 1.7 refer to the policy mixes
prevailing in communities of different size; tables 1.8 to 1.10 to those prevailing in communities of
different age.

1.4 Conclusions

Organizations providing online communities are not in a position to directly choose a state for the
communities themselves. This is because such a state depends on the behavior of community members;
how active, loyal, conflict-prone, and so on, they choose to be determines the “character” of the
community as a whole. Conversely, such character influences individual choice. We propose that
online community providers can see their situation through the lense of mechanism design.
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If providers can be seen as mechanism designers, community management policies can be seen as
their mechanisms. We present the results of a survey involving 83 online community managers. Despite
the great variability in the nature, declared purpose, size and maturity of online communities, we find
most of them use have in place similar policies. We also find some support for a life cycle hypothesis.
Younger, smaller communities seem more focused on welcoming and engaging their members, whereas
larger, more mature ones emphasize conflict mediation and enhancing user experience via improving
their software.

Appendix: time allocated to policies in online communities depending
on community size and age

Table 1.5: Frequency of investing community management time in certain policies, for online commu-
nities with fewer than 1,000 accounts (N = 26)

Policy Never Rarely Occasionally Often
Invite users 0 2 4 20
Welcome new users 1 3 4 17
Engage with users 0 2 9 15
Mediate conflict 2 14 7 3
Tweak user experience 1 2 10 12
Encourage interaction 0 2 4 20
Organize meetings 3 2 14 7
Acknowledge members 1 2 6 17
Support volunteers 4 4 4 13

The most frequent response is emphasized in bold.
The sum by row may not add to N when some respondent skipped the relevant question in the
questionnaire.

Table 1.6: Frequency of investing community management time in certain policies, for online commu-
nities with 1,001 to 100,000 accounts (N = 27)

Policy Never Rarely Occasionally Often
Invite users 2 6 10 9
Welcome new users 2 4 5 16
Engage with users 0 0 7 20
Mediate conflict 0 10 11 6
Tweak user experience 1 2 13 11
Encourage interaction 1 1 8 17
Organize meetings 2 13 7 5
Acknowledge members 0 2 8 17
Support volunteers 1 4 8 14

The most frequent response is emphasized in bold.
The sum by row may not add to N when some respondent skipped the relevant question in the
questionnaire.
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Table 1.7: Frequency of investing community management time in certain policies, for online commu-
nities with over 100,000 accounts (N = 30)

Policy Never Rarely Occasionally Often
Invite users 5 0 21 4
Welcome new users 24 0 0 6
Engage with users 2 1 20 7
Mediate conflict 1 1 4 24
Tweak user experience 0 0 3 27
Encourage interaction 2 0 21 7
Organize meetings 3 5 22 0
Acknowledge members 1 1 21 7
Support volunteers 21 0 1 8

The most frequent response is emphasized in bold.
The sum by row may not add to N when some respondent skipped the relevant question in the questionnaire.

Table 1.8: Frequency of investing community management time in certain policies, for online commu-
nities started under a year before the respondents took the questionnaire (N = 8)

Policy Never Rarely Occasionally Often
Invite users 0 1 1 6
Welcome new users 0 1 1 6
Engage with users 0 0 3 4
Mediate conflict 1 4 3 0
Tweak user experience 1 0 4 3
Encourage interaction 0 0 1 7
Organize meetings 3 0 2 3
Acknowledge members 0 1 3 4
Support volunteers 2 2 2 2

The most frequent response is emphasized in bold.
The sum by row may not add to N when some respondent skipped the relevant question in the questionnaire.

Table 1.9: Frequency of investing community management time in certain policies, for online commu-
nities started between a year and five years before the respondents took the questionnaire (N = 28)

Policy Never Rarely Occasionally Often
Invite users 3 4 8 13
Welcome new users 4 3 3 17
Engage with users 0 1 7 20
Mediate conflict 2 13 9 4
Tweak user experience 0 1 9 17
Encourage interaction 0 1 8 19
Organize meetings 2 10 12 4
Acknowledge members 1 1 7 19
Support volunteers 3 4 6 14

The most frequent response is emphasized in bold.
The sum by row may not add to N when some respondent skipped the relevant question in the questionnaire.
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Table 1.10: Frequency of investing community management time in certain policies, for online
communities started over five years before the respondents took the questionnaire (N = 47)

Policy Never Rarely Occasionally Often
Invite users 4 3 26 14
Welcome new users 23 3 5 16
Engage with users 2 2 26 17
Mediate conflict 0 8 10 29
Tweak user experience 0 3 13 30
Encourage interaction 3 2 24 18
Organize meetings 3 10 29 5
Acknowledge members 1 3 25 18
Support volunteers 21 2 5 19

The most frequent response is emphasized in bold.
The sum by row may not add to N when some respondent skipped the relevant question in the
questionnaire.
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Chapter 2

Online community management as social
network design: testing for the signature
of management activities in online
communities1

2.1 Introduction

Organizations running online communities typically employ community managers, tasked with encour-
aging participation and resolving conflict [20]. These are participants, typically in small numbers (one
or two members in the smaller communities) who recognise some central command, and carry out its
directives. We shall henceforth call such directives policies.

Putting in place policies for online communities is costly, in terms of community managers
recruitment amd training, and software tools. This raises the question of what benefits organisations
running online communities expect from policies; and why they choose certain policies, and not others.
In what follows we outline and briefly discuss the set of assumptions that underpin our investigation.

1. We model online communities as social networks of interactions across participants.

2. We assume that organisations can be modelled as economic agents maximizing some objective
function. The target variable being maximised can be profit (for online communities run by
commercial companies); or welfare (for online communities run by governments or other nonprofit
entities); or some combination of the two.

3. We assume that the topology of the interaction network characteristic of online communities
affects their ability to contribute to the maximisation of the target variable. Indications that
this assumption might be reasonable are not difficult to find in the literature [23, 25].

4. We assume that such organisations choose their policies as follows:

• Solve their maximisation problem over network topology. This yields a vector of desired
network characteristics, where “desired” means that those characteristics define a maximum
of the objective function. These solutions will be statements with the form “In order to best

1Developed in the course of a joint research project with Guy Melançon and Benjamin Renoust.
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meet our ultimate [profit or welfare] goals, the interaction network in our online community
should be in state ΘD”, where Θ is a vector of topology-related parameters.2.

• Derive a course of action that community managers could take to change the network away
from its present state Θ0 to the desired state ΘD.

• Encode such course of action in a set of simple instructions for community managers to
execute. Computer scientists might think of such instructions as algorithms; economists
call them mechanisms; professional online community managers call them policies. In this
paper we use this third term.

All this implies that the decision to deploy a particular policy on an online community is a network
design exercise. An organisation decides to employ a community manager to shape the interaction
network of its community in a way that helps ist own ultimate goals. And yet, interaction networks in
online communities cannot really be designed; they are the result of many independent decisions, made
by individuals who do not respond to the organization’s command structure. An online community
management policy is then best understood as an attempt to “influence” emergent social dynamics; to
use a more synthetic expression, it can be best understood as the attempt to design for emergence. Its
paradoxical nature is at the heart of its appeal.

We are interested in detecting the mathematical signature of specific policies in the network
topology. We consider a simple policy called onboarding [20, 21]. As a new participant becomes active
(e.g. by posting her first post), community managers are instructed to leave her a comment that
contains (a) positive feedback and (b) suggestions to engage with other participants that she might
share interests with.

We model online conversations as social networks, and look for the effect of onboarding on the
topology of those networks. We proceed as follows:

1. We initially examine data from three small online communities. Only two of them deploy a
policy of onboarding. We observe that, indeed, the shape of the degree distribution of these two
differs from that of the third.

2. We propose an experiment protocol to determine whether onboarding policies can explain the
differences observed between the degree distributions of the first two online communities and
that of the third one.

3. Based on a generalized preferential attachment model [11], we simulate the growth of online
communities. Variants to the model cover the relevant cases: the absence of onboarding policies
and their presence, with varying degrees of effectiveness.

4. We run the experiment protocol against the degree distributions generated by the computer
model, and discuss its results.

Section 2.2 briefly examines the two strands of literature that we mostly draw upon. Section 2.3 presents
some data from real-world online communities; it then proceeds to describe our main experiment, a
computer simulation of interaction in online communities with and without onboarding. Section 2.4
presents the experiment’s results. Section 2.5 discusses them.

2The literature on stochastic actor-oriented models goes several steps further, and models interaction in a social
network assuming that all participants pursue goals with respect to their position in the network [24] We do not explore
this direction in the present paper because such models require the assumption of invariant network size. In our context,
that would be a zero-growth online community. We reject such an assumption as too unrealistic.
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2.2 Related works

The extraordinary successes of online communities in deploying large-scale, decentralized projects has
led many scholars to conjecture that online communities exhibit emergent behavior, and called such
behavior collective intelligence, after an influential book by Pierre Lévy [19]. This name was adopted
by a research community that aims at providing tools for better collective sense- and decision making
such as argument maps (representations of the logical structure of a debate, with all redundancy
eliminated) [22] and attention-mediation metrics (indicators that signal what, in an online debate, is
worthiest reading and responding to. The number of Likes on Facebook is one such metric) [14].

Collective intelligence scholars confirmed importance of online community management practices,
indeed, they have tried to systematize it [10] and produce technological innovation to support it [9, 22].
These tools are meant to facilitate and encourage participation to online communities, to make it
easier for individuals to extract knowledge from them. Studying human communities is a traditional
focus of network science [5, 6], for which easily available datasets of online communities make an
ideal ground for structural analysis: friendship in Facebook [17, 18], following/retweet/mentions for
Twitter [13, 15] [12], or vote and comments in discussions [12, 16] [26, 27].

Starting in the 2000s, online communities became the object of another line of enquiry, stemming
from network science. Network representation of relationships across groups of humans has yielded
considerable insights in social sciences since the work of the sociometrists in the 1930s, and continues
to do so; phenomena like effective spread of information, innovation adoption, and brokerage have all
been addressed in a network perspective [5, 6]. As new datasets encoding human interaction became
available, many online communities came to be represented as social networks. This was the case
for social networking sites, like Facebook [17, 18]; microblogging platform like Twitter [13, 15] [12];
news-sharing services like Digg [12]; collaborative editing projects like Wikipedia [16]; discussion
forums like the Java forum [27]; and bug reporting services for software developers like Bugzilla [26].
Generally, such networks represent participants as nodes. Edges represent a relationship or interaction.
The nature of interaction varies across online communities: one edge can stand for friendship for
Facebook; follower-followed relationship, retweet or mention in Twitter; vote or comment in Digg and
the Java forum; talk in Wikipedia; comment in Bugzilla.

In contrast to collective intelligence scholars, network scientists typically do not address the issue of
community management, and treat social networks drawn from online interaction as fully emergent. In
this paper, we employ a network approach to investigate the issue of whether the work of community
managers leaves a footprint detectable by quantitative analysis. To our knowledge, no other work
attempted this investigation. In particular, we exploit a result from the theory of evolving networks,
from seminal work by Barabási and Albert [2] showing that the assumption of growth and preferential
attachment, when taken together, result in a network whose degree distribution converges to a power
law [1, 3]. The model was later generalized in various ways and tested across a broad range of networks,
including social networks [11].

We use this generalized model as a baseline. The degree distribution of the interaction network in
an online community follows a power law by default. The action of online community managers, as
they attempt to further the goals of the organisation that runs the online community, will result in its
degree distribution deviating from the baseline power law in predictable ways. Such deviation can be
interpreted as the signature that the policy is working well.

The most important difficulty with this method is the absence of a counterfactual: if a policy is
enacted in the online community, the baseline degree distribution corresponding to the absence of the
policy is not observable, and viceversa. This rules out a direct proof that the policy “works”. Hence
our choice to combine empirical data and computer simulations.

In a previous paper [8], we test whether power law models are a good fit for the untransformed
in-degree distributions of interaction networks in online communities. The approach presented in this
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paper is more general in that we transform the in-degree distributions before applying the same test.
This is meant to take on board explicitly the node attractiveness parameter mentioned in [11].

2.3 Materials and methods

In this section we introduce the empirical data, the experiment protocol and the simulation model we
use in the experiment.

2.3.1 Empirical data

We examine data from three real-world online communities. All three use the same software (Drupal
7), are roughly comparable in size and are used by practitioners and interested citizens to publicly
discuss issues that have a collective dimension. They are modelled as interaction networks, in which
nodes are registered users and edges represent comments. The presence of an edge from Alice to Bob
indicates that Alice has commented content authored by Bob at least once. The resulting graphs are
directed (“Alice comments Bob” is not equivalent to “Bob comments Alice”) and weighted (Alice can
write multiple comments to Bob’s content; the edge’s weight is equal to the number of comments
written). Table 2.1 presents some descriptive statistics about them.

• InnovatoriPA is a community of (mostly) Italian civil servants discussing how to introduce and
foster innovation in the public sector. It does not employ any special onboarding or moderation
policy.

• Edgeryders is a community of (mostly) European citizens, discussing public policy issues from
the perspective of grassroot activism and social innovation. It enacts the onboarding of new
members policy.

• Matera 2019 is a community of (mostly) citizens of the Italian city of Matera and the surrounding
region, discussing the city’s policies. It, too, enacts an onboarding policy.

The communities are modeled as interaction networks (summarized in Table 2.1) in which nodes
are users and edges represent directed comments from A to B, weighted by the number of comments
written. A glance at their respective visualizations (Figure 2.1) suggests that the networks of the three
communities have very different topologies. Innovatori PA displays more obviously visible hubs than
the other two.

Figure 2.1: Interaction networks of three small online communities. Innovatori PA (left) does
not have an onboarding policy in place, whereas the two others do (Edgeryders: center, Matera: right).
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Table 2.1: Comparing interaction networks of the three online communities and testing for goodness-of-
fit of power functions to degree distributions. “Exponent” refers to the power law’s scaling parameter.
“p-value” to the result of the test that the degree distribution of the community was generated by a
power law with that exponent.

Innovatori PA Edgeryders Matera2019
Policy “no special policy” “onboard new users” “onboard new users”
In existence
since

December 2008 October 2011 March 2013

Accounts created 10,815 2,419 512
Active par-
ticipants
(nodes)

619 596 198

Number
of edges
(weighted)

1,241 4,073 883

Average distance 3.77 2.34 2.51
Maximum degree 155 238 46
Average degree 2.033 6.798 4.454

Goodness-of-fit for k ≥ 1

exponent 1.611 1.477 1.606
p-value 0.21 0.00 (reject) 0.00 (reject)

Goodness-of-fit for k ≥ kmin
kmin 2 5 6
exponent 1.834 2.250 2.817
p-value 0.76 0.45 0.94

We fitted power laws in-degree distributions of these three online communities, as of early December
2014. Next, we tested the hypothesis that degree distributions follow a power law, as predicted by [11].
To do so, we first fitted power functions to the entire support of each in-degree distribution.3 We next
fitted power functions to the right tail of each in-degree distribution, i.e. for any degree k(n) ≥ kmin,
where qmin is the in-degree that minimizes the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance (hereafter denoted as D)
between the fitted function and the data with in-degree k ≥ kmin.

Finally, we ran goodness-of-fit (hereafter GoF ) tests for each in-degree distribution and for fitted
power functions. The method we followed throughout the paper is borrowed from Clauset et al [7].
The null hypothesis tested is that the observed distribution is generated by a power function with
exponent α. We compare the D statistic of the observed distribution with those of a large number of
synthetic datasets drawn by the fitted power function. Such comparison is summarised in a p-value,
that indicates the probability of the D statistic to exceed the observed value conditional to the null
hypothesis being true. p-values close to 1 indicate that the power function is a good fit for the data:
the null hypothesis is not rejected. p-values close to zero indicate that the power function is a bad fit
for the data, and reject the null hypothesis. The rejection value is set, conservatively, at 0.1. Results
are summarised in Table 2.1.

As we consider the interval q ≥ 1, we find that the in-degree distribution of the Innovatori
PA network – the unmoderated one – is consistent with the expected behavior of an evolving
network with preferential attachment. We cannot reject the null hypothesis that it was generated

3We emphasize in-degree, as opposed to out-degree, because directedness is implicit in the idea of preferential
attachment, and because the in-degree distribution is the one to follow a power law in online conversation networks [11].
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Figure 2.2: (log - log) Probability density function from the transformed degree distribu-
tions. (top left) The Innovatori PA network without onboarding policy in place versus (top right) a
simulated network with preferential attachment and no onboarding. (bottom left) The Edgeryders
network with onboarding and preferential attachment versus (bottom right) a simulated network with
preferential attachment and fully effective onboarding (ν1 = ν2 = 1).

by a power law. For other two communities, both with onboarding policies, the null hypothesis is
strongly rejected. On the other hand, when we consider only the tail of the degree distributions, i.e.
k ≥ kmin, all three communities display a behavior that is consistent of a setting with preferential
attachment.

These results are consistent with the objectives of the onboarding policy, consisting in helping
newcomers find their way around a community that they don’t know yet. A successfully onboarded
new user will generally have some extra interaction with existing active members. All things being
equal, we can expect extra edges to appear in the network, and interfere with the in-degree distribution
that would appear in the absence of onboarding – explaining the non-power law distribution of
Edgeryders and Matera2019. Extra edges target mostly low connectivity nodes: onboarding targets
newcomers, and focuses on helping them through the first few successful interactions. Highly active
(therefore highly connected) members do not need to be onboarded. This may explain why all three
communities display power law behavior in the upper tail of their in-degree distributions, regardless
of onboarding.
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2.3.2 Experiment protocol

The difference observed between the two communities with onboarding policies and the one without
might be caused not by the policy itself, but by some other unobserved variable. To explore the issue
further, we generate and compare computer simulations of interaction networks in online communities
that are identical except for the presence and effectiveness of onboarding policies. Communities are
assumed to grow over time, with new participants joining them in sequence; at each point in time, new
edges appear; their probability of targeting an existing node grows linearly with that node’s in-degree.
Additionally, communities might have or not have onboarding policies. For those communities that do
have them, they are modelled by means of two scalar parameters ν1 and ν2 , that vary between 0 and
1. The first one captures onboarding effectiveness; the second one captures community responsiveness.
As they get closer to 1, the community manager’s onboarding action gets closer to having the desired
effects. In the next subsection, we specify the model and define more specifically the meaning of both
parameters.

We proceed as follows.
First, we simulate the evolution of the interaction network of a large number of online communities.

Divide them into a control group (no onboarding policy) and a treatment group (presence of onboarding
policy). Specifically, we simulate the evolution of the interaction network of:

• 100 communities with no onboarding policy. These will constitute the control group of our
simulated communities.

• 100 communities for each couple of values of ν1 and ν2, with ν1, ν2 ∈ {0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}.
These will constitute our treatment groups.

• For each of these networks, we compute the in-degree distribution.

Next, we define the following hypotheses.

• Let C be the network of interaction in an online community. Denote the in-degree of nodes in
the network by k. Let F be the best-fit power-law model for the distribution

q(k) = k +mA (2.1)

where k is the in-degree distribution of C, m the number of nodes that join the network at each
timestep and A a node attractiveness parameter.

• Hypothesis 1. The distribution of q(k) is generated by F for any k > 1.4

• Hypothesis 2. The distribution q(k) is generated by F for any k ≥ kmin, where kmin is the
in-degree that minimizes the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between the fitted function and the
data over k ≥ kmin.

Both hypotheses are based on the asymptotic form taken by the stationary in-degree distribution of
networks growing by preferential attachments in [11]. The result holds even if preferential attachment
is not the sole mode of network evolution, and for any edge sources.

Finally, we test Hypothesis 1 and 2 on each of the 3700 in-degree distributions generated. We
do this using the goodness-of-fit tests proposed by Clauset et.al. [7] and illustrated in detail in the
Appendix. We expect to obtain the following:

4The exact formulation in [11] is k >> 1. We simplify it to k > 1, because onboarding only targets newcomers to
an online community, therefore low-degree nodes in the network. That is where we expect the goodness-of-fit of the
transformed in-degree distribution to the power law model to break down. We are therefore especially interested in
looking at the lower tail of the distribution.
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• In the control group, both Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 are true.

• In the treatment group with fully effective onboarding Hypothesis 1 is false and Hypothesis 2 is
true.

• In the intermediate situations of partially ineffective onboarding, Hypothesis 1 can be true or
false, according to the value of ν1 and ν2. Hypothesis 2 is true.

2.4 Results

Following the protocol outlined above, we evolved 100 networks for each of the 37 variants of the
model. For all networks, we set network size to 2000 nodes; A = 1; and m = 1. These choices are
discussed in the Appendix.

2.4.1 Goodness-of-fit of the power-law model

For each network evolved we computed two best-fit power-law models, one for k > 1 and the other for
k ≥ kmin where kmin is the in-degree the minimizes the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between the
fitted function and the data over k ≥ kmin. On each of these models, we ran a goodness-of-fit test as
described in Section 2.3.2. This resulted in two distributions of p-values for our control group, plus
two more for each of our six treatment groups. Table 2.2 and 2.3 report descriptive statistics for these
distributions.

Table 2.2: Number of rejects (out of 100 runs) for goodness-of-fit tests of power-law models to in-degree
distributions of interaction networks in online communities, with no onboarding (control group) and
with onboarding. Power-law models are estimated over all nodes with degree k > 1

Control group: 61
ν2 = 0.0 ν2 = 0.2 ν2 = 0.4 ν2 = 0.6 ν2 = 0.8 ν2 = 1

ν1 = 0.0 99 97 100 99 99 100
ν1 = 0.2 100 100 99 98 97 98
ν1 = 0.4 98 98 96 99 100 98
ν1 = 0.6 96 96 99 99 99 98
ν1 = 0.8 98 97 98 99 98 98
ν1 = 1 98 98 100 100 99 98

From Table 2.2, we conclude that onboarding seems to have some effect on the goodness-of-fit of
the generated data to their respective best-fit power-law models when k > 1. The effect goes in the
direction of reducing the p-values and increasing the number of rejects to almost 100%.

It is worth looking at the average p-values generated by each combination of ν1 and ν2. These are
shown in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Average p-values for goodness-of-fit tests of power-law models to in-degree distributions of
interaction networks in online communities, with no onboarding (control group) and with onboarding.
Power-law models are estimated over all nodes with degree k > 1

Control group: 0.183
Average p-value ν2 = 0.0 ν2 = 0.2 ν2 = 0.4 ν2 = 0.6 ν2 = 0.8 ν2 = 1
ν1 = 0.0 0.005 0.010 0.005 0.007 0.006 0.007
ν1 = 0.2 0.005 0.006 0.009 0.011 0.014 0.012
ν1 = 0.4 0.009 0.009 0.015 0.005 0.006 0.008
ν1 = 0.6 0.013 0.012 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.008
ν1 = 0.8 0.009 0.015 0.012 0.009 0.012 0.009
ν1 = 1 0.009 0.011 0.009 0.008 0.010 0.013

We run t-tests of the null hypothesis that the average p-value in the control group is equal to
the average p-values in each ofthe different treatment groups. This results in a strong rejection of
the null for any combination of ν1 and ν2 (6.5 < T < 7.5 in all cases). It seems unquestionable that
introducing onboarding to an online community has a measurable negative impact on the probability
of a power-law model to be a good fit for its interaction network’s in-degree distribution.

We now turn to the question of the role played by ν1 and ν2 within the treatment group. Figure 2.3
show the cumulate density functions of the p-values in the control and treatment groups as ν1 and ν2

vary.

Figure 2.3: Cumulate Density Functions of p-values returned by goodness-of-fit tests to
the (best-fit) power-law models for in-degree distributions of the interaction networks
in the control and treatment groups. 60% of the networks evolved without onboarding (dark
blue) have degree distributions that test negatively for H1. When onboarding is introduced, that
percentage rises to almost 100%. On the right figure, the treatment group interaction networks have
been grouped according to the value taken by ν1; on the left, they have been grouped according to the
value taken by ν2.

Onboarding effectiveness ν1 and community responsiveness ν2 do not seem seem to affect the
goodness-of-fit to power law of in-degree distributions much. This is likely to be simply an effect of
the large impact of onboarding: the percentage of non-power law distributions is already close to 100%
and cannot increase any further.

Regression analysis confirms the intuition from Figure 2.3. We generated 6 dummy variables, each
taking value 1 when ν1 = c and 0 otherwise, with c ∈ {0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}; next we generated 6
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more dummy variables for the same vaules of ν2 . We then estimated a linear regression model with
the p-value of our goodness-of-fit test (computed for k > 1) as the dependent variable and the 12
dummy variables as its predictors. The results are:

1. Coefficients on predictors corresponding to different values of ν1 are positive, but generally
non-significant. The coefficient on the variable corresponding to ν1 = 0.4 is weakly significant
(p-value: 0.026).

2. Coefficients on predictors corresponding to different values of ν2 are also positive and non-
significant.

3. Coefficients on several interaction terms between ν1 and ν2 are not significant.

4. We ran F -tests of joint significance of the group of predictors corresponding to different values of
ν1; different values of ν2; and the interaction terms thereof. The null hypothesis of non-significance
was not rejected by any of the tests.

Similar results hold when p-values are computed for k > kmin.
When we consider only the upper tail of the the distribution generated by equation 2.1, the

effect of introducing onboarding on the goodness-of-fit is much less clear. In Table 2.4 we show what
happens when we choose the scaling range so as to minimize the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between
the degree distributions themselves and their best-fit power-law models. In the control group, the
goodness-of-fit-to-power-law test fails in 13 of the 100 runs. In the treatment groups, rejections vary
from 18 to 36, depending on the values of ν1 and ν2.

Table 2.4: Number of rejects (out of 100 runs) for goodness-of-fit tests of power-law models to in-degree
distributions of interaction networks in online communities, with no onboarding (control group) and
with onboarding. Power-law models are estimated over all observations with k ≥ kmin

Control group: 13
ν2 = 0.0 ν2 = 0.2 ν2 = 0.4 ν2 = 0.6 ν2 = 0.8 ν2 = 1

ν1 = 0.0 34 35 35 25 22 28
ν1 = 0.2 35 24 30 34 29 29
ν1 = 0.4 28 22 25 34 27 26
ν1 = 0.6 29 27 18 23 28 19
ν1 = 0.8 26 27 28 36 32 18
ν1 = 1 28 28 18 27 21 27

Average p-values of goodness-of-fit tests when k ≥ kmin are shown in Table 2.5. They are all well
within the do-not-reject range. The control group has an average p-value which is lower than that of
the treatment group, which is somehow counterintuitive.

Tables 2.4 and 2.5 tell two different stories. Table 2.4 is unconclusive: in both the control and
the treatment groups, we do not reject Hypothesis 2 in the treatment group most of the time, as
expected, but must still reject in a relatively large number of cases (13 in the control group, 18-36 in
the treatment groups). Table 2.5 indicates that the average p-value in all groups is comfortably within
the do-not-reject range, and in this sense behaves entirely according to Hypothesis 2.
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Table 2.5: Average p-values for goodness-of-fit tests of power-law models to in-degree distributions of
interaction networks in online communities, with no onboarding (control group) and with onboarding.
Power-law models are estimated over all observations with k ≥ kmin

Control group: 0.451
Average p-value ν2 = 0.0 ν2 = 0.2 ν2 = 0.4 ν2 = 0.6 ν2 = 0.8 ν2 = 1
ν1 = 0.0 0.341 0.341 0.345 0.368 0.411 0.355
ν1 = 0.2 0.328 0.399 0.364 0.339 0.324 0.381
ν1 = 0.4 0.382 0.408 0.367 0.341 0.414 0.372
ν1 = 0.6 0.348 0.372 0.4087 0.381 0.413 0.409
ν1 = 0.8 0.370 0.383 0.382 0.324 0.359 0.436
ν1 = 1 0.383 0.401 0.458 0.413 0.4 0.393

2.4.2 Lower bounds

Our results show a limited, albeit statistically significant, effect of onboarding on the value of kmin,
the value of k that minimizes the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between the data generated by the
computer simulation and the best-fit power-law model. Table 2.6 illustrates, for each value of ν1 and
ν2, the average value of kmin, and the result (expressed in p-value) of a t-test on the null hypothesis
that such average value is the same as the corresponding statistics in the control group, against the
alternative hypothesis that the former is greater than the latter.

Table 2.6: Average values of kmin in the control group and in the treatment group by values of ν1 and ν2.
The number in parenthesis is the p-value associated to a t-test that kmin(treatment) = kmin(control).

Control group: 1.87
ν2 = 0.0 ν2 = 0.2 ν2 = 0.4 ν2 = 0.6 ν2 = 0.8 ν2 = 1

ν1 = 0.0 2.23 (0.006) 2.3 (0.003) 2.38 (0.001) 2.33 (0.001) 2.48 (0.000) 2.34 (0.001)
ν1 = 0.2 2.42 (0.000) 2.45 (0.000) 2.46 (0.000) 2.36 (0.001) 2.33 (0.001) 3.3 (0.004)
ν1 = 0.4 2.51 (0.000) 2.68 (0.000) 2.44 (0.000) 2.27 (0.007) 2.49 (0.000) 2.59 (0.000)
ν1 = 0.6 2.42 (0.000) 2.35 (0.001) 2.63 (0.000) 2.5 (0.000) 2.53 (0.000) 2.65 (0.000)
ν1 = 0.8 2.44 (0.000) 2.54 (0.000) 2.49 (0.000) 2.34 (0.001) 2.26 (0.007) 2.56 (0.000)
ν1 = 1 2.55 (0.000) 2.52 (0.000) 2.66 (0.000) 2.58 (0.000) 2.5 (0.000) 2.49 (0.000)

A glance at Figure 2.4 shows that over 80% of the in-degree distributions from interaction networks
in the control group, vis-a-vis only 50 to 60% of those in the treatment group, fit a power-law model
best for kmin ≤ 2. Within the treatment group, no significant variability seems to be associated to the
increase of either ν1 or ν2. Regression analysis confirms this.

2.4.3 Exponents

We find that introducing onboarding to an online community has a positive and significant effect on the
value of the exponent of the best-fit power-law model for the in-degree distribution of its interaction
network, as computed on k > 1. This is consistent with the theoretical results by Dorogovtsev and
Mendes [11], who proved that introducing a fraction of non-preferential attachment edges in evolving
networks with preferential attachment does not suppress the power-law dependence of its degree
distribution, but only increases the scaling exponent thereof.

This result holds when the best-fit power-law models is computed over k ≥ kmin, where kmin is, as
usual, the value of k that minimizes the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between the simulated in-degree
distribution and its best-fit power-law model. When it is computed over the whole support of the
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Figure 2.4: Cumulate Density Functions of the average value of kmin that minimizes the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between the in-degree distribution of each interaction
network and its best-fit power-law model in the control and treatment groups. 20% of
the networks evolved without onboarding (dark blue) have degree distributions that test negatively
for H1. When onboarding is introduced, that percentage rises to between 50 and 90%. On the left,
the treatment group interaction networks have been grouped according to the value taken by ν1; on
the right, they have been grouped according to the value taken by ν2.

in-degree distribution (k ≥ 1), it also holds, except for ν1 = 1; in this case, the null hypothesis that the
values of the exponents in the control and in the treatment groups are not statistically distinguishable.
Tables 2.7 and 2.8 illustrate, for each value of ν1 and ν2, the average value of the scaling parameter α,
and the result (expressed in p-value) of a t-test on the null hypothesis that such average value is the
same as the corresponding statistics in the control group, against the alternative hypothesis that the
former is greater than the latter. Table 2.7 refers to k ≥ 1, whereas Table 2.8 refers to kmin.

Table 2.7: Average values of the power-law model’s exponent α in the control group and in the
treatment group by values of ν1 and ν2, computed over k > 1. The number in parenthesis is the
p-value associated to a t-test that α(treatment) = α(control). We only show p-values greater it the
difference is non-significant at the 0.01 level.

Control group: 2.52
ν1 = 0.0 ν2 = 0.2 ν2 = 0.4 ν2 = 0.6 ν2 = 0.8 ν2 = 1

ν1 = 0.0 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03
ν1 = 0.2 2.87 2.87 2.88 2.87 2.87 2.87
ν1 = 0.4 2.76 2.76 2.76 2.76 2.76 2.76
ν1 = 0.6 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.66 2.66
ν1 = 0.8 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.59
ν1 = 1 2.53 (0.08) 2.53 (0.05) 2.53 (0.03) 2.53 (0.10) 2.53 (0.01) 2.53 (0.04)
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Table 2.8: Average values of the power-law model’s exponent α in the control group and in the
treatment group by values of ν1 and ν2, computed overk ≥ kmin. We omit the p-values associated to a
t-test that αtreatment = αcontrol, as they are smaller than 0.01 in all cases.

Control group: 2.64
ν2 = 0.0 ν2 = 0.2 ν2 = 0.4 ν2 = 0.6 ν2 = 0.8 ν2 = 1

ν1 = 0.0 3.29 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.32 3.30
ν1 = 0.2 3.12 3.13 3.13 3.11 3.11 3.09
ν1 = 0.4 2.97 2.99 2.97 2.95 2.97 2.98
ν1 = 0.6 2.85 2.84 2.87 2.86 2.86 2.87
ν1 = 0.8 2.76 2.77 2.77 2.75 2.74 2.77
ν1 = 1 2.69 2.69 2.70 2.70 2.69 2.68

We inspect further the impact of parameters ν1 and ν2 via regression analysis. It shows that the
former has a significant impact, whereas the latter does not. To prove this, we proceed analogously to
Section 2.4.1: we estimate two linear regression models with the 12 dummy variables as its predictors.
In the first one, the dependent variable is the value of the power-law model’s exponent α when the
model is estimated over k > 1 for each interaction network. In the second one, the dependent variable
is power-law model’s exponent α when the model is estimated over k ≥ kmin. The results for both
models are very similar.

1. Coefficients on predictors corresponding to different values of ν1 are negative and highly significant,
though small.

2. Coefficients on predictors corresponding to different values of ν2 are non-significant.

3. Coefficients on interaction terms between ν1 and ν2 are non-significant.

4. A F -test of joint significance of the group of predictors corresponding to different values of ν1

strongly rejects the null hypothesis of non-significance.

5. A F -test of joint significance of the group of predictors corresponding to different values of ν2

does not reject the null hypothesis of non-significance.

6. A F -test of joint significance of the interaction terms does not reject the null hypothesis of
non-significance.

.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Accounting for degree distribution shape in the interaction networks of
online communities

Our simulation model incorporates two forces. The first one is preferential attachment; the second is
onboarding. The former is meant to represent the rich-get-richer effect observed in many real-world
social networks; the latter is meant to represent the onboarding action of moderators and community
managers. The former’s effect is known to lead to the emergence of an in-degree distribution that
approximates a power-law model. The latter’s effect is more subtle, because it is in turn composed
of two effects. The first one consists in the direct action of the moderator, which always targets
the newcomer; the second one in the actions that might be undertaken as a result of well-executed
onboarding policy.
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The direct action of the moderators creates edges pointing to nodes not selected by preferential
attachment. What (non-moderator) participants in the online community do as a result of moderator
activity is not as clear-cut. In our simulation model, successful onboarding (ν1, ν2 > 0) results in extra
edges, some of which point to nodes selected by preferential attachment, others to nodes selected
otherwise.

Also, onboarding always targets newcomers to online communities. It is concerned with weakly
connected participants in the community: moderators have no need to engage with very active,
strongly connected participants, who clearly need no help in getting a conversation going. By doing
so, moderators hope to help shy newcomers turn into active community members. Once this process
is under way moderators have no reason to continue to engage with the same individuals. In terms of
our model, this means that newcomers, after having being onboarded, are going to receive new edges
by preferential attachment only. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the degree distributions
generated by our model display a heavy tail, with the frequency of highly connected nodes following a
reasonable approximation of a power law. At the same time, power law behaviour is “drowned out” by
non-preferential attachment edges being created at low levels of k. This is indeed what we observe.
The overall result of onboarding, then, is an in-degree distribution with power-law behavior for high
values of in-degree k and non-power law behavior for low (close to 1) values of k.

Onboarding policies lead to a poorer fit of power-law models to the in-degree distributions of
the interaction networks of online communities. This effect shows in the three key parameters that
describe power law models. When onboarding is enacted:

1. p-values of the best-fit power low models are lower.

2. The values of k that minimise the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between the best-fit power-law
models and the observed data are greater.

3. Scaling parameters are greater: onboarding makes the allocation of incoming edges more equal.

Our specification of the model accounts for an apparent paradox: the deviation of the observed
networks’ degree distributions from power-law behaviour is greater when onboarding is ineffective
than when it is effective. This is clearest as we examine the effect of increasing Table 2.7. When
onboarding is fully effective (ν1 = 1), the difference between the average exponent with respect to the
control group disappears. Ineffective onboarding only adds edges directly created by moderators, none
of which are allocated across existing nodes by preferential attachment. As onboarding gets more
effective, even more edges are added; some are allocated by preferential attachment, and drive the
degree distribution back towards a more pure power-law behavior.

The community responsiveness parameter in our model does not appear to impact the shape of
the in-degree distribution. This is somewhat surprising: using the control group as a benchmark,
executing the onboarding policy adds, at each time step, one edge whose target is not allocated by
preferential attachment, and this one edge seems to have a significant impact in pulling the shape of
the in-degree distribution away from a good fit with a power-law model for weakly connected nodes.
Yet, when we add a second non-preferential attachment allocated edge (via community response to
the newcomer reaching out), this does not appear to have any additional impact.5

5This statement concerns only the shape of the in-degree distribution, the focus of this paper. Other characteristics
of the interaction networks are naturally influenced by community responsiveness; higher values of the responsiveness
parameter leads to a greater number of edges, and therefore, all other things being equal, to higher connectivity, lower
average distance and so on.
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2.5.2 Limitations

We undertook this research work in the hope of discovering a simple empirical test that could be used
to assess the presence and effectiveness of online community management policies, onboarding among
them. The guiding idea is that the agency of online community managers and moderators is guided
by a logic other than the rich-get-richer dynamics that spontaneously arises in many social networks.
Such dynamics is associated to power-law shaped degree distributions, which we can regard as the
default state for social interaction networks: we conjecture that, whenever the interaction network of
an online community does not have the shape of a power law, some agency is at work. We furthermore
conjecture that the precise nature of such deviations can be interpreted, and ultimately that different
social forces at work on an online community each leave their different mathematical signatures on
the community’s interaction network. Such signatures could, in principle, be read in the precise form
of the deviation of the degree distribution from its default state.

Our results are in accordance with the first of the two conjectures. Applying onboarding to our
simulated community, in whatever form, results in degree distributions that are markedly more distant
from pure power-law behaviour than we find in our control group. However, we do not find a monotonic
relationship between onboarding’s effectiveness and the distance of the resulting degree distribution
from a pure power-law form. Hence, when we observe real-world online communities whose interaction
networks do not have a full power-law form (like those of Section 2.3.1), we cannot conclude that it is
successfully onboarding its members as they join.6

Even simple detection of onboarding is problematic. In this study, we simulate a large number
of online communities, both with and without onboarding, and get our results by comparing the
groups with each other. In the real world, however, a researcher might be interested in detecting
onboarding in one single online community. Here, our results are inconclusive. If a power law model is
a good fit for the in-degree distribution of the community’s interaction network (transformed as per
equation 2.1), an onboarding policy is unlikely to be present. This is because almost all communities
with onboarding fail the goodness-of-fit test (table 2.2). But the reverse does not hold. If we applied
the test to our real-world online community and rejected the hypothesis that it was generated by
a power law model, it would be difficult to draw any conclusion. This is, of course, because many
communities without onboarding fail the goodness-of-fit test as well.

2.5.3 Directions for future research

There are three obvious directions in which our work could be taken further. The first is a full and sys-
tematic exploration of the parameter space, with the goal of assessing our results’ robustness with respect
to model specification. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the presence and effectiveness of the on-
boarding action in a baseline model which is closely modeled on Dorogovtsev’s and Mendes’s results [11];
it would be useful to test for how these results carry through as we alter other parameters of the model,
such as the number of edgesm created at each time step, and the additional attractiveness parameter A.

A second direction for further research is to attempt to make the model into a more realistic
description of a real-world online community. Such an attempt would draw attention onto how some
real-world phenomena, when incorporated in the model, influence its results. It would also carry
the advantage of allowing online community management professional to more easily interact with
the model and critique it. Several issues that could be investigated in this vein come to mind. For
example, we could relax the assumption that the additional attractiveness parameter As is identical

6Furthermore, we could obviously not tell the signature of onboarding to those of other online community management
policies. Not, at least, without further study. In fairness, the use case we have in mind for our empirical test is of an
organisation who has instructed its community manager to onboard new members as they join, and wishes to assess the
quality of their work.
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for all nodes, allowing for different nodes in the network to attract incoming edges at different rates
(a phenomenon known as multiscaling [4]). Secondly, we could introduce a relationship between
out-degree and in-degree: this would reflect the fact that, in an online community, reaching out to
others (which translates in increasing one’s own out-degree in the interaction network) is a good
way to get noticed and attract incoming comments (which translates in increasing one’s in-degree).7

Thirdly, we could work with online community manager professionals to model more precisely the
action of online community managers: in this paper we assume that community managers recommend
newcomers to reach out to existing participants, targeting with higher probability those with higher
in-degrees; alternatives could be considered, for example uniformly random allocation or, in a model
with multiscaling, targeting with higher probability participants with higher attractiveness. Finally, we
could extend the model to consider not only onboarding, but other community management policies
as well. Again, this would both require and result in closer cooperation with online community
management professionals.

A third direction for further research would attempt to gauge the influence of onboarding and
other community management policies on network topology by indicators other than the shape of its
degree distribution, such as the presence of subcommunities.

2.6 Appendix

2.6.1 A1. Testing for goodness-of-fit of a power law distribution

The goodness-of-fit tests we employed were built following a procedure indicated by Clauset, Shalizi
and Newman [7, pp. 15-18]. What follows summarizes it in the context of the paper. The test’s null
hypothesis is that the empirical data are distributed according to a power law model; the alternative
hypothesis is that they are not.

First, we fit the data for the degree distribution of a network generated by our model to a discrete
power-law model, using maximum likelihood estimation. When we are testing for goodness-of-fit
of the entire degree distribution, we set the fitted power-law model lower bound to 1; when we are
testing for goodness-of-fit of the distribution’s upper tail only, we choose a lower bound such that the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance D between the power law model and the empirical data is minimized.
Formally, define

D = max
k≥kmin

|S(k)− P (k)|

Here, S(k) is the cumulative density function of the data for the observations with value at least kmin,
and P (k) is the cumulative density function for the power-law model that best fits the data in the
region k ≥ kmin. The value of kmin that minimizes the function D is the estimate for the model’s
lower bound.

Next, we generate a large number of power-law distributed synthetic datasets with the same
scaling parameter, standard deviation and lower bound as those of the distribution that best fits the
empirical data. We fit each of these synthetic datasets to its own power-law model and calculate the D
statistics of each one relative to its own model. Finally, we count what fraction of the values of D thus
computed is larger than the value of D computed for the empirical data. This fraction is interpretable
as a p-value: the probability that data generated by our estimated best-fit power-law model will be
more distant from the model than our empirical data (“distant” in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov sense).
A p-value close to zero indicates that it is quite unlikely that the estimated power-law model would
generate empirical data so distant from the fitted power function; a p-value close to one, on the

7This would mean taking an approach conceptually (but not mathematically) similar to stochastic actor-oriented
modelling [24].
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contrary, indicates that the estimated power model is quite likely to generate empirical data that are
further away from the fitted power function than the ones we collected.

Generating artificial datasets requires a treatment for the region below kmin that differs from that
of the one above it. We proceed as follows. Assume that our observed dataset has n observations total
and ntail observations such that k ≥ kmin. To generate a synthetic datasets with n observations, we
repeat the following procedure n times:

• With probability n/ntail we generate a random number ki with ki ≥ kmin, drawn from a power
law with the same scaling parameter as our best-fit model.

• Otherwise, with probability 1− n/ntail, we select one element uniformly at random from among
the elements of the observed dataset in the region k < kmin.

At the end of the process, we will have a synthetic dataset that follows the estimated power-law
model for k ≥ kmin, but has the same non-power law distribution below kmin.

This test requires we decide how many synthetic datasets to generate for each test; and what is the
threshold value below which we reject the null hypothesis. Again based on [7] we make the following
decisions:

• We set the number of artificial datasets generated to 2500. This corresponds to an accuracy of
about 0.01, based on an analysis of the expected worst-case performance of the test.

• We conservatively set the rejection threshold at 0.01.

2.6.2 A2. Choosing parameter values

The simulation’s computational intensity prevented us from conducting a thorough exploration of its
behaviour across the whole parameter space. It follows we had to pick values from some parameters.
In this section we discuss briefly our choice of parameter values. The choice of m = 1 implies that
the number of edges in the networks in our control group will be equal to the number of nodes; we
initialize the network with two nodes connected by two edges (one in each direction), then add one
node and one edge at each time step. A glance at Fig. 2.1 shows that this is unrealistic. The real-world
online communities described in Section 2.3.1 all display a number of edges with is a multiple of the
number of nodes.

We justify this choice as follows: we have no pretence at realism. Rather, we are interested in
pitting against each other two phenomena, that of preferential attachment, that tends to generate
rich-gets-richer dynamics; and that of onboarding, that tends to introduce a measure of equality. The
way we modeled onboarding is by having one single incoming edge targeting the only newcomer to the
community at each timestep; we therefore chose to have one single non-onboarding generated edge at
each timestep. It seems reasonable that our choice would make these two forces roughly equivalent to
each other, and make the impact of onboarding on the in-degree distribution easier to detect.

The choice of A = 1 follows from another, and more fundamental, modelling choice. We mimic
Dorogovtsev’s and Mendes’s approach, where the network being modeled is directed and the probability
of a new edge to target a node with in-degree k is proportional to k [11]; this contrasts with Barabási’s
and Albert’s approach, that models the network as undirected and assumes that the probability of a
new edge to target a node is proportional to its total degree. In a Dorogovtsev-Mendes type model,
new nodes have, by construction, in-degree zero, whereas in a Barabási-Albert type model new nodes
have total degree one. It follows that, in a Dorogovtsev-Mendes type model, the parameter A tunes
the “traction” of preferential attachment: the higher its value, the weaker the grip of pure preferential
attachment. For A = 0 Dorogovtsev-Mendes type models degenerate into “multiple star networks”,
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where the probability of newcomers to receive an edge is zero, and all edges target the nodes initially
in the network for all time.

Setting A = 1 we make the probability of a newcomer to receive its first edge equal to one half that
of an incumbent participant who already has one incoming edge to receive its second one, one third of
that of an incumbent participant who already has two incoming edges to receive its third one and so
on. One can check that this behaviour mimics that of the simplest, and best known, Barabási-Albert
type model.
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Chapter 3

Effects of community management on
user activity in online communities

3.1 Introduction

Online communities are used to aggregate and process information dispersed across many individuals.
Pioneered in the 1980s, they have become more widespread with mass adoption of the Internet [28],
and are now used across many different contexts in business [30, 42], politics and public decision
making [10, 33, 36], expertise sharing [36, 39, 47], education [31] and health [46]. They have proven
effective at large tasks like writing the largest encyclopedia in human history (Wikipedia), providing an
always-on free helpline for software engineering problems (StackOverflow), or building, and continuously
updating, a detailed map of planet Earth (OpenStreetMap) [39].

Encouraging participation is a central concern for online community providers. Research has found
that participation is connected to positive outcomes like member loyalty and satisfaction [21, 23, 28, 44,
46]. A considerable effort has been devoted to researching the determinants of participation, including
motivation, personality traits, group dynamics and technology used [27, 28]. Most online communities
employ community managers, tasked with encouraging participation and resolving conflict. This
practice is as old as online communities themselves: both predate the Internet [36]. As Internet access
became a mass phenomenon, online community management, too, has become become widespread [26].
Several authors point to community management as a critical activity [21, 25, 46], explicitly linked to
encouraging participation; our own empirical findings confirm it [11].

This paper attempts to empirically quantify the effect of the action of online community managers
on user activity.1 Such action consists simply of commenting the content written by user, especially if
no other user has commented it. This is interpreted by many user as a positive reinforcement, a sign
that what they have to say is relevant and appreciated.2 Two main assumptions underpin it.

1. Community managers interact with users because they are deliberately trying to boost partici-
pation. In so doing, they are enacting online community management policies, selected by the
community provider (who pays the managers’ salaries). Policies can be viewed as mechanisms,

1Deploying community managers to interact with users is by no means the only way to encourage participation.
Elements like attractive design, badges and (in games or other gamified environments) leaderboards are believed,
once in place, to stimulate participation. Although some authors include these activities as part of community
management [21, 26], they require mostly once-and-for-all effort by software developers, and we do not deal with them
here.

2The admin interface of Discourse, the most popular open source forum software at the time of writing, informs site
admins of the number of topics with no response. Color-coded arrows nudge the site admin to keep this number as low
as possible. https://discourse.org
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designed to incentivize users to behave in ways that further the provider’s interests – in this
case, to be more active [11]. Our data describe the equilibrium behavior of users who are part of
an online community where one such policy is enacted. By implication, measuring the marginal
effect of that interaction on user activity is a way of assessing how well the mechanism works.

2. It is appropriate to view participation to an online community as an interaction network.
Variables representing the position a user occupies in the network, as well as characteristics of
the network itself, are legitimate covariates when modeling the user’s decision to be active in
the community at each point in time.

We start with a dataset describing four years of activity in a small online community; for each
time period, we induce the interaction network describing the community at that time. We next
choose a dependent variable representing the participation of individual users to the life of the
community, and model it as a function of three groups of variables. The first group includes ego
network variables, like in- and out-degree. The second group includes global network ones, like
centrality measures. The third group includes non-network variables, like the length of time elapsed
since the user entered the community. This group also includes the number of messages received from
online community managers. Next, we proceed to estimate the marginal effect of receiving messages
from online community managers on the activity variable.

We proceed as follows. Section 3.2 briefly examines the literature that we mostly draw upon. Its
purpose is to set this paper in the literature and define the limits of its contribution. Section 3.3
describes the dataset, obtained from an online community called Edgeryders; it then proceeds to
specify a model of that community’s user behavior in the presence of a policy of activation messages.
In this section we discuss how community managers work in the community, and what this means for
how we interpret the model’s results. We claim that their mode of operation justifies the assumption
that the activity of online community managers is exogenous to user behavior. We also redefine
“user activity” to mean the decision, made by each user, whether to be active in the period. This
is very different from the choice of how much content to contribute, given that one has decided to
be active. We are convinced that the binary choice of whether to be active is likely to be more
relevant for community providers (especially profit-maximizing ones); also, our data are much better
suited to answering this question. Section 3.4 presents the estimation’s results. It shows that (a)
that community manager activity has a positive and highly significant effect on user activity; (b) this
effect is significantly greater than that of interacting with non-community managers; and (c) that
it is sizable with respect to the average estimated probability to be active. This last conclusion is
subject to a caveat: users have very different propensities to be active, so that the distribution of the
marginal effects community managers activity on user activity is uneven. Section 3.5 concludes with a
discussion of the results.

The paper’s main contribution rests on using panel data to measure the marginal effect of
community manager activity on user activity, when “activity” describes participation in a network of
online interaction and the network’s characteristics are explicitly treated as covariates. This method
can find application as a performance evaluation tool, comparing the performance of alternative
policies, or of different community managers, in fostering participation.

3.2 Literature survey

The effect of community management activities on user participation finds itself at the intersection of
two different strands of academic literature.

The first strand is mainly interested in the determinants of the behavior of individuals participating
in online communities. Many scholars, moving from a psychology or business management background,
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take the view that individual behavior in online community both responds to social norms and
contributes to shape them. Several attempts have been made to conceptualize this view into testable
models [2, 13, 48]. Many such attempts use survey data to estimate structural equation models. The
models’ parameters quantify the influence of both individual incentives (such as obtaining valued
information) and social incentives (such as group norms) in participating in online communities.

The second strand moves from a social network analysis background, and focuses on the interplay
between network topology and user behavior. The best-known example is probably Ronald Burt’s
theory of structural holes [7] (though Burt’s own work does not center on online communities per se,
his analysis is in principle valid for online environments too). There exist several studies dedicated to
specific online communities, such as Slashdot [43], Java developers forums [47], Linux ports developer
forums [18], online learning experiences [41], massively multiplayer online games [35], small communities
oriented to discussion [12]. Some authors have attempted to merge these two strands of literature,
treating network topology characteristics as variables to incorporate into their structural equation
models [18, 43].

Authors from both strands agree that some topological characteristics are more conducive than
others to the organisation’s goals. For example, Burt [7] suggests that densely connected clusters of
individuals are useful to better focus on goals and targets, whereas less dense networks with some
individuals bridging across clusters are more conducive to innovation. Ganley and Lampe [18] propose
that densely connected clusters of “power users” lead to social tensions and a loss of the egalitarian
spirit that makes many online communities attractive. Kim and collaborators [22] show that, in some
circumstances, a tendency towards communication reciprocity (“intimacy”) leads to membership loss
and, potentially, network breakdown. Putzke and collaborators [35] show that players in multiplayer
online games are influenced by social network reciprocity and transitivity when seeking partners
in-game. Dholakia and collaborators are perhaps clearest in indicating that their findings are relevant
to designing and enacting policies:

Understanding the antecedents of social influence is important since it is likely to provide
significant managerial guidance regarding how to make virtual communities useful and
influential for their participants. [13]

This paper departs from that literature in two ways. First, most authors do not model the effect
of policies on user behavior, though some do point to the relevance of online community managers,
explicitly [12, 13] or implicitly [43].

Second, authors specify their models differently from the one in this paper. Many of those who are
most interested in network topology as a determinant of online behavior erect stochastic actor-oriented
models (SOAMs) [35, 41] as proposed by Snjders [40]. This road, however, is blocked to us by the
nature of our data: SOAMs require that the social network being modelled does not grow, which is
not the case here (or, indeed, in most online communities). Others focus on network topology rather
than individual behavior [12, 34]. Some are interested in exploring the effect of latent variables (like
“core of the community”) on other latent variables (“success of the community”), and to do so employ
structural equation models [13, 18, 43].

We adopt an approach with some characteristics in common to that of Ganley and Lampe [18]:
an econometric analysis of longitudinal data, with network characteristics as some of the covariates.
Nevertheless, several differences remain between their work and this paper. The authors adopt a
latent variable (social capital3) as their independent variable, whereas we choose an observable activity
variable; they do not include global network characteristics as covariates, whereas we do; and they do
not model the action of community managers, which is the main focus of this paper.

3This choice is motivated by their data. They come from the online community Slashdot, which associates to each
user an indicator called “karma”. Karma lends itself well to the role of observable variable influenced by (latent) social
capital in a structural equation model.
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This paper is also related to the growing mass of literature on the treatment of time in network
analysis. Early work in networks, both in mathematics [17] and in sociology [32], focused on the
topology of static networks. The beginning of the 21st century marked a surge of interest in evolving
networks [4, 14]. Scholars sharing this interest investigate the growth paths that produce topologies
often encountered in real-world networks, like small-world or scale-free. More recently, a literature
on dynamic networks developed, interested in dynamical processes that happen in networks, like
information diffusion [16] or epidemics [37]. Many of these studies direct their attention towards
the statistical properties of the sequences of event that make up spreading dynamics. Human
communication dynamics, they find, turns out to be “bursty”, with the timings between communication
events deviating significantly from uniform or Poissonian statistics [20]. Since our focus does not lie in
the dynamics of communication events in online communities, we adopt the stance of representing
temporal data as a sequence of static graphs, tracing the evolution of the interaction network. This
allows us to treat the topology of the network as a control variable, whose effect on the users likelihood
to initiate communication must be kept separate from that of the action of community managers. This
technique, while entailing a loss of information, is deemed appropriate when, as is our case, topology
is more central to the analysis than time sequence [38].

Finally, we do not follow the practice – widespread in the network economics literature – to model
link formation as costly [1]. This is in part because these models were erected with contexts other
than online community participation, like trade [24] or joint investment projects [15]. But, more
importantly, it is because this is not where our focus is. We follow Ganley and Lampe [18] in assuming
that network participants are acting rationally within the bounds of their goals and information, and
use our analysis to estimate the marginal effect of online community management to increase user
activity. Since managing an online community entails costs, our results form the basis for the online
community provider to decide how much effort she should make to increase user activity, given her
preferences.

3.3 Materials and methods

3.3.1 Data

We consider an online community called Edgeryders, whose members discuss and try to implement
various projects connected to social innovation in a decentralized manner. The community is run by a
British company, also called Edgeryders, which we cast as the policy maker of the community. The
affordances of the online platform that hosts the community and its discussion deeply influence the
social dynamics thereof [19, 21, 26]. Those of Edgeryders are as follows: the discussion is hosted on a
web platform based on an open source framework called Drupal 7. Drupal is one of the largest open
source projects globally; in this sense, Edgeryders is fairly typical from a technology point of view. It
consists of users posting reflections or status reports on their social innovation projects; these are then
commented upon by other members of the community. All events in the dataset (creating accounts,
creating posts, creating comments) are timestamped. This allows for the possibility of modelling
interaction in the online community dynamically.

Online interaction on Edgeryders is fairly typical of platforms originally developed for bloggers,
like Drupal. They consist of:

• Posts. These are messages that initiate a new thread in the conversation, often in long form.
They do not address any one user in particular; rather, they are meant for anybody to respond
who wished to do so. There is always one and only one post in each thread.

• Comments. These are messages that respond to something that was written before, or elaborate
on it. They are nested under a thread. They always address to someone in particular. This
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someone might be the author of the post that started the thread, or the author of any of the
comments in the same thread. The Edgeryders community website supports what is known in
online community parlance as threaded comments: in other words, comments are themselves
commentable. Of course, posts are commentable too, so that a comment can be directed either
towards a post or towards another comment. This is shown in Figure 3.1. Both posting and
commenting are restricted to registered users only. This architecture has not changed since
inception of Edgeryders in October 2011 to the end of the period studied.

As a robustness check, we consider a second dataset, taken from a second online community called
Matera2019. It uses the same Drupal software as Edgeryders, and has the same architecture based on
posts and threaded comments. This is a smaller dataset, and we treat in the Appendix. Findings
from its analysis are broadly consistent with the ones about Edgeryders.

Both communities are small (below 1,000 active participants) and young (younger than five years
at the end of the observation period). Elsewhere, we find that online communities in the early stages of
their life cycle are more likely than mature ones to deploy policies of active onboarding and engagement
of their users [11], as indeed both Edgeryders and Matera2019 do. Also note that our both datasets
include the period that follows immediately launch. This might introduce some instability, as in the
early days conventions and mores governing interaction in the communities have not been established
yet.

We extracted the entire Edgeryders database as of October 7th 2015. This encodes the history of
the community since its inception, which took place, as mentioned above, in October 2011. At the
time, the community had 2,904 registered users, who had authored 4,062 posts and 18,285 comments
over the course of entire period. 23 of the users had, at some point in time, been employed in some
capacity to the Edgeryders company. These are all treated as community managers, even though far
from all of them were actually working in that capacity, and even though many of them have been
employed by Edgeryders for only part of the period. We prefer to err on the side of caution, and not
assume their participation to be self-motivated [34]. In the rest of the paper, we employ the word
“users” to denote the 766 individuals who were never in the employment of Edgeryders during the
four-years period considered.

In this study, an observation describes one user in one period of time. Since accounts were created
continuously over the observation period (figure 3.3), users who joined at the beginning of the period
are associated with a high number of observations, whereas those who joined towards the end of the
period are associated with relatively few observations.

Provisionally, let us define activity of user i at period t as the total number of posts and comments
authored by i at t. It is apparent that some users participate much more often in the online community
than others. In the online communities we consider (and in many more we are or have been part of),
most users do nothing in most time periods. This, of course, depends on the length set for the time
period. Table 3.1 summarizes the distribution of the variable representing activity. Averaged activity
per user per period varies by three orders of magnitude from the first to the 99th percentile (table 3.2).
There are some outliers; the single most active user is, in her average period, about 100 times as active
as the average user.
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Figure 3.1: Threaded comments in the Edgeryders online community. Each comment is in turn
commentable. This is represented visually by nested indentation: “sibling” comments (comments
to the same post or comment) are visualized in chronological order, with the same level of indent.
“Children” comments are visualized directly under their “parent”, indented with respect to it.
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Table 3.1: Distribution of user activity in Edgeryders and Matera 2019

Community Edgeryders, 766 users Matera 2019, 182 users
Period length 1 week 1 day 1 week 1 day
number of periods 213 1,479 108 750
Activity % % % %
0 96.10 99.04 96.24 99.21
1 1.76 0.61 1.99 0.58
2 0.80 0.19 0.88 0.14
between 3 and 5 0.87 0.14 0.67 0.06
between 6 and 10 0.33 0.02 0.21 0.01
between 11 and 20 0.12 0.00 0.01 0.00
21 and above 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 82,102 563,447 14,259 100,035

Table 3.2: Average activity per period of Edgeryders users

Percentiles t = 1 week t = 1 day
1% .0048309 .000694
5% .0055556 .0008006
10% .0098039 .0014104
25% .0171429 .0024691
50% .047619 .0070735
75% .125 .0189769
90% .3125 .0481928
95% .5 .0789474
99% 1.834286 .2641975
Single most active user 15.31818 2.27027
Overall mean .1565761 .0365861
Overall standard deviation .3927797 .0936146

At the whole-community level, activity varies over time depending on several factors, including
new projects launched by the Edgeryders company and seasonality. Overall, there is a mild negative
correlation (-.0885) between individual activity and the number of periods the individual has held an
account. Total (non-community manager) activity is, on the other hand, more or less constant over
time, as many older members reduce or stop their contributions, but new ones become active.

3.3.2 Interaction in online communities as a dynamic social network

We need to consider carefully how we incorporate dynamics in our model [20]. We make the following
assumptions:

1. The duration of interactions is negligible. This means that events can be represented by a contact
sequence, i.e. triples (i, j, t) where i, j ∈ V , the set of interactants (represented as vertices in
the network) and t denotes time. This is a standard assumption in studies of person-to-person
communication online [20]. In terms of our model, it means that the interaction network does
not change while a user is writing a post or comment.
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2. First-time interaction produces a permanent change in the social relationship between the source
and the target of the interaction (the author and the recipient of the comment). All Edgeryders
users can be assumed to share some common interests around social innovation, that motivated
them to join the community. When they interact directly, however, they begin to unpack
and specify such common interests, and they (often explicitly) signal interest in each other’s
activities.4 This produces a shift in the nature of the relationship between the interacting, which
becomes one of actual, as opposed to potential, interaction. Mathematically, this translates
into representing interaction by a network whose edges do not decay. Other authors have made
different choices, treating interactions as elements of friendship, and assuming friendship decays
to insignificance if not constantly renewed by more interaction [22, 34].

3. Subsequent interactions also carry social significance. They have the effect of further strengthening
the relationship between the two interactants. The strength of the relationship increases
monotonically with the number of interactions recorded. The effect of all interactions after the
first one, too, is permanent. Mathematically, this translates into representing interaction by a
weighted network. This is similar to [22], although its authors combine this assumption to that
of link decay.

4. Community managers target users according to the following rule: capacity permitting, engage
everybody who have been recently active, preferably within 48 hours of their activity. If you have
extra capacity, engage users at random who have not been recently active.5 Tables 3.3 and 3.13
shows the number of periods in which users were engaged by online community managers, and
shows how they tend to coincide with periods in which the users themselves have been active.
As a result of this policy, the number of periods in which a user received at least a comment
from community managers is a linear function of the number of periods that user was active in
(figure 3.2).

Table 3.3: Engaging users in Edgeryders. Periods in which users were active vs. periods in which they
received at least one comment from a community manager.

Period length 1 week 1 day
N. observations Active Not active Active Not active
(a) Total 3,153 78,198 5,401 558,046
(b) Engaged by community managers 1,649 475 1,737 1,242
(c) b/a 0.523 0.006 0.323 0.002

One observation describes one user in one period of time.
4Interaction could in principle be adversarial or unpleasant as well as positive. In practice, however, this is a very

low-conflict community, with only one flamewar recorded (and immediately stamped out) over the period considered
5However, this is rule is not always followed to the letter; and even if it is, it is not always reflected in the data. One

characteristic of online debate in general and one of the specific software used by Edgeryders. The general characteristic:
online debate happens in threads with several participants. By being active on a thread, community managers may
feel like they have been engaging with all users debating on that thread, even if they have only left one comment to
one of them. The specific characteristics: as we already remarked, comments in Edgeryders are threaded. In some
cases, community managers engage by leaving comments to a whole thread (using the “Reply” button at the end of
each thread) rather than to specific comments in the thread (using the “Reply” link at the bottom of each comment, as
per figure 3.1). These comments display as targeting the original initiator of the thread rather than the most recent
commentators. In discussions that develop over several weeks, if the original author does not stay active, these comments
by community managers appear to target an inactive user. Other times, community managers will address several users
in the same comments, using Twitter-style “@mentions”; our data structure does not allow comments to have more than
one targets, so this information is lost. Other times still, they will simply make mistakes, or not notice that a user has
been active. This leads to 174 users who appear not to have received any comment from community managers. Most of
them (121) have only been active in a single period.
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Figure 3.2: Engaging users in Edgeryders. The number of periods in which users received commments
from community managers varies linearly to the number of periods they themselves were active in.

With this in mind, we proceed to induce the interaction network of the community as follows:

1. Users that have posted at least one post or one comment are included as nodes in the network.

2. We interpret each comment as one interaction event. Whenever a comment is posted, an edge
is induced. The new edge’s source node is the node associated to the author of the comment.
The new edge’s target node is the node associated to the author of the post or comment being
commented.

3. If an edge with the same source and target already exist, we do not add a new one, but rather
increase the edge’s weight by one.

4. If the source and target of the edge are the same, the edge is discarded.

5. The sequence of timestamped interaction events allows us to model interaction in Edgeryders
as an evolving network. We divide the observation period in intervals of equal length, and
consider users to be acting on the basis of the interaction network that they find themselves
in at that period. In other words, we assume that all agents make simultaneous decisions on
who to interact with at the beginning of each time period, and that those decisions are based
on the snapshot of the network at the beginning of said period. This means we are following
the tradition of literature on evolving networks [14] rather than that of temporal networks [20].
This reflects our preoccupation with topological aspects over temporal ones.
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Figure 3.3: Growth of the number of nodes (users) and edges in the Edgeryders interaction network.

3.3.3 Hypotheses

We wish to find out whether the action of community managers causes users to become more active.
Additionally, we wish to find out whether such action is more effective at fostering user activity than
interaction with other (non-community managers) users of the community. To address these two
questions, we specify a model of user activity, and use it to test three hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1. The number of comments a user receives from community managers has no influence
on her probability to be active.

We expect data to reject Hypothesis 1, and show that the average marginal effect of receiving
comments from community managers is significantly positive.

Hypothesis 2. Receiving comments from community managers has the same effect on the probability
to be active than receiving comments from users that are not community managers.

Online community managers are professionals. They are likely to have better communication skills
than the average user, and they certainly have stronger incentives to craft their interaction so as to
drive users to being more active in the online community. We therefore expect, on average, the effect
of incoming communication from online community manager to have a larger positive effect on the
probability of becoming active than that of incoming communication from other users. Therefore, we
expect Hypothesis 2 to be falsified by the data.

Hypothesis 3. Receiving an additional comment from a community manager has a large effect on
the probability that a user becomes active.

The number of comments authored by online community manager is the main policy variable
in Edgeryders and other online communities like it. Employing community managers would not
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make economic sense if their impact on the level of activity in the community was not large enough.
Hypothesis 3 is more restrictive than Hypothesis 1, as it implies that the policy variable, the number
of comments received from community manager, has a marginal effect that is not only statistically
distinguishable from zero, but also sizeable. For example, if targeting users with a comment only
increased their probability of being active by a few percent, many businesses running online communities
would probably reconsider their decision to hire a community manager.

3.3.4 Model specification

Dependent variable. User activity in Edgeryders can be thought of as the result of two decisions.
The first one is whether, in each period, to be active at all. The second one, given that one is active,
is how active to be. In this paper, we focus on the former. We do this for two reasons. First, our
data equip us better to study it. From column 3 in table 3.1, it is easy to see that in over 99.5%
of observations users either do nothing or they contribute once to the community. And second, it
is easy to imagine that community providers stand to gain more from a policy able to activate the
many generally inactive users, rather than from one that squeezes extra content from the few that are
already active.6

For this reason, we redefine our dependent variable representing user activity to be a Bernoulli
Ai,t. It takes value 1 if user i writes at least one post or comment at time t, and 0 otherwise. This
way, we purchase some extra stability for our model, at the cost of losing information in the 1,978
observations (0.37% of the total) where users have contributed more than once in the same period.

Length of time period. All our data bear timestamps. This allows us some latitude in choosing
the length of the appropriate observation period. Two fairly natural choices are the week and the day,
following the pattern of usage of online communities [34]. Both have advantages and disadvantages.
On the one hand, users generally do not to visit topical (as opposed to social) online communities
like Edgeryders and Matera 2019 every day. Interaction takes often the form of a dialogue in slow
motion (and in long form), rather than of rapid-fire exchange. This makes the week a good candidate
for the duration of the time period in our analysis. On the other hand, choosing a shorter time period
is better at capturing the dynamics of interaction in the online community. A day-period model can
resolve two interactions that happened in the same week in a sequence.

This turns out to be a critical advantage. We are interested in modeling the effect of the action of
online community managers on the activation of users; but online community management operate
by engaging with users when they are active. So, the number of comments received from community
manager is endogenous to the user’s decision to be active. To get around this problem, we need
to employ lagged covariates. A shorter time period equips us with a better control of the dynamic
specification. We therefore proceed to build our model based on a time period of one day. We then
include lagged covariates to model the likelihood that users will react at time t to the activity of
community managers and other users that happened in time t− 1, t− 2, ....

This results in a sequence of 1479 networks. At the end of day 10 the network had only six nodes
and one edge (excluding self-loops); at the end of the period it had 789 nodes and 4,861 edges.

Covariates. We model activity as a function of three groups of variables.

• Activity itself, Ai,t, is the Bernoulli variable described above, relative to user i at time t.

• A group of non-network variables associated with user i at time t− 1. These include receiving
a comment from a community manager; receiving a comment from another user who is not a

6This is more likely to be true for profit-maximizing community providers. Market analysts in the telecommunications
and technology sectors routinely use Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) as an indicator to assess the market value of
companies [8, 29]. Increasing the proportion of active users at each point in time is likely to positively affect the online
community’s ARPU.
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community manager; the total number of posts and comments written by other users; and i’s
experience as a user of Edgeryders, as measured by the number of weeks elapsed since she joined
the community. The week of joining can predate the week in which the user writes her first post
or comment.

• A group of variables pertaining to the user’s ego network at time t− 1.

• A group of variables pertaining to the global network at time t.

We choose covariates so as to address two potential issues:

• Treatment of time. Most users do not visit small, topical online communities every day. They
can well take more than one day to react to comments left them by community managements
or other users. To account for this longer time horizon, we employ lagged comments received
from community managers and from other users as outlined in table 3.7, rows 1-4. Using two
different lags allows us to get an idea of how the marginal effect of receiving comments affects
user activity over time.

• Collinearity. In practice, including all these ego- and global network variables introduces
collinearity issues. This is a common feature of network data. At the ego network level, creating
a new edge increases the out-degree of the origin node; the in-degree if the incident node; and
the clustering coefficient and all centrality measures related to both. At the global network level,
the same action reduces average distance and increases the network’s clustering coefficient.

Consider ego network variables first. These include her own in-degree (the number of users linking
to her); her out-degree (the number of users she links to); her betweenness centrality (the fraction of
shortest paths across any two users j, k 6= i that i finds herself on); her PageRank (the probability
that a random walker across the network would end up at this particular node;7 and her clustering
coefficient (the fraction of i’s neighbors that are also neighbors to each other). Except for the last one,
they are all measures of ego’s centrality. Unsurprisingly, they are highly collinear (table 3.4).

Table 3.4: Correlation across ego network variables

out-deg (L1) in-deg btw (L1) pagerank (L1) cluster (l)
out-degree (L1) 1.00
in-degree 0.87 1.00
betweenness centrality (L1) 0.81 0.78 1.00
pagerank (L1) 0.50 0.55 0.61 1.00
clustering coefficient (L1) -0.10 -0.02 - 0.10 -0.08 1.00

L1 stands for the one-period lagged variable.

Global network variables include include the total number of nodes; the total number of edges;
the average degree; the average distance between two randomly selected nodes; and the network’s
Louvain modularity.8 They, too, are highly collinear (table 3.5). Non-network variables are not as
highly collinear (table 3.6).

7PageRank was originally developed as a measure of network centrality for the World Wide Web [6].
8The modularity of a network is a measure of how much it differs from an Erdos-Renyi random network with the

same degree distribution. Values close to 0 indicate it is indistinguishable from a random network; values close to -1 or 1
indicate structure [9]. Measuring modularity is computationally hard; it is customary to use algorithms to compute
an approximate value. Of these, the Louvain algorithm is the most widely used in the literature for its attractive
computational efficiency [5].
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To avoid collinearity issues, we drop some of the offending variables, specifically two ego network
variables – lagged out-degree and lagged betweenness centrality – both highly correlated with in-degree
– and two global network ones – the number of edges and the average betweenness centrality, both highly
correlated with the number of nodes. We also add two sets of lagged variables representing, respectively,
the number of comments received from community managers and that received from other users. In
each set, one variable is simply the one-period lagged; the other is the mean of variables with lags
2 to 7, keeping track of the slow dynamics typical of online communities based on long form dialogue.

Finally, we add two dummy variables to control for network life-cycle effects on user activity. One
takes value 1 in August and December, months when online activity typically drops. The other takes
value 1 for t < 350, that is during Edgeryders’s very first project. During this period, average activity
per period was much higher than during the following three years. The model’s set of covariates is
listed in table 3.7.

Table 3.5: Correlation across global network variables

nodes edges avg btw avg distance LM
number of nodes 1.00
number of edges 0.99 1.00
average betweenness centrality -0.94 -0.94 1.00
average distance 0.77 0.71 -0.74 1.00
Louvain modularity 0.89 0.86 -0.90 0.91 1.00

Table 3.6: Correlation across non-network variables

c CMs
(L1)

c non-CMs
(L1)

c CMs
(L2-7)

c non-CMs
(L2-7)

act.
(L1) periods

act.
others

comments from CMs (L1) 1.00
comments from non-CMs (L1) 0.33 1.00
comments from CMs (L2-7) 0.24 0.23 1.00
comments from non-CMs (L2-7) 0.18 0.31 0.52 1.00
own activity (L1) 0.50 0.42 0.28 0.25 1.00
periods in the community so far -0.04 -0.04 -0.06 -0.07 -0.05 1.00
activity excluding ego 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.10 1.00

Ln stands for the n-period lagged variable.

Table 3.7: List of covariates.

Non - network (NNi,t)
Comments received from community managers (L1)
Comments received from community managers (total from L7 to L2)
Comments received from other users
Comments received from other users (total from L7 to L2)
Activity (L1)
Periods in the community
Total activity excluding ego
Dummy: August or December
Dummy: year 1
In-degree (L1)
Pagerank (L1)
Clustering coefficient (L1)
Number of edges

The letter L indicates lagged variables. L1 indicates that the variable is one-period lagged.
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Individual-specific effects and endogeneity. We assume that the individual probability of be-
ing active at time t (that is P (Ai,t = 1)) depends on that individual’s activity historyAi,0, Ai,1, ..., Ai,t−1;
all three groups of past network and non-network variables, included in Xi,0, Xi,1, ..., Xi,t−1 and her
individual (unobservable) propensity to be active ci. The latter can be correlated with past activity
and covariates. This introduces endogeneity problems; Chamberlain’s correlated random effects models
provides a natural modeling strategy to account for them [45]. We still need to assume exogeneity in
the time-specific and individual-specific component of the error term.

We assume

P (Ai,t = 1|Ai,0, Ai,1, ...Ai,t−1, Xi,0, Xi,1, ..., Xi,t−1, ci) = Φ(X ′i,t−1γ + ρAi,t−1 + ci) (3.1)

with Xi = {Xi,0, Xi,1, , , , , Xi,T }, and ci|Ai,0, Xi ∼ N(a0 + a1Ai,0 + X̄ ′ia2, σ
2
c )

From equation 3.1, we write:

P (Ai,t = 1|Ai,0, Ai,1, ...Ai,t−1, Xi,0, Xi,1, ..., Xi,t−1, ci)

=
T∏
t=1

[
[Φ(X ′i,tγ + ρAi,t−1 + ci)

Ai,t ]× [1− Φ(X ′i,tγ + ρAi,t−1 + ci)
1−Ai,t ]

] (3.2)

Integrating 3.2 with respect to ci leaves us with the density function of Ai,1, ..., Ai,T conditional to
covariates Xi and initial conditions Ai,0. If we write

ci = α0 + α1Ai,0 + X̄ ′iα2 + ai

with ai
N∼ (0, σ2

a), then Ai,t given Ai,t−1, ...A1,0, Xi and ai follows a probit model with response
probability

Φ(X ′i,tγ + ρAi,t−1,+α0 + α1Ai,0 + X̄ ′iα2) (3.3)

X̄i stands for a vector of the means of covariates in X for individual i. It corresponds to assuming
that the influence of variables in X on ci does not depend on t.

This model has the same structure of any probit model (albeit an enriched set of covariates) and
can be estimated as such. See [45] for a derivation of expression 3.3.

3.3.5 Software stack

Primary data from the Edgeryders database were obtained using a Drupal plugin called Views
JSON. We used a modified version of an application software called Edgesense9 to build a network
representation of the interaction in Edgeryders. We then enriched the data so obtained with non-
network metrics computed directly from the primary data, and exported the results in tabular form.
Such results were then imported into Stata for estimation.

Code and data are available at the following address: https://github.com/albertocottica/
microfoundations-community-management.

3.4 Results

We proceed as follows.

1. We generate from our dataset the subset of observations that are (a) relative to non-community
managers and (b) have no missing values for the covariates. The latter condition means dropping
the first seven observations for each user.

9https://github.com/Wikitalia/edgesense. Modifications added support for computing some extra network
metrics, like the clustering coefficient.

https://github.com/albertocottica/microfoundations-community-management
https://github.com/albertocottica/microfoundations-community-management
https://github.com/Wikitalia/edgesense
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2. Next, we use this subset to estimate a linear model of how our dependent variable is influenced
by covariates, their by-user mean, and initial conditions. Standard errors are clustered by users.
We then use this model to predict the values of the dependent variable, and identify outlier
observations.

3. Some outlier observations prevent the numeric algorithm to identify the maximum of the pseudo-
likelihood function. These are those observations by which the predicted probability of being
active - using the linear model mentioned above at number 2 - is very high (above 1.5). We
discard 8 such observations, relative to three users. This leaves us with 558,077 observations
relative to all 766 users.

4. We estimate the coefficients for the enriched probit model (as per the method described in
section 3.3.4) and compute its marginal effects. The former are reported in the appendix; the
latter are shown in table 3.8.

5. Finally, we re-compute the enriched linear model discarding the same observation for bench-
marking purposes (table 3.11, in the appendix).

Table 3.8: Average marginal effects of covariates on the probability of users to become active in
Edgeryders (t = one day).

Variable Marginal effect S.E. p
Comments from community managers (L1) .0035035 .0008357 0.000**
Comments from community managers (L2-L7) .0028003 .0002871 0.000**
Comments from other users (L1) .0005536 .0005314 0.298
Comments from other users (L2-L7) .0009313 .0001611 0.000**
Activity (L1) .006208 .00045 0.000**
Periods in the community -2.10e-07 4.55e-06 0.963
Total activity excluding ego .0001583 .0000108 0.000**
Dummy: August or December -.0018144 .0004057 0.000**
Dummy: year 1 .0029881 .0010972 0.006**
In-degree .0000257 .0001123 0.819
Pagerank (L1) .0656255 .0963296 0.496
Clustering coefficient (L1) .0083458 .0020889 0.000**
Number of edges -3.86e-06 1.25e-06 0.002**

Estimates on 766 clusters (users).
(L1) indicates that the variable is one-day lagged. (L2-L7) is used only for received comments: it
indicates the daily average number of comments received from seven to two days before the present
time.

The average marginal effects of the first two variables, and of the fourth one, are positive and
highly significant. This supports the conventional wisdom that users of online communities tend to
engage with each other: when made the object of comments, they are more likely to become active
than when they are not. By implication, our Hypothesis 1 must be rejected. As we might expect, the
average marginal effect on the probability of being active at day t of receiving a comment does not
depend greatly on whether that comment was written at day t− 1 or a few days earlier (table 3.9, rows
3 and 4). This is consistent with a fairly common pattern of use in topical online communities: users
do not access the community every single day, but when they do they “catch up” on what happened in
the past few days and react to what interests them most. Notice also the positive, highly significant
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and relatively high marginal effect of the lagged dependent variable. Once users get involved in online
conversations, they have a higher probability of staying involved, and keep being active. This is
consistent with previous research on the “bursty” nature of human communication [3, 14].

To test Hypothesis 2, we run a Wald test on the null hypothesis that the marginal effects of lagged
incoming comments from community managers are identical to those of the correspondingly lagged
comments from other users. The results show no support for Hypothesis 2 (table 3.9, rows 1 and 2).

Table 3.9: Testing for equal marginal effects of the comments of community managers vs. other users

H0 p
Comments from community managers (L1) = Comments from other users (L1) .0035**
Comments from community managers (L2-L7) = Comments from other users (L2-L7) .0000**
Comments from community managers (L1) = Comments from community managers (L2-L7) .3554
Comments from other users (L1) = Comments from other users (L2-L7) .4807

Estimates on 766 clusters (users).

Hypothesis 3 is relevant to community providers: disproving it implies that online community
managers do not contribute to user activation, though they could serve other purposes, like mediating
conflict [11]. Testing it is not as straightforward as testing the previous 2 hypotheses, unless we define
what it means for the effect of the action of community managers to be “large”. On average, these
effects are indeed large with respect to the predicted activity rate. The latter’s average is .0079;
community managers, by engaging a user in one period, increase her probability of being active by an
additional 0.0028-0.0035 (30-50%) in the following week, on average. However, means are, in this case,
disproportionally influenced by a small number of observations with a high predicted probability of
being active (table 3.2). In figure 3.4 above, we show the density distribution of the marginal effects
on the first, second, and fourth covariates the average of which is reported in table 3.8. Below, we
plot the marginal effects of those covariates against the predicted probability. They are largest for
those observations where the latter is around 0.4 (the marginal effect itself peaks at around 0.1). But
most mass is concentrated on low values of the predicted probability, where the marginal effects are
correspondingly lower. Table 3.10 shows the value of the marginal effect at the mean values of the
conditioning variables. We interpret these findings as partial support for Hypothesis 3; the average
effect is there, but it is mostly due to a relatively small minority of observations with an already high
predicted value of the probability to be active.

3.5 Conclusions

We conclude that deploying community managers to interact with users is indeed an effective policy for
increasing user activity – at least within the confines of the two communities for which we have obtained
data. However, it turns out that user activity is unevenly distributed. The action of community
managers is most effective at activating users at times where their propensity to be active is already
high. This resonates with the experience of the professional community managers with whom I have
spoken over the years. As a consequence, a policy that maximizes the total volume of activity might
not maximize the proportion of users who are active. When choosing a policy, community providers
are advised to think carefully about what exactly it is they want to achieve.

The finding that community managers are effective does not imply that their deployment is
advantageous, much less optimal, to the community provider. Verifying advantageousness would imply
estimating the costs of community management, as well as their monetary value. Verifying optimality
would imply checking the advantages of employing community managers against competing courses of
action. All this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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The empirical approach proposed in this paper can find applications in evaluating the performance
of different engagement techniques, or even of individual community managers, in terms of marginal
effect on the probability to activate users.

Figure 3.4: Above: Frequency density distribution of the marginal effect of the comments by
community managers and those by other users on the probability to be active in Edgeryders. For the
latter, the L1 variable is on average not significantly different from zero and was omitted. Below:
Marginal effects on the probability of being active of receiving a comment from online community
managers and from other users in Edgeryders, plotted against the predicted probability of being active
in the period. Each point represents an observation; observations are clearly more dense near the
origin (t = 1 day).
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Table 3.10: Marginal effects at the means of covariates of the comments of community managers and
those of other users in Edgeryders. Compare with table 3.8, rows 1-4.

Variable marginal effect at the means of covariates S.E.
Comments from community managers (L1) .0017283** .0004306
Comments from community managers (L2-L7) .0013814** .0001882
Comments from other users (L1) .0002731 .0002601
Comments from other users (L2-L7) .0004594** .0000857

Estimates on 766 clusters (users).
** indicates significance at the 1% level. * indicates significance at the 5% level.
(L1) indicates that the variable is one-period lagged. (L2-L7) indicates that an average of the
variable lagged from 2 to 7 periods.

Appendix

Coefficient estimates with the probit and the linear model

Table 3.11 displays the coefficient estimates for Edgeryders data, with t equal to one day, as estimated
both via the probit model and a linear model, used as a benchmark. Both models are enriched with
the individual means of covariates and initial conditions; both models cluster standard error by user,
as per the method mentioned in section 3.3.4.

Estimating the model with weekly data

We re-order the data into one-week periods, and re-estimate the model as a robustness check. This
specification has 213 one-week periods; furthermore, we only employ one-period lags for the number of
comments received, and we have to exclude the number of periods spent in the community due to
almost perfect collinearity with the number of edges in the interaction network.

Table 3.12 shows the estimates of marginal effects obtained. They are similar to those obtained
using one-day periods. The main difference, as expected, is that the one week-periods model is less
dynamic, with a stronger role of the lagged dependent variable. The average marginal effects lagged
number of comments received from the community managers is still positive, but weaker and now only
weakly significant. That of comments received from other users is not significant. A Wald test rejects
the null hypothesis that the two are identical (p = 0.007). The other variables have effects similar to
those they have in the model estimated with one-day periods. The distribution of the marginal effects
of receiving comments from community managers is also similar, with a lot of the mass concentrated
around values close to zero and a fat tail of few, very high values (figure 3.5).

Effects of community management on user activity in the Matera 2019 online
community

The Matera 2019 online community was started in February 2013. At the time, the Italian city of
Matera was engaged in a competition to obtain the title of European Capital of Culture 2019. The
community was created and funded by the Matera 2019 bid committee. It was meant as a way for
active citizens of the city and its surrounding regions to help each other launch grassroots cultural
projects in support of Matera’s candidacy. This community was explicitly modeled on Edgeryders. It
used the same software and employed community managers in a similar function (table 3.13). We
have obtained data on the first 750 days of life in the community. At the end of the period, 202 users
had authored at least one post or comment. Of these, 18 were employees or subcontractors of the
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Table 3.11: Coefficients on covariates on the probability of users to become active in Edgeryders, with
t set to one day.

probit model linear model
Covariates

β S.E. p β S.E. p
Comm. mgrs. (L1) .2205762 .0523332 0.000** .0408949 .0078764 0.000**
Comm. mgrs. (L2-L7) .1763029 .0178224 0.000** .0272365 .0020971 0.000**
Comm. users (L1) .0348509 .0337487 0.302 .0109897 .006119 0.073
Comm. users (L2-L7) .0586355 .0096363 0.000** .0145279 .0017754 0.000**
Activity (L1) .0857049 .004677 0.000** .08570493 .00467702 0.000**
Time in community -.0000133 .0002866 0.963 6.40e-06 5.40e-06 0.237
Activity excl. ego .0099651 .0005557 0.000** .0001945 .0000194 0.000**
August/December -.1142332 .0256513 0.000** -.0009694 .0002563 0.000**
Year 1 .1881275 .0703414 0.007** .0041636 .0015723 0.008**
In-degree .0016197 .0070556 0.818 -.0018874 .0009212 0.041 *
Pagerank (L1) 4.131685 6.044274 0.494 .1413695 .2714606 0.603
Clustering coeff. (L1) .5254373 .130879 0.000** .0104792 .0023065** 0.000**
Number of edges -.0002433 .0000782 0.002** -3.26e-06 1.61e-06 0.043*

Means by cluster (user)
β S.E. p β S.E. p

Comm. mgrs. (L1) -35.46481 14.9815 0.018* -.5402382 .1460186 0.000**
Comm. mgrs. (L2-L7) 6.578819 2.470481 0.008** .1421 .0271583 0.000**
Comm. users (L1) 38.17983 16.46644 0.020* -.033216 .3057338 0.914
Comm. users (L2-L7) -6.378271 2.693551 0.018* .0265553 .051367 0.605
Time in community -.0088397 .0021228 0.000** -.0001103 .0000258 0.000**
Activity excl. ego -.0157859 .0132911 0.235 -.0002346 .0001697 0.167
August/December -.2787989 .6498572 0.668 -.0014102 .0099867 0.888
Year1 1.378238 .6388983 0.031* .0082677 .0047446 0.082
In-degree .0541266 .0081475 0.000** .0024373 .0009006 0.007**
Pagerank (L1) -93.01622 16.59988 0.0000** -.9604847 .4129042 0.020*
Clustering coeff. (L1) -.4625476 .1493532 0.002** -.0111196 .0023862 0.000**
Number of edges -.0020277 .0006437 0.002** -.0000259 7.22e-06 0.0000**

Others
Initial condition -.3336023 .0602772 0.0000** -.0010326 .0003819 0.007**
Constant 9.096658 3.209287 0.005** .1503247 .0366918 0.0000**

Estimates on 766 clusters (users).
** indicates significance at the 1% level. * indicates significance at the 5% level.
(L1) indicates that the variable is one-period lagged. (L2-L7) indicates that an average of the variable lagged from 2
to 7 periods.

Table 3.12: Average marginal effects of covariates on the probability of users to become active in
Edgeryders (with weekly data).

Variable Marginal effect S.E. p
Comments from community managers (L1) .0055728 .0022076 0.012*
Comments from other users (L1) −.0014128 .0012232 0.248
Activity (L1) .0150744 .0015853 0.0000**
Total activity excluding ego .0001106 .0000104 0.000**
Dummy: August or December −.0029792 .0016992 0.080
Dummy: first year .0078945 .003764 0.036*
In-degree .0000419 .0003279 0.898
Pagerank (lagged) .0059191 .3033309 0.984
Clustering coefficient (lagged) −.0100045 .0054958 0.069
Number of edges -.0000166 1.95e-06 0.000**

Estimates on 766 clusters (users).
** indicates significance at the 1% level. * indicates significance at the 5% level.
(L1) indicates that the variable is one-period lagged.
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Figure 3.5: Above: Frequency density distribution of the marginal effect of the comments by
community managers and those by other users on the probability to be active in Edgeryders. Below:
Marginal effects on the probability of being active of receiving a comment from online community
managers and from other users in Edgeryders, plotted against the predicted probability of being active
in the period. Each point represents an observation; observations are clearly more dense near the
origin. Weekly data.
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Figure 3.6: Total activity per period in the Matera 2019 online community (t = 1 day).

Matera 2019 bid committee. Together, they authored 2,732 posts or comments, of which 1,616 were
authored by the 18 collaborators aforementioned.

To become a European Capital of Culture, cities go through a two-stage process. They have to
present a first version of their bid; the adjudicating panel may then shortlist it. Shortlisted cities
have an additional year to prepare a second version of the bid. This second version is the basis for
the panel to award the title. The two versions of Matera’s bid were submitted in the summer of
2013 and the summer of 2014 respectively. Bid submissions provided goalposts for the community;
the bid committee’s own communication made every effort to mobilize the citizenry at large, and
especially its active fringe involved in the online community, around these key milestones. Hence, this
community’s activity has been characterized by “bursts”, roughly coinciding with the periods running
up to the submission of the two versions of the bid (figure 3.6). We therefore include dummy variables
to control for the effects induced on activity by the administrative phases the process was in, in lieu of
the dummy relative to year 1 in Edgeryders. Other than this, the list of covariates we use to estimate
the models in what follows is the same as that of table 3.7.

Using these data, we proceed to estimate the marginal effects of covariates. We set the length of
the observation to one day. We proceed as in section 3.4. Estimates of the average marginal effects
are shown in table 3.14. Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of the marginal effects of the number of
comments received, as well as the scatterplot of marginal effects against the probability to be active in
the period predicted by the model.

Table 3.13: Engaging users in Matera 2019. Periods in which users were active vs. periods in which
they receives at least one comment from a community manager.

Period length 1 week 1 day
N. observations Active Not active Active Not active
(a) Total 3,153 78,198 789 99,246
(b) Engaged by a community manager 1,649 475 267 277
(b)/(a) 0.523 0.006 0.338 0.003
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Results are broadly consistent with those of Edgeryders (compare table 3.14 with table 3.8) . Upon
receiving a comment from a community manager at time t, the probability of a user becoming active at
time t+1 increases on average by 0.002 (over 30%) on average, and that of becoming active in the following
six days by a similar amount. There are, however, differences. The most important one is that the number
of active users in Matera 2019 appears not to be greatly influenced by interaction across users (covariates
in rows 3 and 4 of table 3.14 are non-significant). At the same time, the overall level of user activity does
make it more likely that ego will be active (covariate in row 7 is strongly significant). Comments from
other users do not show significant effects. Both dummy variables relative to bid submission period are
strongly significant, as expected. In general, Matera 2019 data provide some support for hypothesis 1.

To test hypothesis 2, we run Wald tests analogous to those of table 3.9. Results are reported
in table 3.15. The null hypothesis that the marginal effect at time t of receiving a comment from
community managers at time t − 1 is identical to the marginal effect of receiving a comment from
another user at the same time is weakly rejected (row 1). This difference, however, is no longer
appreciable when looking at comments received at time t− 7, ..., t− 2 (row 2). We conclude that there
is only weak support for hypothesis 2 in Matera 2019 data.

As for hypothesis 3, the average marginal effects of receiving comments from community managers
increase the predicted probability of being active by about 35 to 50% (table 3.14, rows 1 and 2);
a sizable increase, but not as large as that brought about in Edgeryders. The full distribution of
the marginal effects themselves (figure 3.7 above) shows that its right tail is not as fat as that in
Edgeryders either. Conversely, there are fewer observations for which receiving these comments make
a large difference, and even for them that difference is not as large as that in Edgeryders (figure 3.7
below). We conclude that there is only weak support for hypothesis 3.

Table 3.14: Average marginal effects of covariates on the probability of users to become active in
Matera 2019 (t = 1 day)

Variable Marginal effect S.E. p
Comments from community managers (L1) .002515 .000867 0.004**
Comments from community managers (L2-L7) .0005595 .0002705 0.039*
Comments from other users (L1) −.0003407 .0009969 0.732
Comments from other users (L2-L7) .0007099 .000342 0.038*
Activity (L1) .0057165 .0011156 0.000**
Periods in the community −.0000542 .0000138 0.000**
Total activity excluding ego .0002851 .0000358 0.000**
Dummy: August or December .0003828 .000747 0.608
Dummy: first bid submission .0043065 .0021098 0.041*
Dummy: second bid submission .0099927 .0016457 0.000**
In-degree .0008488 .0002923 0.004**
Pagerank (L1) .0311295 .0539293 0.564
Clustering coefficient (L1) .0082832 .0030546 0.007 **
Number of edges 7.14e-06 8.71e-06 0.412

Estimated on 182 clusters (users).
(L1) indicates that the variable is one-day lagged. (L2-L7) is used only for received comments: it indicates the
daily average number of comments received from seven to two days before the present time.

Table 3.15: Testing for equal marginal effects of the comments of community managers vs. other users
in Matera 2019

Test p
Comments from community managers (L1) = Comments from other users (L1) .0471*
Comments from community managers (L2-L7) = Comments from other users (L2-L7) .7853
Comments from community managers (L1) = Comments from community managers (L2-L7) .0283*
Comments from other users (L1) = Comments from other users (L2-L7) .3342

Estimates on 182 clusters (users).
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Figure 3.7: Above: Frequency density distribution of the marginal effect of the comments by
community managers and other users on the probability to be active in Matera 2019. Below:
Marginal effects on the probability of being active of receiving a comment from community managers
and other users in Matera 2019, plotted against the predicted probability of being active in the period.
Each point represents an observation; observations are clearly more dense near the origin. t = 1 day.
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Chapter 4

Allocating capacity in online community
management: an agent-based approach

4.1 Introduction

Over the last few decades, online communities have gone from fringe phenomenon to basic feature of
modern life, and to sizeable economic assets1. This transition has been accompanied by the rise a new
professional figure, the online community manager, to steward communities and steer them in ways
that further the goals of the organizations acting as providers of online communities [21, 24, 32].

Recent work by Kim, Jo and Kim [22] (henceforth KJK) suggests that a preference for interacting
with community members who are already one’s friends might engender exclusionary dynamics. This,
in turn, can potentially damage the online community. No ill will needs to be assumed; exclusion and
user disengagement results from the pattern of interaction across community members. In this sense,
this result is strongly reminescent of Thomas Schelling’s famous work on urban segregation [33], and
carries it to the online world.

In this paper we explore this issue from the point of view of the online community provider.
Modern online communities are not left to their own devices: they are managed. What can community
managers do to ameliorate this situation? What are the available alternatives? How to choose among
them? We think of this problem as one of mechanism design, with the community provider as the
mechanism designer, and the courses of action available to her as mechanisms, or, to use a term
more common among practitioners, policies [8]. The provider chooses the policy that best suits her
preferences. We model policies extracted from the literature on online community management and
validated by a survey among online community managers as widely adopted [8].

Following KJK, we take an agent-based approach to simulating the dynamics of online com-
munities [37]. The motivations for individuals to participate in online communities are extremely
diverse [21], as are their modes and intensity of participation [7]. This makes it difficult to derive
their behavior as the equilibrium of a game. Agent-based modeling allows us to use simulation as
a stepping stone towards a more complete model, and focus on understanding how the community
provider chooses policies, conditional to the users behaving in the simulated way. Additionally, this
approach allows a direct comparison with KJK’s results.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 summarizes the literature on the is-
sue. Section 4.3 introduces an agent-based model to represent online communities. It features a special
agent, the community manager, tasked with carrying out policies. The model simulates two policies,
called onboarding and engagement. It also simulates two criteria for the community manager to allocate
her capacity: one is to prioritize newer members, the other is to prioritize more active ones. We propose

1Market analysts routinely use average revenue per user (ARPU) as a benchmarking tool to evaluate tech companies [5]
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a way to rank the model’s outcomes based on the values taken by five target variables, representing char-
acteristics of online communities such as inclusivity, diversity, activity, and loyalty. Section 4.4 reports
our results. It shows that (a) a moderate preference for members to interact with other members that
are already their friends can produce a dynamics of exclusion, with the community being dominated
by its early adopters while newcomers struggle to find a foothold. We further find that (b) very simple
policies can counteract these exclusionary dynamics, and, at the same time, improve the online com-
munities in other dimensions. Finally, we find that (c) allocating capacity to new members dominates
allocating it to more active ones. In section 4.5 we discuss results and propose that this approach
can be applied to supporting decision making on the management of real-world online communities.

4.2 Related work

Our main reference is the work by KJK on the effect of intimacy on community dynamics [22]. Using
an agent-based model, they show that a strong preference of community members for interacting
with people that are already their friends can lead to exclusion and defection of new members. While
the concern for exclusionary dynamics is not new in the literature, it is normally approached either
qualitatively or through empirical analysis [31]. KJK’s contribution consists of applying agent-based
modelling techniques to their study. Such a choice paves the way to its extension to account for the
action of community managers, the focus of this paper. This is valuable because online communities
are, in real life, complex (and financially valuable) social constructs, and the organizations that provide
them are reluctant to run experiments on them. This paper adds a simulation of how the activity
of online community managers affect the behavior of the members of the online communities. The
simulation is based on the idea that community managers can induce members to be more active by
engaging them online [7–9, 21, 24].

KJK’s paper, as well as its extension we propose here, models online communities as social networks.
This idea is well established in network science, and descends from Laszlo Barabási and Reka Albert’s
observation that positing a simple preferential attachment mechanism would explain much of the
topological recurrence in the online world [1]. This approach was later extended to include a wide and
diverse range of online communities, platforms and services of many different, from Twitter [14, 20, 25]
to Wikipedia [4, 26]; from Digg [14]; to discussion forums like the Java forum [41]; and bug reporting
services for software developers [40]. Generally, such networks represent participants as nodes. Edges
represent relationships or interaction events. The nature of such interaction varies across online
communities: an edge can stand for friendship in Facebook; follower-followed relationship, retweet or
mention in Twitter; vote or comment in Digg and the Java forum; talk or edit in Wikipedia; comment
in Bugzilla. This corpus of literature does generally not concern itself with community management,
though in a few cases considerations on which steps to take in the interest of, for example, maximizing
user participation [42].

The model proposed by KJK and extended here results in homophily in the dimension of the time
of joining the online community. Economists have closely studied homophily in social networks, as it
provides an attractive explanation not only for diffusion patterns, but also for persistent differences in
behavior and performances, for example in employment or income [18]. Some authors have argued for
homophily to be driven by economic incentives. For example, one study on acquisitions finds that
tight social connections between the senior management of the acquiring firm and that of the target
firms benefit managers of both [17]. Other authors point to the “costs of homophilous friendships”,
engendered by poor decisions associated to conformity and groupthink [13]. Others still highlight the
economic benefits of diverse social networks [11].

Many models of homophilous network formation are driven by choices of link formation that
are random, but biased towards individuals that are similar to ego by some criteria. This echoes
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Thomas Schelling’s famous model of segregation in cities [33], where a moderate homophily can
engender complete segregation. For example, Currarini and collaborators are interested in homophily-
producing dynamics in schools [10]. They model friendship formation as random choice among a
pool of heterogeneous individuals, who differ from each other along some characteristic (“race”). New
friendships entail a fixed cost and a return that diminishes with each new friendship. When the
return to a new friendship equals its cost, individuals stop making new friends and exit the pool.
When the return for friendships with individuals similar to ego is higher, individuals belonging to the
larger group form more friends, and their social networks are more homogeneous than the population.
Bramoullé and collaborators add to this model of network formation a second mechanism, in which
ego forms links to individuals already connected to her network neighbors [3]. They show that the ego
networks of individuals become less homophilous as they “age”.

The model presented here has both similarities and differences to those in this literature. Link
formation is random but biased, like in [10]; and its exclusionary homophily is entirely a product of the
network dynamics of past interactions, like in [19]. On the other hand, it does not posit any exogenous
heterogeneity, unlike [10] and [3]; and its dynamics does not mitigate homophily, unlike [3]. The
most important difference with regard to this literature is its explicit modelling of online community
management activities.

An explicit treatment of community management activities is a recurrent theme in the literature
on online communities, which spans across multiple disciplines. Many of its foremost authors, moving
from a philosophy or media studies perspective, share with network scientists the idea that online
communities happen fairly spontaneously as deep-ingrained social instincts react to prolonged exposure
to modern communication technology [2, 27, 29, 32, 34]2 Other authors take a perspective associated
with design, and emphasize how to harness their potential with what Robert Kraut calls “levers of
change” [24]. The main reference here is the monography by Robert Kraut and Paul Resnick [24] and
the bibliography therein. The authors draw on results from sociology, economics (especially behavioral
economics), psychology and design to construct and argue “design claims”, predictive statements of the
form “if you do X, Y is likely to happen”. Our results can be thought of as comparative design claims,
in the sense that they check alternative courses of action against a set of goals. In the same vein, but
with a less formal approach, scholars interested in harnessing online communities for business [35] or
government [6, 30] have also taken an interest in community management policies.

4.3 Materials and methods

We model online communities as social networks of written interaction. It is useful to imagine them as
online fora, or blogging platforms, where members discuss with each other by posting on forum threads
or commenting blog posts. We use the word posts for written contribution to online conversations,
in any form. Members themselves are represented as nodes in the network; posts induce edges. If
A responds to B’s content at time t, an edge et = (A → B) is created. This network is directed,
(A→ B) 6= (B → A).

This paper’s results rest upon:

• A dynamic model of an online community with management activities. This in turn can be
broken down into architecture, dynamics and parameters.

2Internet pioneer Howard Rheingold expresses their attitude best [32]:

My direct observations of online behaviour around the world over the past ten years have led me to conclude
that whenever computer-mediated communication technologies become available to people anywhere, they
inevitably build virtual communities with it, just as microorganisms inevitably create colonies.
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• A set of desirable characteristics in online communities that can be expressed in terms of the
model.

• Statistical analysis of multiple runs of the model, to check its end-run configuration against
different community management policies and different realizations of the parameter vector.

The model focuses on how the providers of online communities choose management policies. For
tractability, the behavior of users is blackboxed, rather than being derived analytically. Further
investigation into user behavior is left to future research.

4.3.1 Model architecture

We simulate the workings of an online community, where management policies are enacted.3. There are
two types of agents in the model: several members and one community manager.4 Agents of both types
interact by writing posts to each other. They have, however, different goals. For members, interaction
is assumed to bring utility and is a goal in itself. The community manager is a paid employee of
the organization running the community. She interacts with others to further their employers’ goals,
described below in section 4.3.2.

They are connected by (directed) intimacy links. They represent the strength of the familiarity
between any two members. Following [22], call Wi,j,t the weight of the (directed) intimacy link from
member i to member j. Let

Wi,j,t = Wi,j,t−1e
−∆t

τ + φi,j,t (4.1)

where φi,j,t represents a communication effect; it takes value 1 if i sends a communication to j in
period t, and 0 otherwise. The exponential decay in the first term of the right hand side of equation 4.1
imposes that older interactions have a weaker effect on present-day intimacy. In other words, we model
friendship online as the cumulated and time-discounted effect of previous interaction. It builds up by
communicating, and fades away if friends do not communicate with each other for a long time.

Participation to online communities does not, in general, happen at a constant rate. Their members
tend to alternate periods of intense activity to others where no post is contributed.5 To account for
this, we model members’ behavior as a two-step process. In the first step, each members decides
whether she is going to write a post in the current time period. If she does decide to write a post, she
takes a second step, and chooses whom to address her post to. This is a departure from KJK, where
each and every member is assumed to be active at each time step.

Consider the first of these steps. The decision to write a contribution in each period depends on
the member’s willingness to engage at that period. This, in turns, depends on three factors.

1. A time- and member-invariant propensity of members to post in the current time period. We
denote it with GC. It is meant to represent the culture predominant in the online community:
some are more vibrant, with a high average number of contributions per period, others are less
so.

2. A time-invariant, member-specific “additional chattiness”, denoted with εi. It represents an
additional individual propensity to post in each time period. We introduce it in the model to
account for different members having different preferences for interacting.6 Combining it with

3To do so, we built a model using the NetLogo programming language [36] The code is available at https:
//github.com/albertocottica/community-management-simulator.

4This section follows the guidelines for describing agent-based models as per [37].
5Our own data support this in [7].
6Diversity across members in average number of posts per time is a feature observed in many real-world online

communities. See for example [7].

https://github.com/albertocottica/community-management-simulator
https://github.com/albertocottica/community-management-simulator
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GC yields each member’s overall baseline propensity to be active. To ensure that the overall
baseline propensity to be active is a number between 0 and 1, we compute it as follows. First, we
apply the inverse standard logistic function to GC to obtain a number x. Next, upon initialising
each members, a number εiis randomly drawn from a standard normal distribution. Finally, we
apply the standard logistic function to x+ εi to yield the member’s overall baseline probability
to write a post at each time period.7

3. A time-specific, agent-specific additional willingness to write a post, denoted by γi,t. If an agent
has received posts at time t− 1, she is more likely to write a post of her own at time t. In terms
of the model, γi,t = 0 for members that have received no posts at time t− 1, and γi,t = γ∗ > 0
otherwise. This provides the channel through which community managers enact policies: by
addressing posts to members, they affect the latter’s decision to become active in the next period.
Empirical evidence for this effect is found in our own work [7] and elsewhere [24].

These conditions determine the probability that agent i writes a post at time t:

P [WPi,t = 1] =
1

1 + e−[−ln( 1−GC
GC

)+εi]
+ γi,t (4.2)

where WPi,t = 1 if member i decides to write a post at period t, and 0 otherwise. For some
combinations of values of the parameters GC, εi and γi,t, equation 4.2 can result in a value greater
than 1. These combinations are rare with the values used in section 4.4; when they do occur, the
model’s code imposes that αi,t = 1.

Conditional on her decision to write a post, agent i moves to the second step mentioned above:
deciding who to address the post to. Following KJK, we define the probability that i writes a post to
j at time t as

P [φi,j,t = 1|WPi,t = 1] =
1 + β(Wi,j,t−1Wj,i,t−1)∑
j 6=i[1 + βWi,j,t−1Wj,i,t−1]

(4.3)

Equation 4.3 ensures that members of the online community prefer to communicate with other
members with whom they have higher intimacy ties. Since intimacy is a time-discounted sum of
previous communication events, this creates a positive feedback loop: members that have interacted
in the past are more likely to continue communicating in the future. Since Wi,j ×Wj,i = Wj,i ×Wi,j ,
it follows that P [φi,j,t = |WP1,t = 1] is identical to P [φj,i,t = 1|WPj,t = 1].

Once an agent has made a decision to engage in communication, she will engage on average with
exactly one other agent. This is an artifact of the denominator on the right-hand side of equation 4.3,
which normalizes to 1 the average number of communications that agent i engages in at each time
step.8

In equation 4.3, the parameter β represents the “cliquishness” of the community. We follow KJK
in calling it “intimacy strength”. We can think of it as culture; while different communities have very
different attitudes towards wanting to engage with strangers, any one community’s attitude is a given.

7The non-linearity of the logistic function has a side effect: the mean of the propensities to be active of the individual
agents is not the same as the global chattiness parameter. In particular, in the range of values we consider (from 0.1
to 0.4) such mean is slightly greater than the parameter. This means that simulated communities where individual
members have a randomly drawn “personal chattiness” will, all other things being equal, be on average more active than
simulated communities where all members are assumed to be identical. When discussing results, we take care never to
compare directly model runs that make the one assumption with model runs that make the other.

8However, i’s decision on whether to initiate communication with a specific j∗ is independent on what she decides
with respect to any other j 6= j∗. Having decided to be active, i considers each j 6= i separately, and “rolls the dice” to
decide whether she is going to be communicating with j. which she does with the probability defined in equation 4.3.
Then she moves to considering the next agent k 6= i, and rolls a separate dice, with a different probability of engaging in
communication (since Wi,j,t−1Wj,i,t−1) 6=Wi,k,t−1Wk,i,t−1)). i could initiate more than one communication at time t,
or none at all. In this sense, there is no direct competition across agents to be in communication with i.
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From intimacy links, we define membership strength Si, an attribute of members that is important
in driving the model. This is simply the sum of the weights of all incoming intimacy links:

Si =
∑
j

Wj,i (4.4)

4.3.2 Desirable attributes of online communities

What are the objectives of online community providers? A review of the literature (see [8] and the
references therein) shows that online communities can be described in terms of their inclusivity (the
central preoccupation of KJK), diversity, activity, loyalty and harmony. Any policy deployed results
in an outcome characterised by how well the community does along these dimension and by the cost
associated with the policy.

Our model does not distinguish between constructive and non-constructive interactions: so, it does
not have anything to say about harmony In what follows, we assume that all interactions between
community members have a positive value.9 The other four characteristics can be expressed, in terms
of the model. For a more intuitive presentation of results, we redefine our target variables so that an
increase in the target variable always represent a desirable outcome.

1. Inclusivity is the only characteristics we express with two scalars rather than one. One is the
negative of the number of “dropouts”, members of the online community that, having failed to
meet their threshold for wanting to stay, abandon the community. This is the indicator used in
KJK. The other is the negative of the Gini coefficient of the distribution of membership strength,
Si.

2. Diversity is expressed with the negative of the Gini coefficient of the distribution of Ci, the
number of posts authored by member i.

3. Activity is expressed simply with the total number of posts authored by members, C =
∑

iCi.

4. Loyalty is expressed with the total membership strength S =
∑

i Si.

5. Effort is expressed with the negative of the total number of posts authored by community
managers, CM .

Some of these variables have simple network interpretations. The Gini coefficients on Si and Ci
depend on, respectively, the (weighted) in- and out-degree distributions, with flatter distributions
corresponding to lower coefficients. Loyalty S is simply the sum across all nodes of their weighted
in-degree:

S =
∑
i

Si =
∑
i

∑
j

Wj,i

Some of these variables are correlated to each other. Activity is linked to loyalty by equation 4.1.
And inclusivity is positively correlated to loyalty. This is because lower inclusivity results in more
members leaving the community. When they leave, the weight of their incoming intimacy links decays
to zero, thereby lowering S. These connections are reflected in the correlation between target variables
across multiple runs of the model (table 4.1).

To a first approximation, the value of a policy p can be expressed as

Vp = ATp (4.5)
9Harmonious communities, whose managers spend little or no time at all mediating conflict, are relatively common,

especially among smaller and younger communities [8].
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where A is a vector of weights (depending to the nature of the community and its purpose: commercial
vs. benevolent, topical vs. social etc.) and Tp = {T1p, T2p, ..., TNp} is the vector of values that the
target variables proposed above take when enacting that policy.

We assume that an increase in any target variable Tip ∈ Tp, regardless of the policy p enacted, is
always beneficial to the online community provider:

∂V

∂Tip
≥ 0, ∀Tip ∈ Tp (4.6)

In the real world, this assumption is not always true. For example, in the midst of a violent
controversy community managers might wish to dampen the pace of the discussion (which would
reduce activity) or even ban their most aggressive members (which would reduce loyalty, and – unless
the banned members account for a large part of the posts – diversity). In another example, the
marginal costs associated to hosting the community could increase rapidly in the number of posts
authored per unit of time. This would suggest capping activity.

But these are extreme situations. Overall, the literature on online communities treats marginal
costs of activity as moderate, and encourages community providers to build as active, inclusive, diverse
and loyal community as possible, with as little effort as possible [21, 23, 24]. Therefore, we can think
of the values taken by the target variables as the arguments of the community provider’s objective
function.

Equation 4.5 implies that the marginal rate of substitution between target variables depends only
on the weights assigned to the them, and not on the values of the variables themselves. This is
obviously a strong assumption, justifiable at most in the short run. Moreover, we expect weights to
vary idiosyncratically across online communities – some communities might have a stronger preference
for inclusivity, others for activity and so on. However, given equation 4.6, we can rank two policies,
p1 and p2, independently of weights if all target variables when p1 is enacted have equal or superior
values to those they have when p2 is enacted:

Vp1 ≥ Vp2 ⇐⇒ Tip1 ≥ Tip2 ∀Tip1 ∈ Tp1, ∀Tip2 ∈ Tp2 (4.7)

where Tip is the i-th element of the vector T when policy p is enacted.

4.3.3 Community management policies

Having defined the community provider’s objectives, we turn to defining the space of strategies
available to her. To do so, we start from the list of commonly adopted policies in [8].10 It contains:

1. Invite users to join [16, 24, 39].

2. Welcome new users when they sign up [12, 21, 24].

3. Engage with users, to encourage them to be more active and make them feel welcome [21, 24,
28, 38, 39].

4. Mediate conflict [21, 24].

5. Tweak and optimize the user experience (if you consider this to be part of community manage-
ment) [21, 24].

10The list gathers policies recommended by scholarly work on online communities. We ran an especially designed
survey on 83 professional online community managers. Each respondent assessed how often she spends time enacting
each policy in the list.
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6. Encourage interaction between members [12, 24, 38].

7. Organize real-world meetings [21].

8. Acknowledge members for their contribution [24, 28].

9. Support volunteers [21, 24, 38, 39].

For our current purposes, we restrict ourselves to those amenable to formalization within the
confines of our model. It has no provision for out-of-platform communication (1, 7), altering the
software platform for those communications (5) or engaging in activities other than communication
(9). Additionally, the content of communication itself is left out of the model. This means that there
is no way to distinguish an interaction aimed at encouragement from one aimed at mediating conflict,
as long as they are carried by the community’s platform. This rules out modeling content-specific
practices (4, 8, 6).

Knowing this, we define two possible strategies available to the community provider within the
confines of the model.

1. Onboarding. At each period, the community manager addresses a message to every member
who has joined the community during the previous period. This formalizes practice 1. It is a
fairly widespread one, with almost half of respondents engaging in it “often”, and a further 10%
engaging in it “occasionally”.

2. Engagement. At each period the community manager addresses a message to every member who
has engaged in communication with one or more other members during the previous period.
This formalizes practice 3 and 6. They are both popular among professional online community
managers, and in similar ways: over half of the respondents report engaging in them “often”,
with a further 40% engaging in them “occasionally”.

4.3.4 Model dynamics

When the onboarding policy is enacted in our model, at each period t the community manager
addresses a post to each member who joined the community in the previous period t− 1.11 When
engagement is enacted, at each period t she writes a post to each member who has herself written a
post in the previous period t− 1, subject to a capacity constraint. The community manager can also
do both, or neither.

We assume the community manager is capacity constrained. The constraint is expressed as the
maximum number of actions she can take during each time period. When the demand for management
action hits the capacity constraint, she can allocate her capacity with one of two, mutually exclusive,
criteria. The first one is to allocate her capacity to the members who joined the community most
recently; the second one is to allocate to the members who have been most active up to that point in
time.

Upon initialization, we create one community manager, and a small number of community members
(at least 2). We assume the latter to all be connected to each other by intimacy links of weight greater
than zero.

At each time step, the following happens.

1. Zero or more members join the community.

11Guy Melançon, Benjamin Renoust and this author have explored the effects of the onboarding policy on the in-degree
distribution of the interaction network of online communities in [9].
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2. Each member decides whether to engage in communication with probability αi.t as described in
equation 4.2.

3. Members who have decided to engage in communication now must choose whether or not to
communicate with each of the other members. Their choice depends on pairwise intimacy, as
expressed by equation 4.3.

4. The community manager engages in her own communication events, depending on the policies
being enacted.

5. The values of intimacy links are updated according to equation 4.1.

6. Members decide whether to leave the community. They do so if the overall weight of their
incoming intimacy links is below a certain threshold, and if they have been in the community
for a minimum number of time periods.

4.3.5 Model parameters

The purpose of this section is to list parameters that need to be set for the simulation model to run.
They are indicated with the same name with which they appear in the model’s code NetLogo code,
and fall under two categories. The first one consists of “societal” parameters. They control the norms
and characteristics of the online community, viewed as a micro-society. They are:

• decay . This is the decay factor per time period for intimacy, the expression −∆t
τ in equation 4.1.

• founders . The number of the “founding members”. These members are created upon initializing
the model, and are all connected to each other by intimacy links.

• global-chattiness . The baseline propensity of agents to be active at any time period (GC
in equation 4.2).

• intimacy-strength . The calibration parameter β in equation 4.3.

• num-members . The number of members at which the model terminates its run.12

• randomised-chattiness . When set to false , εi = 0, ∀i in equation 4.2. When set to true ,
the value of εi for each member i is randomly drawn from a standard normal distribution.

• threshold . The minimum acceptable level of membership strength Si. If Si falls under such
level (after an initial “grace period”, i leaves the community,

• γ∗ in equation 4.2. The extra probability to become active in the current period that results
from the user having received posts in the previous period.

The second group of model parameters consists of “policy” parameters. They control the actions of
the community manager. They are:

• capacity . The maximum number of posts that the community manager can author in a single
time period when executing the engage policy.

12Since members join the community at the constant rate of one new member per period, this parameter also
determines the number of periods at which the model terminates is given by num-members − founders . When
launching a simulation, we set manually the parameter num-members , and let the number of time periods be determined
by it, because the computational load of the simulation is a quadratic function of the number of members, rather than
of the length of the model run.
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• engage . When set to true , the community manager executes a policy of engagement.

• onboard . When set to true , the community manager executes a policy of onboarding.

• priority . Tells the community manager how to allocate her capacity in case she hits the
capacity constraint. It takes one of two values. Value newer instructs the community manager to
prioritize the members who joined the community most recently. Value more active instructs
the community manager to prioritize the members who have authored most posts.

We choose the values of numeric parameters in such a way as to highlight the role of intimacy
strength β, the parameter that drives KJK’s model, and that of community management activities, the
main focus of this paper. See the appendix for a full discussion of model calibration. Tables 4.2, 4.5
and 4.8 show the parameter values used in each simulation.

4.3.6 Model behavior

If we run it without any community management, our variant of the model behaves in the same
way as KJK’s. As the community grows, an exclusionary dynamics sets in. This is governed by the
preference of members for interacting with people they have interacted with before, the β parameter
in equation 4.3. Higher values of β result in a more unequal distribution in Si. This is because the
more often i chooses to write posts to another, the more likely she is to do the same in the future.
This tendency is reinforced by two other forces in the model.

The first one is that members that receive a post today are more likely to be active in the future.
By being more active, they will strengthen more intimacy links, and so increase the probability of
being the target of posts in the future (recall from equation 4.1 that the probability of i to write a
post to j is identical to that of j to write a post to i. Each post written by i increases the probability
that she will receive posts in the future, and each post received makes her more likely to write even
more posts. A positive feedback loop sets in, where inequality begets inequality.

The second one is a consequence of some of the least connected members leaving the community.
This affects inclusivity, since their membership strength drops to zero, never to recover. It also
negatively affects activity (fewer members remain active), loyalty (less activity implies less loyalty)
and diversity (inactive members stop contributing, so that the Gini coefficient on the distribution on
the number of comments increases). These interrelations between target variables are reflected in the
strong correlation between the variables representing inclusion and those representing activity and
loyalty. (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Correlation coefficients across target variables and 1,796 runs of the model. Values recorded
at the end of each run. No community management is present.

−Gini(Si) −dropouts −Gini(Ci) C S
−Gini(Si) 1.0000
dropouts 0.9538 1.0000
−Gini(Ci) −0.0071 −0.0894 1.0000
C 0.9021 0.8885 −0.0481 1.0000
S 0.8206 0.8435 −0.0129 0.8633 1.0000

The values of the parameters are as follows. decay : 0.01, 0.02, 0.03. global-chattiness : 0.05, 0.1,
0.2. β: 0.1, 3.3, 10. threshold : 2.5, 5.2, 7.5, 10. founders : 2. randomised-chattiness : false . For
each combination of values we ran the model 12 times.
We do not allow founders to vary because a numerical comparison would not be valid. To maintain a
manageable computational load, model runs stop when the community has acquired 600 members. As
founders increases, runs become shorter. See below for a discussion of the role of founders in the model.
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Figure 4.1 shows how our target variables evolve over time for different values of β. The role of
other parameters is discussed in the appendix. Figure 4.2 shows that when we let εi in equation 4.3
vary, the evolution over time of the target variables does not change significantly.13 The evolution of
Gini(Si) when εi is equal to zero for all members is similar to when it is randomly selected (right).

4.3.7 Model behavior with community management

Community managers target members with written posts of their own. This has two effects:

1. It increases the membership strength Si of targeted members, making them less likely to leave
the community. This reduces the dropout rate and leads to increased inclusivity and diversity.

2. It increases their probability of becoming themselves active, by increasing γi,t in equation 4.2.
By becoming active (and so engaging with other members), targeted members build up intimacy
with others, and so increase the probability that they will be targeted by these others in the
future. This increases activity and loyalty.

Figure 4.3 shows what happens to the number of dropouts over time when community management
practices are introduced. Figure 4.4 shows what happens to Gini(Si). The effect of community
management on both variables is clearly visible, especially for higher values of β.

Notice the fork shapes appearing to the right of figures 4.3c and fig 4.4c. They are a consequence
of the different values taken by priority . Recall from section 4.3.5 that this parameter controls
the allocation of the community manager’s capacity, constrained, in this particular set of runs, to 50.
Around period 300, the community has grown enough that the community manager can no longer
engage with every single member who was active in the previous period, and must choose which ones
she writes posts to. When priority is set to newer , she prioritizes engaging with members who
have most recently joined the community. When it is set to more active , she prioritizes engaging
with members who have historically been more active. The value of the capacity constraint was chosen
so that the constraint starts to bite during the run, allowing us to observe the effects of the two
allocation strategies. This is clearly visible in figures 4.5 and 4.6. By prioritizing newer members,
community managers prevent neglected newcomers from dropping out, curb Gini(Si) more effectively,
and obtain more active communities than when they prioritize more active ones.

4.3.8 Statistical testing

We focus on whether different community management policies have measurably different effects on
the target variables proposed in 4.3.2, and what the tradeoffs involved might be. We proceed as follows.
As before, let Tp = {T1p, T2p, ..., TNp} be the vector of values of the target variables T1, T2, ..., TN that
obtain when policy p is enacted. Let θ be the vector of model parameters; let p1 and p2 be alternative
policies that the community managers can enact. Set θ to be equal to some θ∗, and run the model
multiple times. Next, test the null hypothesis that:

H0 : T ip1(θ∗)− T ip2(θ∗) = 0 i = {1, 2, ...N} (4.8)

where T ip1(θ∗) indicates the average value of the target variable Ti across all model runs with parameter
vector θ = θ∗, when policy p1 is enacted.

In what follows, we first choose a number of parameter configurations. Next, we run the model
24 times for each configuration. Finally, we run a Welch test on the null hypothesis in equation 4.8
for each of the six target variables listed in section 4.3.2 and for each parameter configuration θ∗.

13Recall from section 4.3.1 that we cannot compare runs of the model in terms of the absolute values taken by the
variables at the end of the run (footnote 7).
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(a) Inclusivity: Gini coefficient on the distribution of Si(b) Inclusivity: number of dropouts

(c) Diversity: Gini coefficient on the distribution of Ci(d) Activity: number of comments
∑

i Ci

(e) Loyalty: total membership strength
∑

i Si

Figure 4.1: Evolution of target variables over time for different values of β. Red dots represent
runs where β = 0.1; green dots runs where β = 3.3; blue dots runs where β = 10. No community
management is present. Other variables are set as follows: threshold = 5.2; founders = 2; decay
= 0.01; global-chattiness = 0.1 num-members = 600; randomised-chattiness = false.
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(a) randomised-chattiness = “false” , so εi = 0∀i(b) randomised-chattiness = “true” , so εi ∼ Z

Figure 4.2: Evolution of Gini(Si) for different values of β and randomised-chattiness over different
runs of the model. Red dots represent runs where β = 0.1; green dots runs where β = 3.3; blue
dots runs where β = 10. No community management is present. Other variables are set as follows:
threshold = 5.2; founders = 2; decay = 0.01; global-chattiness = 0.1 num-members = 600.

Policy p1 dominates policy p2 for θ = θ∗ when there is no target variable Ti such that the difference
T ip1(θ∗)− T ip2 is negative and statistically significant. We call this process a simulation.

We run the following simulations:

• Simulation 1. The model runs with different combinations of β and GC, both with εi = 0,∀i
and with εi ∼ Z. There is no community management. For each combination of parameters, we
test the hypothesis that the average values of target variables obtained across different values
of β are identical. The results obtained serve as control group to test the effects of enacting
policies in Experiments 2.1 and 2.2. Details and results are in section 4.4.1.

• Simulation 2.1. The model runs with different combinations of β and GC and εi = 0,∀i.
Community management is set to onboard . The community manager has no capacity constraint.
For each combination of parameters, we test the hypothesis that the average values of target
variables obtained when the policy is enacted are identical to those obtained when it is not.
Details and results are in section 4.4.2.

• Simulation 2.2. The model runs with different combinations of β and GC and εi = 0,∀i.
Community management is set to engage . The community manager has no capacity constraint.
For each combination of parameters, we test the hypothesis that the average values of target
variables obtained when the policy is enacted are identical to those obtained when it is not.
Details and results are in section 4.4.2.

• Simulation 3. The model runs with different combinations of β and GC, both with εi = 0, ∀i and
with εi ∼ Z. The community manager is now capacity-constrained. Community management is
set to engage ;14 for all combinations of parameters, the model runs with priority set first
to newer , then to more active . For each combination of parameters, we test the hypothesis
that the average values of target variables obtained when the capacity is allocated to newer

14We do not test the onboard policy against a capacity constraint. It is a low-effort policy, so that any realistic
capacity constraint would never bite.
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(a) No community management (b) With onboarding

(c) With engagement. This subfigure shows 24 model
runs, 12 of which with priority = newer and the
other 12 with priority = more active . This in-
duces the “forking” towards the right of the graph.

Figure 4.3: Evolution of the number of members leaving the community for different values of β and
different choices of community management, over different runs of the model. Red dots represent
runs where β = 0.1; green dots runs where β = 3.3; blue dots runs where β = 10. Other variables
are set as follows: threshold = 5.2; founders = 2; decay = 0.01; global-chattiness = 0.1;
num-members = 600; randomised-chattiness = false .
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(a) No community management (b) With onboarding

(c) With engagement. This subfigure shows 24 model
runs, 12 of which with priority = newer and the
other 12 with priority = more active . This gives
rise to the fork shape towards the right of the graph.

Figure 4.4: Evolution of Gini(Si) for different values of β and different choices of community
management, over different runs of the model. Red dots represent runs where β = 0.1; green
dots runs where β = 3.3; blue dots runs where β = 10. Other variables are set as follows:
threshold = 5.2; founders = 2; decay = 0.01; global-chattiness = 0.1; num-members
= 600; randomised-chattiness = false .
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(a) priority = more active (b) priority = newer

Figure 4.5: Evolution of the number of members leaving the community when engage is set to
true , for different values of β and different criteria to allocate the community manager’s capacity
constraint. Red dots represent runs where β = 0.1; green dots represent runs where β = 3.3; blue dots
represent runs where β = 10. No community management is present. Other variables are set as follows:
threshold = 5.2; founders = 2; decay = 0.01; global-chattiness = 0.1; num-members =
600; randomised-chattiness = false ; onboard = false .

(a) priority = more active (b) priority = newer

Figure 4.6: Evolution of Gini(Si) when engage is set to true , for different values of beta and
different criteria to allocate the community manager’s capacity constraint. Red dots represent runs
where β = 0.1; green dots represent runs where β = 3.3; blue dots represent runs where β = 10. Other
variables are set as follows: threshold = 5.2; founders = 2; decay = 0.01; global-chattiness
= 0.1; num-members = 600; randomised-chattiness = false ; onboard = false .
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members are identical to those obtained when it is allocated to more active ones. Details and
results are in section 4.4.3.

4.4 Results

We use the model introduced in section 4.3 to provide support for three results.

1. In the absence of community management policies, the model’s dynamics produces exclusion.
Early adopters find it much easier to attract their peers’ attention and build themselves a high
membership strength. Latecomers, on the other hand, find it difficult to get a foothold in the
community. This is a verification of KJK’s main result.

2. Community management policies can, under all parameter configurations tested, counteract
the exclusionary dynamics in the model. Community management policies also improve target
variables other than inclusivity.

3. When the community manager is capacity constrained, different rules to allocate that capacity
produce significantly different values in the target variables. Specifically, prioritizing interaction
with members who joined more recently dominates prioritizing interaction with the most active
members.

4.4.1 Result 1: intimacy produces exclusion

The main result by KJK – intimacy produces exclusion – is intriguing and consistent with the
experience of many online community managers. Before running our own simulation, it is worth noting
that we make some assumptions that differ from those in KJK’s paper. We do so to explore to what
extent the exclusionary dynamics in their model depends on these assumptions. In particular:

1. In KJK, the community starts with a large clique (N= 150) of founders, all connected to each
other by intimacy links. This poses the risk that members in this initial bloc might simply keep
talking to each other: they don’t need anyone else, because they already have friends in each
other. Instead, we initialize the model with a variable number of connected founders, as small
as 2.

2. All members are assumed to engage in communication at each step. Their only choice is who to
direct their posts to. In real online communities contribution is sparse [7, 15], and, as we have
seen, most community providers go to great length to encourage further participation. Denser
communication is likely to amplify the effect of the intimacy-strength parameter. This, in
turn, could lead to overestimating its importance. Instead, we assume that members write, on
average, less than one post per period.

3. All members are assumed to be equally likely to write a post at each period (with probability 1,
as we have seen). This means that members with few friends cannot respond by being less active
in the community, and must keep reaching out, targeting predominantly those few. This is likely
to amplify the persistent difference in Si between members with few incoming intimacy links and
members with many of them. Instead, we allow for the possibility that different members have
different propensities for writing posts, through the parameter εi. We also provide a mechanism
for the same member to become more or less likely to write a post over time, through the
parameter γit.
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In this first simulation we compare what happens when members are equally sociable (εi in
equation 4.2 is always equal to zero) with what happens when they are not (εi 6= 0). Table 4.2
summarizes the values assigned to the model’s parameters. We rank members according to their
date of joining the community and visually inspect the distribution of Si as the intimacy-strength
varies. Our results looks similar to Figure 2 in KJK, as shown in Figure 4.7.15 Table 4.3 reports our
results, which confirm the visual impression. For all combinations of parameters, a higher value of
the intimacy strength parameter β reduces the community’s inclusivity. Table 4.4 shows that this
reduction has strong statistical significance. β also affects all other target variables in a non-positive
way. This effect is stronger when β is higher and GC lower.

Table 4.2: Model parameter values in simulation 1 (model runs = 288).

Parameter Value
decay 0.01
founders 2
global-chattiness 0.05, 0.4
intimacy-strength 0.1, 3.3, 10
num-members 600
randomised-chattiness false, true
threshold 5.2 after 50 periods
γ∗ 0.2
capacity n.a.
engage false
onboard false
priority n.a.

Section 4.3.5 contains a definition of all parameters.

Table 4.3: Mean number of members leaving the online community ( dropouts ) and mean Gini index
on Si by different combinations of model parameters.

RC A β = 0.1 β = 3.3 β = 10

dropouts Gini(Si) dropouts Gini(Si) dropouts Gini(Si)
false 0.05 0 0.154 0 0.321 2.875 0.377
false 0.4 0 0.155 0.042 0.292 3.792 0.376
true 0.05 0 0.154 0 0.340 2.708 0.405
true 0.4 0 0.156 0 0.321 3.792 0.412

RC denotes randomised-chattiness ; A denotes the global propensity of
members to be active at each point in time (see equation 4.2).

15KJK do not report results in numerical form. The authors probably intended visual inspection as the appropriate
way to appreciate their result.
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Figure 4.7: Membership strength Si vs. date of joining the online community for various values of β.
All 24 runs with identical parameters are superimposed in each diagram. The increase in inequality in
the distribution of Si as β increases is clearly visible. Compare with Figure 2 in KJK.
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Table 4.4: Testing for statistical significance in the variations between target variables v as
the intimacy strength parameter β varies, according to different combination of values of the
randomised-chattiness (first column, RC) and global-chattiness (second columns, GC) pa-
rameters. Variations in inequality in the distribution of Si (third and fourth columns) confirm the
main result in KJK.

RC GC −dropouts −Gini(Si) −Gini(Ci) C S

false 0.05 − − − − −
false 0.4 − − 0 0 0
true 0.05 − − − − −
true 0.04 0 − 0 0 0

H0 : [mean(v)|β = 10]− [mean(v)|β = 3.3] = 0
false 0.05 − − − − −
false 0.4 − − − − −
true 0.05 − − − − −
true 0.04 − − − − −

H0 : [mean(v)|β = 10]− [mean(v)|β = 0.1] = 0
false 0.05 − − − − −
false 0.4 − − − − −
true 0.05 − − − − −
true 0.04 − − − − −
Based on Welch tests. “+” denotes a positive variation in the target
variable, significant at the 1% level; “0” denotes a nonsignificant variation;
“−” denotes a negative variation, significant at the 1% level .
Notice that values in columns 3, 4, and 5 refer to reductions in the values
of the indicators. We indicate this with a − sign in front of the variable
names. This allows positive signs to be always associated to desirable
outcomes, as explained in section 4.3.8.

When εi ∼ Z, we expect the members more inclined to write posts to also receive more, and
therefore to have higher membership strength. This is indeed the case (correlation coefficient: 0.1775).
We also find a strong negative correlation (correlation coefficient: -0.7033) between membership
strength Si and the date at which i joins the community. Both relationships are confirmed by
regression analysis, with strongly significant coefficients of the expected signs. The latter results also
holds for model runs where εi = 0,∀i.

We conclude that KJK’s main result is confirmed, our variations in model specification notwith-
standing. In online communities, the preference for interacting preferably with people already familiar
to us can indeed result in exclusionary dynamics, with no need to postulate any exclusionary intent.

4.4.2 Result 2: community management improves inclusivity (and other dimen-
sions)

Community managers activity mitigates exclusion through two pathways.
The first one is direct interaction. Recall that membership strength Si is the sum of the weights

Wj,i of all intimacy links targeting i, and that intimacy links result from communication. It follows
that community managers can directly increase Si simply by addressing posts to i.16 By interacting
with i, the community manager directly increases Si. Additionally, she reduces the likelihood that

16In most online communities the software does not provide obvious visual cues to tell community managers apart
from ordinary members. After launching the photography-themed community Flickr, founder Caterina Fake reportedly
instructed her whole staff to spend time simply using the community platform, sharing their own photos and above all
interacting with users as they came on board. [34]
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Si will, in the future, fall below the minimum threshold, resulting in i withdrawing herself from the
community. As long as she does not leave, i exposes herself to the possibility of being part of more
conversations in the future.

The second pathway is indirect. Recall from equation 4.2 that the probability that member i
is active at time t depends on the posts she received at time t − 1. By addressing a post to i at t,
the community manager raises the probability that i will be active at t+ 1. In probability, this will
increase the membership strength of some other member j who receives the post written by i. The
community manager’s actions have thus a multiplier effect.

To explore what happens when management policies are introduced to the community, we run the
model for each combination of the parameters in Table 4.5. Table 4.6 shows the results of simulation
2.1, where we test that the values of the target variables that obtain when the onboard policy is
enacted are identical to those that obtain in the absence of such policy. Table 4.7 shows the result of
simulation 2.2, where we do the same with the engage policy. We learn the following lessons:

1. For all combination of parameters’ values, both policies are effective at increasing loyalty.

2. When GC is lower, both policies are effective at increasing inclusivity and contribution diversity.

3. When GC is higher, the effect of policies on variables other than
∑
Si is a more mixed bag. The

onboard policy seems to make a difference only for high levels of β; the engage policy is more
effective on reducing inequalities, and in general affects positively more variables as β increases.

4. All this comes at a price. Community managers now have to be active, much more so when
enacting the effort-intensive engage policy. The average number of posts written by the community
manager is 596 for the onboard policy and 32,663 for the engage policy, assuming no capacity
constraint at all. Consequently, enacting either of the policies does not dominate the choice of
not doing community management at all.

So, community management policies can indeed be effective in enhancing an online community.
This, however, leaves unaddressed matters of efficiency. To these we now turn.

Table 4.5: Model parameter values in simulation 2.

Parameter Value
decay 0.01
founders 2
global-chattiness 0.05, 0.4
intimacy-strength 0.1, 3.3, 10
num-members 600
randomised-chattiness false
threshold 5.2 after 50 periods
γ∗ 0.2
capacity n.a.
engage false in simulation 2.1, true in simulation 2.2
onboard false in simulation 2.2, true in simulation 2.1
priority n.a.

Section 4.3.5 contains a definition of all parameters.
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Table 4.6: Testing for statistical significance in the variations between target variables v as the
onboard policy is enacted, according to different combination of values of the global-chattiness
(first column, GC) and intimacy strength (β, second column) parameters.

GC β −dropouts −Gini(Si) −Gini(Ci) C S Cm

H0 : [mean(v)|onboard]− [mean(v)|no_policy] = 0
0.05 0.10 + + + + + −
0.05 3.30 + + + + + −
0.05 10.0 + + + + + −
0.40 0.10 0 0 0 0 + −
0.40 3.30 0 0 0 0 + −
0.40 10.00 0 + 0 + + −
Based on Welch tests. “+” denotes a positive variation in the target variable,
significant at the 1% level; “0” denotes a nonsignificant variation; “−” denotes a
negative variation, significant at the 1% level .
Notice that values in columns 3, 4, and 5 refer to reductions in the values of the
indicators. We indicate this with a − sign in front of the variable names. This
allows positive signs to be always associated to desirable outcomes, as explained
in section 4.3.8.

Table 4.7: Testing for statistical significance in the variations between target variables v as the engage
policy is enacted, according to different combination of values of the global-chattiness (first
column, GC) and intimacy strength (β, second column) parameters.

GC β −dropouts −Gini(Si) −Gini(Ci) C S Cm

H0 : [mean(v)|engage]− [mean(v)|no_policy] = 0
0.05 0.10 + + + + + −
0.05 3.30 + + + + + −
0.05 10.0 + + + + + −
0.40 0.10 0 + 0 0 + −
0.40 3.30 + + 0 0 + −
0.40 10.00 + + + + + −
Based on Welch tests. “+” denotes a positive variation in the target variable,
significant at the 1% level; “0” denotes a nonsignificant variation; “−” denotes a
negative variation, significant at the 1% level .
Notice that values in columns 3, 4, and 5 refer to reductions in the values of the
indicators. We indicate this with a − sign in front of the variable names. This
allows positive signs to be always associated to desirable outcomes, as explained
in section 4.3.8.

4.4.3 Result 3: Allocating community management capacity to newer members
dominates allocating it to more active ones

Within the confines of the model, we can address the question of efficient community management as
follows. Assume that, through a previous investment, the community provider has acquired a level of
capacity, expressed in terms of effort per time period E

∆t and fixed in the short term. In this situation,
a capacity allocation decision is more efficient than another if it gets a better outcome in terms of the
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five target variables introduced in section 4.3.2. With this in mind, we run a simulation assuming
a constraint on capacity of 50 communication events per time period. We compare two allocation
criteria that are often seen in the practice of online community management:

1. Prioritize newer members. Community managers might want to focus on members that recently
joined the community because they are more likely to be still evaluating whether to stay with it; in
this case, receiving more attention is likely to increase the likelihood that they will not drop out [24].

2. Prioritize more active members. Community managers might decide to invest on highly active
individuals, who are perceived as yielding more activity per unity of effort expended. To determine
who is “more active”, community managers rank members by the number of comments authored,
Ci.17 In our simulations, Ci is indeed directly correlated with εi; but, as we have seen, it is also
inversely correlated with the longevity of her membership.18 There is a potential pitfall here, as
community managers might be led to overestimate the role of the first term, and end up investing on
members whose high level of Ci is simply a feature of having joined the community at an early stage.

Table 4.8 relates model parameters for this simulation. Table 4.9 relates its results. We learn what
follows.

• When members are equally likely to be active (εi = 0), prioritizing newer members dominates
prioritizing more active ones. The former strategy not only reduces dropouts and the Gini
indices on Si and Ci (thus enhancing inclusivity and diversity), but it also, it increases

∑
Ci

and
∑
Si (thus enhancing activity and loyalty), and in some cases this increase is significant.

This effect tends to be stronger when GC is low (rows 1-3 in Table 4.9) and when β is high
(rows 3 and 6).

• When members are not equally likely to contribute (εi ∼ Z), prioritizing newer members remains
dominant over prioritizing more active ones. There are, however, differences. The positive effect
on inclusivity and diversity remains, and even increases; the extra benefits on activity and loyalty
largely disappear, except when β is high.

Table 4.8: Model parameter values in simulation 3 (described in section 4.4.3).

Parameter Value
decay 0.01
founders 2
global-chattiness 0.05, 0.4
intimacy-strength 0.1, 3.3, 10
num-members 700
randomised-chattiness false, true
threshold 5.2 after 50 periods
γ∗ 0.2
capacity 50
engage true
onboard false
priority more active, newer

Section 4.3.5 contains a definition of all pa-
rameters.

17This information is provided by most popular online community platforms.
18Regressing number of comments on propensity to be active and date of account creation confirms this. Both variables

are highly significant and take the expected sign (R2 = 0.86).
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Table 4.9: Testing for statistical significance in the variations between target variables v as the
allocation criterion for communication events is changed from “prioritize more active members” to
“prioritize newer members”, according to different combination of values of the global-chattiness
(first column, GC) and intimacy strength (β, second column) parameters.

GC β −dropouts −Gini(Si) −Gini(Ci) C S

H0 : [mean(v)|newer]− [mean(v)|more_active] = 0
εi = 0

0.05 0.10 + + 0 + +
0.05 3.30 + + 0 0 0
0.05 10.0 + + + + +
0.40 0.10 0 + 0 0 0
0.40 3.30 0 + 0 0 0
0.40 10.00 + + 0 + +

εi 6= 0
0.05 0.10 + + 0 0 0
0.05 3.30 + + 0 0 0
0.05 10.0 + + + + 0
0.40 0.10 0 + 0 0 0
0.40 3.30 0 + 0 0 0
0.40 10.00 + + 0 0 +

Based on Welch tests. “+” denotes a positive variation, significant at the 1%
level; “0” denotes a nonsignificant variation; “−” denotes a negative variation,
significant at the 1% level. Recall from section 4.3.2 that a positive variation is
always beneficial to the community provider and viceversa

We conclude that, within the confines of our model, prioritizing newer members always dominates
prioritizing more active ones. Successful inclusivity policies lead to fewer members leaving the
community (compare column 3 in Table 4.9); as they now remain active, these members can continue
contributing to

∑
Ci and

∑
Si. The average number of dropouts across all combination of parameters

when εi is allowed to vary is practically zero when community managers prioritize newer members, but
jumps to almost 6 (1% of members at the end of the model run) when they prioritize more active ones.

In online communities, highly active members are highly visible to community managers, but their
activism may reflect their personality rather than their responsiveness to what other members and
community managers do. From the community managers point of view, prioritizing them only makes
sense if their marginal probability to be active with respect to management effort is higher than that of
other members. This is not the case in our model: “superstars” are more active on average than other
members, not more responsive to management effort. So, the only way to increase activity in the model
is to persuade members not to leave the community; in other words, to adopt a policy of inclusion.

4.5 Conclusions

Some online communities suffer from persistent inability to welcome without reservations new members,
and integrate them in the community’s “micro-society” [22]. Using an agent-based model we find
that this phenomenon need not be the result of active discrimination; it can originate from a simple
preference for interacting with people who are already our friends. In this sense, this result (originally
suggested by Kim and collaborators [22] is related to models of residential segregation in the tradition
of Schelling [33]. We provide here additional support for it.

Expanding on this initial intuition, we enrich our model with some simple practices of online com-
munity management, and find that they are effective in enhancing the inclusivity of online communities.
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Furthermore, they have beneficial secondary effects on other dimensions, like diversity, activity and
loyalty. This, however, requires the sustained effort of online community managers. Since the latter
are an expensive resource, we are left with questions about efficient online community management.

To address these questions, we introduce a capacity constraint for the community manager, and
compare the results of allocating that capacity according to alternative criteria. We find that prioritizing
newer members not only is effective at reducing exclusion, but it dominates prioritizing the more active
members across all other dimensions considered. This leads to the conclusion that valuable community
manager time is best spent on newbies rather than on highly active “superstars”. This conclusion
might sound counterintuitive to many online community managers; yet it is readily understood when
considering the combined effects of newbies’ exposure to dropping out of the community altogether
and of the assumption of identical responsiveness to community management effort of all users.

As is typical of agent-based models, our results can be traced back to the assumptions underpinning
model behavior. The approach to modelling online community management explored in this paper,
however, provides a systematic way to compare alternative policies to grow and sustain online
communities. It starts by framing online community management as mechanism design [8]. To
overcome the difficulties associated with erecting a game form and deriving its equilibrium, it falls
back to observing the behavior of users in real-world online communities [7], and using the results of
this observation to build a simulation model. Despite its obvious limits, this approach can be applied
to scenario planning in the design and management of participatory processes, for example in public
consultations, large-scale design and foresight exercises. Within the confines of the model, alternative
policies for managing an online community can be experimented with, at no risk to actual communities
(which are valuable assets in their own right).

Consider, for example, the graphs of figure 4.8. They obtain choosing specific forms for the
objective function of equation 4.5 and plotting it against other variables of interest. In the upper
panel of the figure, the Y axis represents the value of the function

V1 =
−Gini(Si)−Gini(Ci) + r(

∑
Si) + r(

∑
Ci)

4

where r(
∑
Si) and r(

∑
Ci) indicate, respectively,

∑
Si and

∑
Ci rescaled so that their values are

between 0 and 1. The X axis represents effort. Policies are color-coded, with each dot representing
the position in the (X,Y ) space of a specific run of the model with a given value of β and GC. Such a
cost-benefit representation of our data may assist a community provider considering a change of policy;
it tells her how much of an improvement in the value function a given increase in management effort
will buy, conditional on intimacy strength and the general propensity of members to being active.

In the lower panel of figure 4.8, the Y axis represents the the value of the function

V2 =
−Gini(Si)−Gini(Ci) + r(

∑
Si) + r(

∑
Ci)− r(E)

5

where r(
∑
Si), r(

∑
Ci) and r(E) indicate, respectively,

∑
Si,

∑
Ci and effort E rescaled so that their

values are between 0 and 1. The X axis represents the time step the model is in. As before, policies are
color-coded, with each dot now representing the value of the objective function at a certain time step in a
given run of the model, with a given value of β and GC. Such a representation of the data has the sense of
giving the community provider a sense of how the community will move towards its objective over time.

These graphs make no claim of generality, they are just an example. But they do suggest that
community providers can tailor them to their own specific objectives and constraints. For example, a
local government providing an online community to citizens taking part is a participatory budgeting
exercise might place a high value on the community’s inclusivity, build their objective function
accordingly and use this modelling technique to decide what policy to adopt. Another provider might
choose a high weight for management effort to reflect their preference for low-cost policies, and so
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on. Once calibrated for the situation at hand, this model can become a valuable tool for rational,
accountable decision-making about the management of online communities.

Appendix: Model calibration

Our main interest is exploring what impact community management activities have in a “KJK world”
where intimacy strength β can engender exclusionary dynamics. In order to implement the model
we need to assign numeric values to all the other (less central to the discussion) parameters listed in
section 4.3.5. Here we briefly discuss how we choose these values.

The main idea is to calibrate the model by varying the value of parameters until we find the regions
of the parameter space where changes in β no longer have any effect; then restrict ourselves to the
other regions, where values of β do play a role. This is necessary because, by appropriately tweaking its
parameters, the model can be made unresponsive to either changes in the value of β and of community
management policies. For example, if the threshold parameter is set to zero, no member ever leaves
the community, regardless of the value of β or community management activities. Symmetrically, if it
is set high enough, every member leaves immediately after joining, again regardless of the value of β or
community management activities. We choose parameter values so that, in the absence of community
management, the unfolding of an exclusionary dynamics depends on the value of β (figure 4.1). Having
done that, we can focus on what happens when, in such a situation, community management policies
are enacted. For β itself, we adopt the values already used by KJK in their paper.

As might be expected, the values of the model’s parameter influence its behavior in a predictable way.

• Higher values of threshold mean members are more “needy”, in the sense of requiring a higher
membership strength for remaining in the community. As this value goes up, the number
of dropouts increases: with threshold ≥ 10 everyone drops out, no matter the value of β.
This directly reduces inclusivity. The missing posts from inactive members, in turn, reduce
activity and hence loyalty. Diversity is only weakly correlated with threshold : for low values
of threshold Gini(Ci) increases; as it approaches 10 or so, it decreases sharply, because all
members leave the community, which leads to an even distribution of Ci.

• Higher values of global-chattiness increase the overall amount of activity and loyalty. Inclu-
sivity also increases, as the extra activity makes it easy for members to meet the conditions for
continuing to be involved in the community. The effect on Gini(Ci) is more nuanced: the reduced
number in dropouts decreases it, but the higher activity rate enhances the exclusionary dynamics.

• Higher values of decay mean members are more “forgetful”. Their old intimacy links fade away
faster. For any given levels of threshold they now need more frequent incoming posts to not leave
the community. All other things being equal, this results on lower levels of activity and loyalty. On
the other hand, more forgetfulness also means that members are less likely to continue interacting
with the same people, conditional to the level of β. Full forgetfulness, naturally, is a degenerate
case, where intimacy can not be built up at all; it produces the same results as setting β = 0.

• When a large group of founders is present, the community starts off in total equality by construc-
tion. But, as the dynamic sets in, Gini(Si) increases sharply, then tends to stabilize and eventually
decrease, depending on the levels of the other parameters (figure 4.9. The first graph of figure 4.9
is the same as that of figure 4.1). Something similar happens to Gini(Ci): initially it is low,
because co-founders (the majority of members at this point) are equally likely to choose other co-
founder to interact with. This makes the distribution of αi,t relatively flat. After 10-20 periods the
exclusionary dynamics sets in, and Gini(Ci) rises, to then level off and even decrease, depending
on the value of β. C and S evolve in much the same way independently of the value of founders .
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Figure 4.8: Above: Value of an example objective function at the end of the model run,
plotted against the management effort (number of comments of the community manager) as-
sociated to each run. The value function is defined as V1 = [−Gini(Si) − Gini(Ci) +
r(
∑
Si) + r(

∑
Ci)]/4. r(Z) is shorthand for Z being rescaled onto the [0, 1] interval. Dots

are color-coded by policy enacted. Notice how red dots ( policy = onboard ) dominate gray
ones (no policy), and blue dots ( policy = engage, priority = newer ) dominate green ones
( policy = engage, priority = more active ). Below: Value of an example objective func-
tion at each point of the model run, plotted against time. The value function is defined as
V2 = [−Gini(Si)−Gini(Ci) + r(

∑
Si) + r(

∑
Ci)− r(E)]/5. Notice how, with this set of weights, the

engage policy comes to be dominated by the cheaper onboard and no policy options.
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The influence of the parameters on the target variables can be quantified by looking at the
correlation coefficients between the former and the latter. This is shown in table 4.10. With these
considerations in mind, we assign to the relevant parameters the following values:

• Those of intimacy-strength and threshold mimic those in KJK.

• Those of global-chattiness are assumed to be lower than 1. This allows for members to
increase their likelihood to be active at time t when they have received communications from
others at time t− 1 (equation 4.2).19 Other than the presence of the community manager, this
is the most important point of departure from KJK, which assume this value is equal to 1. See
section 4.3.1 for a discussion.

• That of founders seems to have no detectable impact on our results. We set it to the minimum
viable value for computational load.

(a) With 2 founding members. (b) With 50 founding members.

(c) With 100 founding members.

Figure 4.9: Evolution of Gini(Si) over time for different values of β, with different numbers of founding
members. Founding members start all connected to each other by intimacy links of weight 0.1. Red
dots represent runs where β = 0.1; green dots runs where β = 3.3; blue dots runs where β = 10. No
community management is present. Other variables are set as follows: threshold = 5.2; decay =
0.01; global-chattiness = 0.1 num-members = 600; randomised-chattiness = false.

19We have observed this reaction in real-world online communities [7].
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Table 4.10: Correlation coefficients between model parameters and target variables across 1,404 runs
of the model. Values recorded at the end of each run. No community management is present.

−(Gini(Si) −dropouts −Gini(Ci) C S
β −0.1847 −0.1358 −0.2400 −0.12371 −0.1209
global-chattiness 0.2288 0.2269 −0.1322 0.4836 0.2912
threshold −0.7423 −0.7444 0.1787 −0.6646 −0.5296
decay −0.3021 −0.3468 0.4982 −0.3314 −0.5844

The values of the parameters are as follows. decay : 0.01, 0.02, 0.03.
global-chattiness : 0.05, 0.1, 0.2. β: 0.1, 3.3, 10. threshold : 2.5,
5.2, 7.5, 10. founders : 2. randomised-chattiness : false . For each
combination of values we ran the model 12 times.
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